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Resumen

Desde la introducción de los conjuntos borrosos en 1965, miles de art́ıculos

se han publicado alrededor de esta idea. La lógica borrosa, actualmente en-

globada dentro del Soft-Computing, se convertido desde entonces en un campo

de investigación en rápida expansión, con numerosas aplicaciones en la vida real

y con un futuro prometedor en la computación con palabras y percepciones.

La lógica borrosa trató en sus comienzos con la inteligencia computacional,

pero actualmente se está dirigiendo hacia la computación con palabras y per-

cepciones, donde se puede desarrollar una computación más “cognitiva”, todo

ello gracias en gran medida a las sugerencias e impulso de Lotfi Zadeh.

La computación con palabras y percepciones introduce una nueva metodolo-

ǵıa, basada en la lógica borrosa y el Soft-Computing, para abordar la forma

en que las personas resuelven problemas complejos, se comunican y actúan a

través de las palabras y las percepciones. Todas estas tareas conllevan un alto

grado de imprecisión, de interacción y de información dependiente del con-

texto; lo cual no puede ser analizado únicamente mediante enfoques numéricos

o simbólicos. Para poder realizar ésta transición de los números a las percep-

ciones y de los śımbolos a las palabras necesitamos los conjuntos borrosos y

la lógica borrosa pero no cualquier tipo de lógica borrosa, sino una revisada

y orientada a la computación con palabras, y además necesitamos desarrollar

nuevas herramientas y realizar experimentos con sistemas que computen con

palabras y percepciones.
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Abstract

Since the introduction of Fuzzy Sets, thousands of papers have been published

around this idea, and Fuzzy Logic as part of Soft Computing has became a

new field of research with a rapid grow, with many applications in real life

and with a promising future towards Computing with Words and Perceptions.

Fuzzy Logic deals from its beginning with computational intelligence, and

that, under Zadeh’s suggestions and insights, is now changing to the wider

field of Computing with Words and Perceptions, where a more cognitive type

of computing can be developed.

Computing with Words and Perceptions opens up a new methodology, built

on Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing, to address the way humans solve com-

plex problems, communicate and act through perceptions and words. All of

these tasks involve a high level of imprecision, context-depended information

and interaction, which cannot be grasped only by numerical and symbolical

approaches. In order to make this transition from numbers to perceptions and

from symbols to words, we need Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic, although not

any kind of Fuzzy Logic but one review and oriented towards Computing with

Words and Perceptions, and furthermore we need to develop new tools and do

experiments with Computing with Words and Perceptions systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the the last decades, new approaches within AI such as Soft Computing

have produced what we consider a ”paradigm shift” with respect to the pre-

vious traditions. Soft Computing refers to a collection of new computational

techniques in Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence (and many applied

and engineering areas) which study, analyze, and model very complex phenom-

ena, those for which more precise scientific tools of the past were incapable of

giving a solution. Among the most important areas of Soft Computing are:

fuzzy systems, neural networks, evolutionary computation (algorithms) and

probabilistic reasoning.

Soft Computing differs from conventional (hard) computing in that, unlike

traditional computing, it is tolerant to imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth,

and approximation. In many ways, Soft Computing represents a significant

paradigm shift in the aims of computing, in that it simulates to some extent

the way the human mind works. In particular, its practitioners use to say that

the inspirational model of Fuzzy Logic is the human mind which, unlike present

day computers, possesses a remarkable ability to store and process information

which is pervasively imprecise, uncertain and lacking in rigid categories.

The concept of Fuzzy Set was introduced by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965, and it

was defined as a problem-solving and control system methodology which is

empirically-based rather than a formal one which provides a simple way to

arrive at an approximate conclusion based upon vague, imprecise or missing

input information. The main ideas of Zadeh’s fuzzy sets influenced the inclu-

sion of neural computing and genetic computing in Soft Computing at a later

3



4 Introduction

point.

Since the introduction of Fuzzy Sets, thousands of papers have been pub-

lished around this idea, and Fuzzy Logic has became a new field of research as

part of Soft Computing with a rapid grow, with many applications in real life

and has a promising future towards Computing with Words and Perceptions.

The work done in the field ranges from theoretical results and foundational

works to more practical applications and new systems. Indeed, Zadeh’s paper

on fuzzy sets can be viewed as a pioneering move from Cybernetics to Arti-

ficial Intelligence. And the work done by Mamdani in 1975 on fuzzy control

(or linguistic control) can be considered one of the first Expert Systems, and

has involved a big step towards Computing with Words and Perceptions. In

short, Fuzzy Logic deals from its beginning with computational intelligence,

and that, under Zadeh’s suggestions and insights, is now changing to the wider

field of Computing with Words and Perceptions, where a more cognitive type

of computing can be developed.

Computing with Words and Perceptions opens up a new methodology, built

on Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing, to address the way humans solve com-

plex problems, communicate and act through perceptions and words. All of

these tasks involve a high level of imprecision, context-depended information

and interaction, which cannot be grasped only by numerical and symbolical

approaches. In order to make this transition from numbers to perceptions and

from symbols to words, we need Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic as Zadeh stated

in [216], but we also need to develop new tools and experiments towards Com-

puting with Words and Perceptions systems.

However, as happens with every new methodology, Computing with Words

and Perceptions lacks of a grounded core set of principles, and is more like a

lighthouse on the horizon lighting the path towards the future. Nevertheless,

this does not mean that we have to start from scratch, since fuzzy logic is

linked to language from its beginning, and many works have been done in this

direction (see i.e. [214, 215, 170, 212] ...).

Taking into account that a Fuzzy Set represents a concrete use of a pred-

icate (or linguistic label), (as L. Wittgenstein asserted, “ the meaning of a

word is its use in language”), Fuzzy Logic deals therefore with the problem of

meaning, which entails a turn from a syntaxis based computing to a semantics
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based one. This turn has a great interest and importance in the way towards

Computing with Words. Words are context-dependent, and if there are un-

countable many theories of fuzzy sets it is because fuzzy logic recognizes that

there is no a single way for using predicates (as “small” or its antonym “large”),

the conjunction ‘and’, the disjunction ‘or’, the negation ‘not’, as well as the

relational connective ‘if ... then’. The diverse representations of these linguis-

tic connectives are based on particular properties of their current meanings,

on their use in a given context and on the concrete goal pursued.

While mathematical properties are, most of the times, verified or not (and

therefore in some cases classical sets can be good models of them), in language

most of the properties are gradual, so classical sets cannot be good models as

paradoxes such as Sorites show. For example a person can be ”more or less

young”, ”very young”, ”quite young”, while a number is not (without a new

definition) ”a little even” or ”quite even”. Therefore, Fuzzy Sets are needed

if we want to model gradual properties and language predicates. Later on we

will explain how to build this models departing from the use of predicates in

language.

One of the most famous paradox is the Sorites (or Heap) Paradox, also

known as the “little-by-little” argument, which arises as a result of the in-

determinacy surrounding the limits of application of gradual predicates. For

example, the concept of ‘small’ appears to lack of sharp boundaries and, as

a consequence of that, no amount can be identified as making the difference

between “being small” and “not being small”. This can be restated as follows

“gradual predicates cannot be represented by classical sets”, because there is

no place to put the crisp boundary.

Possibly it is the consideration of a specific ground set and of how predi-

cates are used in it what makes the difference between how an abstract science

(like formal logic) approaches language and how it is done by an empirical

discipline (like fuzzy logic). In the second chapter we will review the funda-

mental concepts of Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Set Theories to direct them towards

Computing with Words and Perceptions.

In the same way that predicates are context depended, connectives in lan-

guage are also context-dependant. Due to that, classical logic is not enough to

represent their use in language and we need to use Fuzzy logic, which allows
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us to build different “coherent models” with the linguistic uses of connectives,

as we will see in the third chapter.

Once we have words and statements represented by predicates and connec-

tives we need inference rules to obtain (approximate) conclusions. To a great

extent a way to “compute with words” is to infer linguistic conclusions from

linguistic premises. In chapter four we will review the concept of Approximate

Inference and the Generalized Modus Ponens.

To tackle these new problems we need new tools and improve the old ones,

as we have done in chapter five. We present there a Fuzzy Prolog based on

Ciao where we interpret fuzzy concepts as soft constraints and fuzzy inferences

as soft constraints propagation, which allow us to build systems that combine

crisp and fuzzy logic. We have also presented the Agents with Diferent Logics

(ADL) system, an agent oriented system based again on Ciao, but extended

to cover the new Multi-Agent Systems requirements. ADL allow us to define

different agents endowed with different logics that communicate and interact

by means of a language with imprecise terms.

To test our ideas we have done two kind of experiments: First a word

related experiment, which it is explained in chapter six, where using the idea

that a word can be understood as an imprecise concept (and therefore, as a

concept gradually related to other concepts) we have built a Imprecise Concept

Search System. And second, a perception related experiment, where using

the idea that a perception can be understood as an imprecise constraint (and

therefore, gradually satisfied by an approximate set of conditions) we have built

approximate maps that allow robots to self-localize in a given environment,

which it is explained in chapter seven.

Finally in chapter eight we will summarize our main contributions, pose

our main conclusions and advance our future work.
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1.1 Motivation, Hypotheses and Objectives

Inspirational works

• “Fuzzy Logic = Computing with Words”

L.A. Zadeh (IEEE Trans. Fuzzy Syst., vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 103-111, 1996.)

• “From Computing With Numbers to Computing with Words From Ma-

nipulation of Measurements to Manipulation of Perceptions”

L.A. Zadeh (International Journal of Applied Math and Computer Sci-

ence, pp. 307-324, vol. 12, no. 3, 2002.)

• “Expression and meaning: Studies in the theory of speech acts”

J.R. Searle (Cambridge University Press, 1979)

Motivations

• In some sense, the 1965 paper of L.A. Zadeh on fuzzy sets can be viewed

as a pioneering move from Cybernetics to Artificial Intelligence.

• Mamdani’s introduction of (intelligent) fuzzy control in 1975 can be con-

sidered to represent, if not the first, at least one of the first Expert

Systems.

• Fuzzy logic not only deals with technological problems, but with language

related ones.

• We want to deal with the problem of meaning following L. Wittgenstein

assertion, “the meaning of a word is its use in language”, and therefore

words are context-dependent.

• In the way towards computing with words it must not to be forgotten

that, as J. R. Searle said, “Speaking a language is engaging in a rule-

governed form of behavior”.

• Predicates are context-dependent and also connectives: there is no a

single way for using the conjunction ‘and’, the disjunction ‘or’, and the

negation ‘not’, or the relational connective ‘if ... then’.
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Hypotheses

1. Fuzzy Logic 6= Computing with Words and Perceptions

Although CWP is rooted in FL and in the 90s some people thought that

they were the same, in reality some help from soft computing, multi-

agent systems, natural language processing, and other fields are needed

to reach a real CWP approach.

2. Fuzzy Logic � Computing with Words and Perceptions

One should realize that not all the work done in FL is oriented towards

to CWP, that is, FL has growth up and currently is broadly applied to

many fields that have settled their own goals, but which are not always

related to the CWP agenda.

3. Fuzzy Logic∗ ≤ Computing with Words and Perceptions

This hypothesis includes at least two readings:

• Fuzzy Logic∗ = Fuzzy Logic | C.W.P.

We need FL for CWP although not any kind of FL but an special

type, that is, we need to review it to extract the useful parts, to

add the needed parts, and to reorient FL towards CWP, what have

called FL∗.

• Fuzzy Logic∗ + X = C.W.P.

We can not do CWP without FL∗ since the imprecision is inherent

to words and to perceptions, but that is not enough, we need some

extra effort X, we need to develop new tools and experiments or

take them from other disciplines to reach an fully CWP approach.

Objectives

Computing with words and perceptions opens up a new methodology, built

on Fuzzy logic and Soft-computing. In order to make this transition from

numbers to perceptions and from symbols to words, we need fuzzy sets and

fuzzy logic as Zadeh possed, but we also need to develop new tools, systems

and to experiment with them.

To some extent, we try to obtain mathematical models of some parts of

language where imprecision appears. Our main goal is to represent imprecise
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concepts, and not only to generalize classical sets. We need to experiment

within language, to obtain the properties that could be typical of imprecise

concepts. Mathematical models can help to clarify some aspects of imprecision,

and to base applications in more solid grounds. In fact, there exist at least

two different perspectives, one set out from the classical logic, and which states

that fuzzy sets are a generalization of classical sets and therefore fuzzy sets

must be studied in a formal way. An another set out from the fuzzy logic, and

which states that classical sets are fuzzy sets degenerated, and therefore fuzzy

sets must be studied in their own in a more sematic way.

For the progress of Computing with Words the problem of linguistic credit

(or soundness in language) of the theories of Fuzzy Sets has great significance.

This is a problem that Fuzzy Logic cannot avoid to become a basic representa-

tion’s tool for computing with words. To this end, the strategy of reconsidering

the current knowledge of fuzzy sets theories does not seem far from scope.

We want to take a more semantic approach instead a syntactic one, in

order to tackle the problem of meaning, with the objective of reaching a better

knowledge of the links between language and its representation by means of

Fuzzy Sets. The aim of this work is to study those particular properties that

allow to capture different uses of words. This implies finding models which

can incorporate characteristic properties of each use, and this can be made

by computationally testing them against linguistic examples which contain

concrete uses of words in phrases. To go ahead with computing with words a

great deal of experimentation in language needs to be done.

This work tries to contribute not only with an intentional review of the

existing knowledge on fuzzy sets (either to find more or less paradigmatic

examples in the language) or by improving linguistic’s methodologies, but

adopting of a new experimentally based approach that could lead to a renewal

of Fuzzy Logic’s theoretical way of working to become a “more” Computing

with Words and Perceptions approach. And to use this approach to face

broader areas of language than those that can currently be dealt with.
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1.2 Publications

These are author’s publications done during the realization of this thesis.

In international journals

• “What about fuzzy logic’s linguistic soundness?” Trillas E., Guadarrama

S. Fuzzy Sets and Systems 156 (3): 334-340 DEC 16 2005

• “Fuzzy Prolog: a new approach using soft constraints propagation” Guadar-

rama S., Munoz S., Vaucheret C. Fuzzy Sets and Systems 144 (1): 127-

150 MAY 16 2004

• “Fuzzy Prolog: A simple general implementation using CLP(R)” Vaucheret

C., Guadarrama S., Munoz S. Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence

2514: 450-463 2002

• “Multiple-valued logic and artificial intelligence fundamentals of fuzzy

control revisited” Moraga C., Trillas E., Guadarrama S. Artificial Intel-

ligence Review 20 (3-4): 169-197 DEC 2003

• “A simple general implementation using CLP(R)” Vaucheret C., Guadar-

rama S., Munoz S. Lecture Notes in Computer Science 2401: 469-469

2002

• “A reflection on the use of And” Guadarrama S., Renedo E. Int. Jour.

of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science in press

Book’s chapters

• “A step towards conceptually improving Takagi-Sugeno’s approxima-

tion” Guadarrama S, Trillas E, Gutierrez J, et al. Intelligent Systems

for Information Processing: from Representation to Applications : 71-80,

Elsevier Science BV 2003

• “Model of Place-Sensor System for Self-Localization of an Autonomous

Mobile Robot” Triviño G, Ruiz A, Guadarrama S, Gari R. Artificial

Intelligence Research and Development, Ed. I. Aguiló, Ll. Valverde and

M.T. Escrig, 123-136, IOS Press JUN 2003
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• “Evaluating Ontology Based Search Strategies” Loer C, Singh A, Che-

ung A, Guadarrama S, Nikravesh M. Soft Computing for Information

Processing and Analysis, Ed. M. Nikravesh, L. Zadeh and J. Kacprzyk,

189-202, Springer JUN 2004

• “Fuzzy Thesauri for and from the WWW” De Cock M, Guadarrama S,

Nikravesh M. Soft Computing for Information Processing and Analysis,

Ed. M. Nikravesh, L. Zadeh and J. Kacprzyk, 189-202, Springer JUN

2004

• “Some fuzzy counterparts of the language uses of And and Or” Guadar-

rama S., Trillas E., Renedo E. Computational Intelligence: Theory and

Practice, Ed. B. Reusch, 335-352, Springer September 2006

• “Fuzzy Sets vs Language” Trillas E, Renedo E, Guadarrama S. Com-

putational Intelligence: Theory and Practice, Ed. B. Reusch, 353-366,

Springer September 2006

• “On Computing Antonyms” Trillas E, Moraga C, Guadarrama S, Cubillo

S, Castañeira E. Computing with Words-Semantics, Ed. P.Wang and L.

Zadeh, Springer forthcoming

• “On the construction of Fuzzy Set Theories” Pradera A, Trillas E, Guadar-

rama S, Renedo E. Computing with Words-Semantics, Ed. P.Wang and

L. Zadeh, Springer forthcoming

In Conferences and Proceedings

• “On some logical aspects of numerical fuzzy inference” Trillas E, Guadar-

rama S. Proceedings of NAFIPS 2001, VOLS. 1-5 : 998-1002, 2001

• “On a new theory of fuzzy sets with just one self-contradiction” Trillas

E, Renedo E, Guadarrama S. 10th IEEE International Conference on

Fuzzy Systems, 658-661, 2001

• “A step towards conceptually improving Takagi-Sugeno’s approxima-

tion” Guadarrama S, Trillas E, Gutierrez J, et al. 9th International
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Conference on Information Processing and Management of Uncertainty

in Knowledge Based Systems, 2000. Proceedings of IPMU : 1789-1794,

2002

• “Non-Contradiction and Excluded-Middle” Guadarrama S, Trillas E,

Renedo E. XI Congreso Español sobre Tecnoloǵıas y Lógica Fuzzy (ES-

TYLF 2002). Proceedings of ESTYLF : 385-389, 2002

• “Combining crisp and fuzzy logic in a prolog compiler” Muñoz-Hernández

S, Vaucheret C, Guadarrama S. Joint Conference on Declarative Pro-

gramming: APPIA-GULP-PRODE 2002. Proceedings of Joint Confer-

ence on Declarative Programming: APPIA-GULP-PRODE : 23-38, 2002

• “Fuzzy Prolog: A simple general implementation using CLP(R)” Vaucheret

C, Guadarrama S, Munoz S. 9th International Conference on Logic for

Programming, Artificial Intelligence and Reasoning, OCT 14-18, 2002.

Logic for Programming, Artificial Intelligence, and Reasoning : 450-463,

2002

• “A simple general implementation using CLP(R)” Vaucheret C, Guadar-

rama S, Munoz S. 18th International Conference on Logic Programming,

JUL 29-AUG 01, 2002. Proceedings of Logics Programming, : 469-469,

2002

• “Constructing Fuzzy Thesauri for the WWW: application to BeMy-

Search” De Cock M, Guadarrama S, Nikravesh M. FLINT-CIBI 2003.

Proceedings of FLINT-CIBI : 50-55, 2003

• “Fuzzy Consensus in Multi-Agent Systems” Guadarrama S. Autonomous

Agents and Multi-Agent System AAMAS-2004. Doctoral Mentoring Pro-

gram of AAMAS : 14-183, 2004

• “A reflection on the use of And” Guadarrama S, Renedo E. Fourth

Conference of the European Society for Fuzzy Logic and Technology

(EUSFLAT 2005). Proceedings of EUSFLAT : 571-575, 2005
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• “Studying Fuzzy Modus Ponens” Alsina C, Guadarrama S, Renedo E,

Trillas E. NAFIPS 06 JUN 3-6 2006. Proceedings of NAFIPS-06 : 1-

4244-0363-4/06 IEEE 2006

• “Classes of T-conditionals and fuzzy inference” Trillas E, Guadarrama

S, Renedo E. NAFIPS 06 JUN 3-6 2006. Proceedings of NAFIPS-06 :

1-4244-0363-4/06 IEEE 2006

Technical Reports

• “Fuzzy Logic and Its Application to Multi-Agent and Consumer Pro-

filing” Nikravesh M., Guadarrama S., Alptekin S., Bobel A., McAulay

D., McClay M., Cirit O. 2004 EECS Research Summary, Ed. California

University, Berkeley, 98-100, 2004

• “The Automatic Construction of Fuzzy Ontologies for Search in the

WWW and The Use of Fuzzy Spiders for the Detection of Objects in

Images” Nikravesh M., Guadarrama S., Alptekin S., Bobel A., McAulay

D., McClay M., Cirit O. 2004 EECS Research Summary, Ed. California

University, Berkeley, 135-139, 2004

• “ACiao: Agents in Ciao Prolog” Guadarrama S. 2003 Research Sum-

mary, Ed. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, 1-11, 2003
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Chapter 2

Reviewing Fundamental

Concepts

More than forty years have elapsed since Zadeh’s pioneer paper introducing

fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic [208]. During this period, numerous papers on fuzzy

topics have been published, the field has experimented an enormous growth,

and many of the seminal Zadeh’s concepts have naturally evolved in different

directions. In particular a variety of set theories have been defined such as: L-

fuzzy sets [75], flou sets [73], type2-fuzzy sets [209] [128], interval-valued fuzzy

sets [151], intuitionistic fuzzy sets [15], two-fold fuzzy sets [59], fuzzy rough

sets [60], vague sets [72] or loose-sets [176].

This chapter aims to review the main issues related to the construction

of Fuzzy Set Theories, from the initial Zadeh’s conceptions to some newer

proposals. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents a general

discussion on the construction of Fuzzy Set Theories. Section 2.2 recalls the

definition and the main properties of Fuzzy operations. Section 2.3 proposes

a general definition for the concept of Fuzzy Set Theory and collects some

non-standard aspects of fuzzy theories.

15
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2.1 Fuzzy Sets: Origins and definition

Fuzzy sets, as were introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [208]:

“A fuzzy set is a class of objects with a continuum of grades of

membership. Such a set is characterized by a membership (char-

acteristic) function which assigns to each object a grade of mem-

bership ranging between zero and one.”

Fuzzy sets are defined as a generalization of crisp sets, in the sense that,

instead of associating a value in {0, 1} to each element of the set X, they accept

any value in the closed unit interval [0, 1]. This means that the characteristic

functions of crisp sets are transformed, when dealing with fuzzy sets, into

membership functions A : X → [0, 1], where the value A(x) indicates the

degree up to which the element x ∈ X belongs to the fuzzy set A. Extending

the crisp case, Zadeh endowed the set F(X) = {A; A : X → [0, 1]}, made of

all the fuzzy subsets of X, with the partial pointwise ordering induced by the

usual order of lR, i.e., for any A,B ∈ F(X), he defined:

A ¹ B if and only if A(x) ≤ B(x) for all x in X

Note that the above definition entails, by double inclusion, that A = B

if and only if A(x) = B(x) for any x ∈ X. In addition, Zadeh proposed to

build set-theoretic operations on fuzzy sets ∩,∪ : F(X)×F(X) → F(X) and
c : F(X) → F(X) in a pointwise manner from operations defined on [0, 1].

In particular, Zadeh’s seminal paper included the following proposal: for any

A,B ∈ F(X) and for any x ∈ X,

(A ∩B)(x) = Min(A(x), B(x))

(A ∪B)(x) = Max(A(x), B(x))

Ac(x) = 1− A(x)

Remark 2.1.1. Zadeh also proposed other fuzzy set operations, some of which

have been accepted later as intersections and unions:

Algebraic product: (AB)(x) = A(x) ·B(x)

Dual of algebraic product: (A⊕B)(x) = A(x) + B(x)− A(x) ·B(x)

Algebraic sum: (A + B)(x) = Min(1, A(x) + B(x))

Absolute difference: |A−B|(x) = |A(x)−B(x)|
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After more than forty years of research in fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic, Zadeh’s

pioneer proposal on how to construct fuzzy sets has naturally been extended

in several directions, but having in mind the premise that crisp sets are fuzzy

sets and therefore any newly defined fuzzy concept, when applied to crisp sets,

should provide the same results as in the classical setting. This premise, that

it is called the Classical Preservation Principle (CPP) [146], establishes, for

example, that any fuzzy intersection, when applied to two crisp sets, should

provide as output the crisp set that would have been obtained if the classical

intersection was used. Some of the aspects related to the construction of

Fuzzy Set Theories (FST) that have evolved since they were first introduced

are explained below.

2.1.1 Axioms of Specification

Although for finite and short sets, like those of blue balls in a urn, it is not dif-

ficult to grasp the applicability of subsets theory, the situation is not the same

with large sets and with those defined by a property named by a predicate.

There is not a theorem conducting from properties to subsets, and George

Cantor, the founder of set theory, introduced the Axiom of Specification that

can be stated as follows:

Axiom 1. Specification of Classical Sets

Given a set X and provided p is a binary property (named P) of the elements

in X, there exists one and only one subset P of X, such that:

1) x verifies p iff x ∈ P

2) x does not verify p iff x /∈ P iff x ∈ P ′

This axiom comes to assert that all binary predicates on X have a unique

extension in X, although it does not assert, of course, that to any subset it

corresponds a unique predicate; in general, subsets cannot be labeled by a

unique name.

Following this approach we can define an Axiom of Specification of Fuzzy

Sets :

Axiom 2. Specification of Fuzzy Sets
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Given a set X and provided p is a gradual property (named P) of the ele-

ments in X, there exists one and only one fuzzy subset P of X, such that:

1) x verifies p with degree r iff x ∈
r

P

2) x does not verify p with degree r iff x ∈
r

P ′

Where r represents the degree of verification (or, of not verification) of the

property P, and therefore the degree of membership (or, of not membership)

of x to the fuzzy set P .

2.2 Fuzzy Operations

Contrary to the classical case, which relies on the underlying two-valued logic

and where the basic operations on sets are uniquely defined, the fuzzy world

allows one for a wide variety of alternatives. When dealing with crisp propo-

sitions the meaning of the connectives and, or and not is necessarily unique,

whereas in the case of imprecise propositions these connectives may have many

different meanings, depending on the context in which they are used (as we will

see in detail in section 3.3). There are, as a consequence, different alternatives

for modeling the intersection, union and complementation of fuzzy sets.

Axiom 3. Operations of Classical Sets

In the classical setting each precise predicate P on X specifies a single set

P in X such that: ’x is P’ ⇔ x ∈ P, ’x is not P’ ⇔ x /∈ P. Even more,

• ’x is P’ and ’x is Q’⇔ ’x is P and Q’, or [x ∈ P and x ∈ Q ⇔ x ∈ P∩Q]

• ’x is P’ or ’x is Q’ ⇔ ’x is P or Q’, or [x ∈ P or x ∈ Q ⇔ x ∈ P ∪Q]

• ’not (x is P)’ ⇔ ’x is not P’, or [x /∈ P ⇔ x ∈ Pc]

In the fuzzy setting the situation is more complicated since it is also needed

to know how are used ’and’, ’or’, and ’not’. That is, given imprecise predicates

P , Q, ..., on X, once given the corresponding functions µP , µQ, ..., that rep-

resent their current uses, it is needed to define the connectives ·, +, and ’, in

such a way that

µPandQ = µP · µQ, µPorQ = µP + µQ, µnotP = µ′P .
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Hence, with imprecise predicates, each family of predicates on X does

specify not only the corresponding fuzzy sets but also a theory of fuzzy sets

(F(X), ·, +,′ ).

Axiom 4. Operations of Fuzzy Sets

If p and q are two gradual properties (named, respectively, P and Q) of the

elements in X, then:

• x verifies p and q with degree r iff x ∈
r

P ∩Q

• x verifies p or q with degree r iff x ∈
r

P ∪Q.

The problem now is to make equivalent ’x is P and x is Q’ to ’x is P and Q’

and to ’x ∈ P ∩ Q’, since the are three different conjunctions involved and,

and, ∩. We will study this problem from a more linguistic point of view in

section 3.3.

2.2.1 Basic Operations

We need to choose the basic operations ∧,∨,′ that match the linguistic and,

or, not correctly. The most popular way for constructing fuzzy operations is to

adopt, as it is done both in the classical case and in the first Zadeh’s proposal,

a pointwise definition, assuming therefore that the operations on fuzzy sets

may be defined from functions on L (when this occurs, we will say that the

fuzzy operators are decomposable).

Within the category of decomposable operations (see section 2.2.2), the

most common choice consists of taking L = [0, 1] and using strong nega-

tion functions [168], continuous triangular norms and continuous triangular

conorms for modeling, respectively, the complementation, intersection and

union of fuzzy sets. This kind of Fuzzy Set Theories, which include, in particu-

lar, the aforementioned Zadeh’s theory, are called Standard Fuzzy Set Theories

and will be reviewed in detail in Section 2.3.3.

Triangular norms and conorms were introduced in the framework of prob-

abilistic metric spaces [113, 124, 152] and have been widely studied, in such a

way that different characterizations, construction methods and parameterized

families are nowadays available ( [4, 102]). Nevertheless, as it was already

empirically shown in the eighties [218], triangular norms and conorms do not
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allow for compensation between the input values and, as a consequence, are

not always the best choice. In fact, these functions belong to a wider cate-

gory of operators defined on [0, 1] known as aggregation operators [29, 36, 58],

among which one can find alternative operators that may be, in some situa-

tions, better suited for representing the intersection and/or the union of fuzzy

sets (or, more generally, the aggregation of fuzzy sets).

When L is a complemented lattice, operations are typically defined as fol-

lows:

• (A ∩B)(x) =
∧

(A(x), B(x)).

• (A ∪B)(x) =
∨

(A(x), B(x)).

• Ac(x) = N(A(x))

where
∨

,
∧

and N are, respectively, the lattice’s meet, join and complement.

2.2.2 Decomposable Basic Operations

Definition 2.2.1. A fuzzy operation ? is said to be decomposable when there

exist function F : L × L → L such that for any A,B in FL(X) and for any

x ∈ X:

(A ? B)(x) = F (A(x), B(x))

Fuzzy intersections and unions

In the case L = [0, 1], triangular norms/conorms, or simply t-norms/t-conorms,

are clear examples of functions used to express fuzzy intersections and unions.

They are by far the most popular choices, mainly due to their clear conjunc-

tive/disjunctive behavior and the calculation facilities they provide. They

may be traced back to work of Karl Menger [124] and were formally defined

by Schweizer and Sklar in [152]; however their use in fuzzy reasoning was

introduced among others by Alsina, Trillas and Valverde in [13].

Nevertheless, many authors have pointed out that these operators are not

always the most appropriate and have suggested larger frameworks where as-

sociativity and/or commutativity in particular are not necessary [68, 69, 86,

181, 171]. In [189] [146] non-standard theories having interesting properties
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were shown. Consequently, a vast catalogue of operations able to induce fuzzy

intersections and unions is now available.

T-norms are non-decreasing operators T : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] that are

commutative, associative and have neutral element 1, and their dual operators,

known as triangular conorms (t-conorms), are non-decreasing, commutative

and associative operators S : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] with neutral element 0.

Since the beginning of the eighties (see [12, 13, 54, 57] ) both t-norms and t-

conorms have been commonly used for modeling, respectively, the intersection

and the union of fuzzy sets. Despite there is not, for the moment, a universal

representation theorem neither for t-norms nor for t-conorms, some useful

characterizations are available for a broad class of them, namely those which

are continuous, by means of automorphisms of the unit interval. We first recall

the definition of the latter and give some examples:

Definition 2.2.2. An automorphism of the unit interval is a continuous and

strictly increasing function ϕ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] verifying the boundary conditions

ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(1) = 1.

There exist many different automorphisms of the unit interval, in particular

some that depend on various parameters. Some examples are given below.

• ϕ(a) = 2a
a+1

• ϕ(a) = aλ, λ > 0

• ϕ(a) = 1− (1− a)λ, λ > 0

• ϕ(a) = λa−1
λ−1

, λ > 0, λ 6= 1

• ϕ(a) = a
λ+(1−λ)a

, λ > 0

• ϕ(a) = ln(1+λaα)
ln(1+λ)

, λ > −1, α > 0

It is easy to verify that given a t-norm and an automorphism ϕ, the operator

Tϕ, defined by Tϕ = ϕ−1 ◦ T ◦ (ϕ × ϕ), is also a t-norm. Similarly, if S is a

t-conorm and ϕ is an automorphism, Sϕ = ϕ−1 ◦ S ◦ (ϕ × ϕ) is a t-conorm.

The following definition can then be established:
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Definition 2.2.3. Given a t-norm T , the set of all the t-norms Tϕ, where

ϕ is any automorphism, is denoted by F(T ) and is called the family of T .

Similarly, given a t-conorm S, the set of all the t-conorms Sϕ, where ϕ is any

automorphism, is denoted by F(S) and is called the family of S.

As it is well known, there are three prototypical families of continuous

t-norms:

• The Min family, F(Min), which only contains the minimum t-norm Min.

• The Product family, F(Prod), made of all the t-norms of the form

Prodϕ = ϕ−1 ◦Prod ◦ (ϕ×ϕ), where Prod(x, y) = x · y (also denoted as

TP ) is the product t-norm and ϕ is any automorphism.

• The ÃLukasiewicz family, F(W ), made of all the t-norms of the form Wϕ =

ϕ−1 ◦W ◦ (ϕ× ϕ), where W (x, y) = max(0, x + y − 1) (also denoted as

TL) is the ÃLukasiewicz t-norm and ϕ is any automorphism.

Continuous triangular norms may be characterized as follows (see e.g.

[102]):

Proposition 2.2.1. A function T : [0, 1]×[0, 1] → [0, 1] is a continuous t-norm

if and only if there exist a uniquely determined (finite or countably infinite)

index set I, a family of uniquely determined pairwise disjoint open subintervals

of the unit interval, {]ai, bi[}i∈I , and a family of uniquely determined t-norms

{Ti : Ti ∈ F(Prod) ∪ F(W )}i∈I such that for any x, y ∈ [0, 1] it is:

T (x, y) =

{
ai + (bi − ai)Ti

(
x−ai

bi−ai
, y−ai

bi−ai

)
, if (x, y) ∈ [ai, bi]

2

Min(x, y), otherwise

In the above result, the case of the continuous t-norm Min is recovered

when the family of subintervals is empty, and the members of the families

F(W ) and F(Prod) appear when the set of subintervals {]ai, bi[} is reduced

to the unique interval ]0, 1[. In the remaining cases, it is said that T is an

ordinal sum of the family of continuous t-norms {Ti}. As a consequence, it

appears that any continuous t-norm T verifies one and only one of the following

properties:

1. T = Min
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2. T ∈ F(Prod)

3. T ∈ F(W )

4. T is an ordinal sum of a family of t-norms {Ti; Ti ∈ F(Prod) ∪ F(W )}

When dealing with continuous triangular conorms, the three prototypical

families are the following:

• The Max family, F(Max), which only contains the maximum t-conorm

Max.

• The Probabilistic Sum family, F(Prod∗), made of all the t-conorms of the

form Prod∗ϕ = ϕ−1 ◦ Prod∗ ◦ (ϕ× ϕ), where Prod∗(x, y) = x + y − x · y
(also denoted as SP ) is the probabilistic sum t-conorm and ϕ is any

automorphism.

• The ÃLukasiewicz family, F(W ∗), made of all the t-conorms of the form

Wϕ = ϕ−1 ◦W ∗ ◦ (ϕ×ϕ), where W ∗(x, y) = min(1, x + y) (also denoted

as SL) is the ÃLukasiewicz t-conorm and ϕ is any automorphism.

Continuous t-conorms may be characterized in a similar way as continuous

t-norms, that is, a continuous t-conorm is either a member of the set {Max}∪
F(Prod∗) ∪ F(W ∗) or it is an ordinal sum of t-conorms belonging to this set:

Proposition 2.2.2. A function S : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a continuous t-

conorm if and only if there exist a uniquely determined (finite or countably

infinite) index set I, a family of uniquely determined pairwise disjoint open

subintervals of the unit interval, {]ai, bi[}i∈I , and a family of uniquely deter-

mined t-conorms {Si : Si ∈ F(Prod∗)∪F(W ∗)}i∈I such that for any x, y ∈ [0, 1]

it is:

S(x, y) =

{
ai + (bi − ai)Si

(
x−ai

bi−ai
, y−ai

bi−ai

)
, if (x, y) ∈ [ai, bi]

2

Max(x, y), otherwise
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Fuzzy complements

When L = [0, 1], the most usual functionally expressible fuzzy complements

Ac = N ◦ A are the ones defined choosing N as a strong negation function.

Strong negation functions are non-increasing and involutive functions N :

[0, 1] → [0, 1], which satisfy the boundary conditions N(0) = 1 and N(1) = 0,

and they have a unique fixed point verifying 0 < xN < 1 and N(xN) = xN .

The most commonly used strong negation is the so-called standard negation,

defined by Zadeh as N(x) = 1 − x for all x ∈ [0, 1], whose fixed point is 1/2.

Despite its simplicity, this function plays a fundamental role in the construction

of strong negations, since any strong negation may be built, by means of an

automorphism of the unit interval, starting from the standard negation [168]:

Proposition 2.2.3. A function N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a strong negation if and

only if there exists at least one automorphism ϕ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] such that

N = Nϕ = ϕ−1 ◦ (1 − Id) ◦ ϕ, i.e. N(x) = Nϕ(x) = ϕ−1(1 − ϕ(x)) for any

x ∈ [0, 1].

Note that the fixed point of a strong negation function Nϕ is given by

ϕ−1(1/2). Such functions are very easily built and have the advantage that

they provide involutive and order-reversing fuzzy complements (i.e. for any

A,B ∈ F(X), (Ac)c = A, and Bc ¹ Ac whenever A ¹ B), when ¹ is taken

as the pointwise order built from the usual order in [0, 1]. Strong negation

functions are, additionally, continuous and strictly decreasing functions.

In general, any function N verifying the boundary conditions N(0) = 1

and N(1) = 0 could be used in order to build a functionally expressible fuzzy

complement. For example, it is possible to use the so-called strict negations,

which are functions verifying all the properties of strong negations but invo-

lution. A common example of strict negation is given by N(x) = 1 − x2 for

any x ∈ [0, 1]. Different kinds of functions can be found if continuity and/or

strictness are dropped. This is the case, for example, of the so-called intuition-

ist negation (also known as the Gödel negation), Ni, and the nagation defined

from the former by duality, Ndi. They are the limit cases given by [139, 202]:

Ni(x) =

{
1, if x = 0

0, otherwise
Ndi(x) =

{
0, if x = 1

1, otherwise
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Obviously, Ni and Ndi are neither continuous nor strictly decreasing, and

they are not involutive. Note nevertheless that Ni provides the only func-

tionally expressible fuzzy complement that verifies the non-contradiction law,

A∩Ac = ∅, when ∩ is functionally defined as A∩B = Min ◦(A×B). Similarly,

the functionally expressible fuzzy complement built by means of Ndi is the only

one that verifies the excluded-middle law, A∪Ac = X, when ∪ is functionally

defined by means of Max.

Finally, let us recall that strong negation functions allow one to establish

a close link between t-norms and t-conorms:

Definition 2.2.4. Let T be a t-norm, S a t-conorm and N a strong negation.

• The function T ∗ : [0, 1]×[0, 1] → [0, 1] given by T ∗(x, y) = N (T (N(x), N(y)))

for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], is a t-conorm, which is said to be the N -dual t-conorm

of T .

• The function S∗ : [0, 1]×[0, 1] → [0, 1], given by S∗(x, y) = N (S(N(x), N(y)))

for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], is a t-norm, which is said to be the N -dual t-norm

of S.

• The triple (T, S,N) is called a De Morgan triple if for all x, y ∈ [0, 1] it

is T (x, y) = N(S(N(x), N(y))) (note that due to the involutive nature of

N , this is equivalent to S(x, y) = N(T (N(x), N(y)))).

Some celebrated De Morgan triples are (Min, Max,Nid), (Prodϕ, Prod∗ϕ, Nϕ)

and (Wϕ,W ∗
ϕ, Nϕ).

2.2.3 Non-Decomposable Basic Operations

Operations on FL(X) are not necessarily to be decomposable, but when are

applied to crisp sets, they must behave like the respective crisp operations.

In general, the result of a fuzzy operation, when applied to a given element

x ∈ X, may depend on both the concrete element to which it is applied as well

as the fuzzy sets that are involved
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Non-Decomposable intersections and unions

The general form of operations ∩ and ∪, for any A,B ∈ FL(X) and any x ∈ X,

is given by

(A ∩B)(x) = FA,B,x(A(x), B(x))

(A ∪B)(x) = GA,B,x(A(x), B(x))

where {FA,B,x : L×L → L} and {GA,B,x : L×L → L} are appropriate families

of functions verifying the same boundary conditions as the functions F and

G in the decomposable case. Of course, FA,B,x or GA,B,x may happen not to

depend on any of the parameters A,B or x, or the same functions may be

taken for some fuzzy sets or for some elements in X, or both. This is the case

of decomposable intersections and unions, where it is supposed for all triplets

(A,B, x) that FA,B,x = F and GA,B,x = G. The following example shows that

this latter situation is not a requirement:

Example 2.2.4. Let L = [0, 1], ¹ be the order induced by the real order of the

unit interval, and consider the binary operation ∪ : F(X) × F(X) → F(X)

defined, for any A,B ∈ F(X) and any x ∈ X, as:

(A ∪B)(x) =

{
Max(A(x), B(x)), if A or B are crisp

Max(HA, HB), otherwise

with HA = Sup
x∈X

{A(x)} and HB = Sup
x∈X

{B(x)}
It is easy to check that this operation, when applied to crisp sets, coincides

with the classical set union and is, therefore, a fuzzy union. It may be expressed

as (A ∪B)(x) = GA,B(A(x), B(x)) for any x ∈ X, where for any u, v ∈ [0, 1]:

GA,B(u, v) =

{
Max(u, v), if A or B are crisp

Max(HA, HB), otherwise

But it is not decomposable, that is, there is no function G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]

such that (A ∪ B)(x) = G(A(x), B(x)) for any A,B ∈ F(X) and any x ∈ X.

Indeed, let us suppose that such a function exists and choose A ∈ F(X) such

that A(x) = 1/2 for any x ∈ X. Then:

• Taking the crisp set B1 = ∅, (A ∪ B1)(x) = Max(1/2, 0) = 1/2 for any

x ∈ X. On the other hand, we have (A ∪B1)(x) = G(1/2, 0), and hence

G(1/2, 0) = 1/2.
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• If we now choose a fuzzy set B2(x) = x then we get (A ∪B2)(x) = 1 for

any x ∈ X. But also (A ∪ B2)(0) = G(1/2, 0), and then G(1/2, 0) = 1,

which is a contradiction of the value found above.

Note that this operation is also commutative (A ∪ B = B ∪ A for any A,B ∈
F(X)), monotone (if A ¹ B, then A ∪ C ¹ B ∪ C for any A,B, C ∈ F(X)),

it is an upper bound (A,B ¹ A ∪ B for any A,B ∈ F(X)), and verifies the

identity laws (A ∪ ∅ = A and A ∪X = X for any A ∈ F(X)). Nevertheless,

it is not idempotent, since whenever A is not crisp, we get (A ∪ A)(x) = HA.

Other examples of non-decomposable fuzzy intersections and unions will

be discussed in section 2.3.1.

Non-Decomposable complements

Regarding non-decomposable fuzzy complements, Lowen [114] provided a gen-

eral mechanism for building operators of this kind that depend not on the

fuzzy set to which they are applied but on the point where they are applied.

Let L = [0, 1] and ¹ be the order induced by the real order of the unit interval,

Lowen fuzzy complements are defined as Ac(x) = Nx(A(x)) for any x ∈ X,

where {Nx : [0, 1] → [0, 1]; x ∈ X} is a family of strong negation functions.

Example 2.2.5. Let us choose X = (0, +∞), and define the following opera-

tion:

Ac(x) =

{
(1− A(x)x)1/x, if x is rational
1−A(x)
1+xA(x)

, otherwise

This Lowen’s complement is built upon the strong negation functions Nx(a) =

(1 − ax)1/x if x is rational and Nx(a) = 1−a
1+xa

otherwise. The first functions

belong to what is known as Yager’s class of strong negations, whose general

form is N(a) = (1 − ap)1/p, p > 0, and the second functions are members of

the so-called Sugeno class, given as N(a) = 1−a
1+pa

, p > −1.

It is easy to verify that, thanks to the properties of strong negations,

Lowen’s fuzzy complements are both order-reversing and involutive. More-

over, Ovchinnikov [139] proved that if L is a complete distributive lattice,

Lowen’s complements appear to be the only ones that, apart from preserving

the classical case, are order-reversing and involutive.
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It is, of course, possible to define non-decomposable fuzzy complements

other than Lowen’s, but some properties are lost in this case.

Example 2.2.6. Let X = [0, 1], L = [0, 1], ¹ be the order induced by the real

order of the unit interval, and let us define the three following operations:

Ac1(x) =

{
1− A(x), if x ∈ [0, 0.5]

1− A(x)2, otherwise

Ac2(x) =

{
Aĉ(x), if A ∈ P(X)

1− A(1− x), otherwise

Ac3(x) = 1− A(1− x)

Ac1 and Ac2 clearly preserve the classical set complement when applied to

crisp sets (remember that Aĉ is used in this chapter to denote the classical

complement) and may, therefore, be considered as fuzzy complements. Nev-

ertheless, Ac1 is not involutive (if x > 0.5, it is (Ac1)c1(x) 6= A(x)) and Ac2

does not always reverse the ordering between fuzzy sets. In proof of this, let us

consider the following example: given an element x0 6= 0.5, define two fuzzy

sets A and B such that:

• A(x0) = 1 and, otherwise, A(x) = 0 (A is a crisp set);

• B(1− x0) = 0.5 and, otherwise, B(x) = 1.

Clearly A ¹ B, but Bc2 ¹ Ac2 does not apply since, in particular, it is

Bc2(x0) = 1−B(1− x0) = 0.5 � Ac2(x0) = 0.

Regarding Ac3, it is clear that it is both involutive and order-reversing.

Nevertheless, it does not preserve the classical case. Indeed, take, for example,

any crisp set A such that A(x0) = 0 and A(1 − x0) = 1 for some x0 6= 0.5;

then Ac3(x0) = 1− A(1− x0) = 0 6= 1, and then Ac3 6= Aĉ.

Note finally that the operator Ac3 given in the last example is just a par-

ticular instance of the class of all the order-reversing and involutive operators

on (FL(X),¹), where ¹ is the pointwise order built from the order of the

lattice, which can be defined, when L is a directly indecomposable complete

distributive lattice , as [137]:

Ac(x) = Nx(A(s(x))) for any x ∈ X
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where s : X → X is a symmetry (s2 = Id) and {Nx : L → L; x ∈ X} is a

family of non-increasing functions verifying Ns(x) = N−1
x for any x ∈ X. In

general, these operators do not preserve the classical case. In fact, they do so

if and only if s = Id, [139] that is, when they are Lowen’s fuzzy complements.

2.2.4 Fuzzy Operation Properties

Decomposable operations (see Section 2.2.2) are easily defined and have the ad-

vantage that the properties of the operations ∩,∪ and c can be directly derived

from those of the underlying functions on which they are built. Despite of this,

it should be pointed out that more general approaches to the construction of

operations have also been proposed [176], and that there are situations where

non-decomposable connectives are better suited than decomposable ones, see

[178, 174].

In summary, the only restrictions that seem to be mandatory when defining

set-theoretic connectives for fuzzy sets are the ones derived from the Classical

Preservation Principle, which translate into the fact that the fuzzy intersec-

tion, union and complement chosen should behave exactly as the classical

intersection, union and complement when applied to crisp set.

2.2.5 Aggregations and other fuzzy operations

In general, all intersections and unions belong to the general class of aggregation

operators, which, in the multi-dimensional case [36], are defined as follows:

Definition 2.2.5. An aggregation operator is a function M :
⋃

n∈lN

[0, 1]n →
[0, 1] such that:

1. M(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ M(y1, . . . , yn) whenever xi ≤ yi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

2. M(x) = x for all x ∈ [0, 1].

3. M(0, . . . , 0) = 0 and M(1, . . . , 1) = 1.

There exists a large collection of distinguished classes of aggregation oper-

ators as well as different construction methods, and the satisfaction of various

algebraic and analytical properties has been explored (see, for example, [58],
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[29] or the recent overview on aggregation theory given in [36]). Any binary ag-

gregation operator M such that M(0, 1) = M(1, 0) = 0 may be used to induce

a fuzzy intersection, and, consequently, such operators are sometimes called

conjunctive aggregation operators. Note that, due to the monotonicity of ag-

gregation operators (first condition of the definition), conjunctive aggregation

operators have 0 as annihilator element, i.e. they verify M(x, 0) = M(0, x) = 0

for any x ∈ [0, 1].

Similarly, binary aggregation operators verifying M(0, 1) = M(1, 0) = 1,

which can be called disjunctive aggregation operators, can induce fuzzy unions

(examples of such operators can be easily obtained, by duality, from the con-

junctive operators given above).

Many authors have studied the satisfaction of the basic Boolean properties

within the aggregation operators world, such as, for example, distributivity

[24, 34, 38, 64, 120, 150], idempotency [17, 53], absorption [35], associativity

[118] or non-contradiction [143]. The main results on this topic, as well as

appropriate references, can be found in [36].

Another interesting operator, because it is used to model the “exclusive

or” (as we will see in section 3.3.4) is the symmetric difference operator.

Similarly to the intersection or union operators, a symmetric difference

operator will be decomposable if there exists a function D : L × L → L such

that

(A∆B)(x) = D(A(x), B(x)),

for any A,B ∈ FL(X) and any x ∈ X.

To satisfy the CPP, such a function should meet the following conditions:

D(0L, 1L) = D(1L, 0L) = 1L and D(1L, 1L) = D(0L, 0L) = 0L

Using t-norms, t-conorms and strong negations it is possible to model a

symmetric difference by means of expressions of the form:

D1(x, y) = S(T1(x,N(y)), T2(N(x), y))

D2(x, y) = T1(S(x, y), N(T2(x, y)))

D3(x, y) = T (S1(x, y), S2(N(x), N(y)))

that generalize the definition done for classical sets.
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2.3 Fuzzy Sets Theories

There is some confusion in the literature regarding what a Fuzzy Set Theory

is and how to define it. In this work we understand FST in a broad sense

referring to all kind of fuzzy theories. The above discussion on the different

aspects involved in the construction of a FST allows to establish, with the

Classical Preservation Principle in mind, the following very general definition:

Definition 2.3.1. Let FL(X) = {A; A : X → L} be the set of fuzzy sets on X

with membership degrees in the poset (L,≤), equipped with a partial order ¹,

and three operations ∩,∪ : FL(X) × FL(X) → FL(X), c : FL(X) → FL(X)

that represent, respectively, the intersection (and), union (or) and complement

(not). Then, (FL(X),¹,∩,∪,c ) will be called a Fuzzy Set Theory

Definition 2.3.2. Now we can express the Classical Preservation Principle

(CPP) of Fuzzy Set Theories by the following conditions:

1. (L,≤) is bounded, i.e., L contains a least element 0L and a greatest

element 1L.

2. For any A,B ∈ P(X), A ¹ B if and only if A ⊆ B, where ⊆ stands for

the classical set inclusion. And therefore we can define the equality as,

A = B ⇔ A ¹ B, B ¹ A.

3. For any A,B ∈ P(X), A ∩ B=A∩̂B, A ∪ B=A∪̂B and Ac = Aĉ, where

∩̂, ∪̂ and ĉ stand, respectively, for the classical set intersection, union

and complement.

Any FST that wants to deal with to classical sets must verify this principle,

and this will be our case.

Remark 2.3.1. The three conditions that have been established in the above

definition are the only ones that are needed in order to preserve the classical

case. Other crisp properties, such as for example the commutativity of the

intersection and union operations or the involutive nature of the complement,

do not seem to be strictly mandatory in the fuzzy setting, although they may

be needed in many practical situations.
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2.3.1 The Set of Fuzzy Sets

Since the foundation of fuzzy logic, the set of fuzzy sets have almost always

been built upon the set FL(X), made of all the possible fuzzy sets with mem-

bership degree in L, that is, in general, any function A : X → L has been

regarded as a fuzzy set. A recent paper [177] argues that this approach may

be too general, and that in some practical situations a restriction to some con-

crete families of fuzzy sets may be needed. To illustrate this, the authors show

that although the classical power set P(X) contains a unique self-contradictory

element (the empty set), this is no longer the case of its extension FL(X), where

many self-contradictory fuzzy sets may be found. As a consequence, if self-

contradiction is to be avoided, it is necessary to withdraw some fuzzy sets from

FL(X) and to take a subset obtained after excluding self-contradictory fuzzy

sets other than the empty set. Different FST built upon fuzzy sets spaces of

this kind have been proposed in [178, 189], and it is interesting to note that,

in order to build them, the use of non-functionally expressible connectives is

of a great help.

In general, any subset of FL(X) could be considered, with the unique con-

dition, derived from the CPP, that it contains all the crisp sets and is closed

under their operations. Note nevertheless that the exclusion of some kinds of

fuzzy sets has to be done carefully, since some of them may be necessary in

practical situations (this may be the case, for example, of constant fuzzy sets

[178, 189]).

As already mentioned, there are situations where it is interesting to restrict

the fuzzy set space to a subset of the whole set FL(X). This happens, for

example, if one wants to avoid self-contradiction in fuzzy set theory [177].

Indeed, the logical concept of contradiction is, generally, defined by means of

a negation ¬ and an entailment relation ≤ in such a way that “p and q are

contradictory” if and only if p ≤ ¬q. This means that “p is self-contradictory”

if and only if p ≤ ¬p. In Boolean algebras, the latter is equivalent to p∧¬p = 0,

and therefore, the only self-contradictory object is the minimum element 0

(the empty set when considering the algebra of classical sets). But this is

not the case in more general settings as in FST, where there are many self-

contradictory fuzzy sets.
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Definition 2.3.3. Let (FL(X),¹,∪,∩,c ) be a FST. Then a fuzzy set A ∈
FL(X) is said to be self-contradictory when A ¹ Ac.

If L = [0, 1] and the fuzzy complement is considered to be built by means

of a strong negation function N , the following definitions can be established

[177].

Definition 2.3.4. Let (F(X),¹,∪,∩, N) be a FST where ¹ is the pointwise

order built from the usual real order. Then for any A ∈ F(X):

• A is said to be N-self-contradictory if A ¹ N ◦ A.

• A is said to be strongly self-contradictory if A ¹ N ◦ A for any strong

negation N .

Therefore, the only strongly self-contradictory fuzzy set is the empty set,

and the necessary and sufficient condition for a fuzzy set A not being N-self-

contradictory is SupA = 1, that is, A has to be a normalized fuzzy set. This

means, also taking into account that A ¹ N ◦ A is equivalent to A(x) ≤ xN

for all x ∈ [0, 1], where xN is the negation’s fixed point, that there are two

possible ways of avoiding self-contradictory fuzzy sets (as well as fuzzy sets

whose complements are self-contradictory):

1. If one wants to avoid any weakly self-contradictory fuzzy set (except the

empty set), it is necessary to consider the fuzzy set space defined as [178]:

F01(X) = {A : X → [0, 1]; SupA = 1; InfA = 0} ∪ {∅, X}

2. If, given a strong negation N with a fixed point xN , one wants to avoid

fuzzy sets that are self-contradictory with respect to N (except the empty

set), then the fuzzy set space to be considered is [189]:

Fnc(X) = {A : X → [0, 1]; SupA > xN ; InfA < xN} ∪ {∅, X}

Note that both F01(X) and Fnc(X) contain all the crisp sets and prevent

self-contradiction. Nevertheless, the latter property is obtained at quite a high

price, since constant fuzzy sets (which may be needed in many applications)

are to be discarded.
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Notice also that building fuzzy intersections and unions for these kind of

fuzzy set spaces is not so straightforward as for the general case. For example,

it is no longer possible to consider functionally expressible operators induced

by t-norms and t-conorms, since, the fuzzy sets obtained in this way clearly

do not necessarily belong to the fuzzy set spaces F01(X) or Fnc(X). When

studying these fuzzy set spaces, the authors proposed to use the following non-

functionally expressible connectives (where T is a t-norm and S is a t-conorm)

[178, 189]:

1. In F01(X):

(A ∩B)(x) =

{
T (A(x), B(x)), if Sup(T ◦ (A×B)) = 1

0, otherwise

(A ∪B)(x) =

{
S(A(x), B(x)), if Inf(S ◦ (A×B)) = 0

1, otherwise

2. In Fnc(X):

(A ∩B)(x) =

{
T (A(x), B(x)), if Sup(T ◦ (A×B)) > xN

0, otherwise

(A ∪B)(x) =

{
S(A(x), B(x)), if Inf(S ◦ (A×B)) < xN

1, otherwise

2.3.2 Fuzzy Sets’ Ordering

As it was recalled before, in Zadeh’s approach F(X) is endowed with the

pointwise extension of the usual total order of the real line. Even if this is

the most common approach, it may be, in some situations, a too restrictive

notion. Different alternatives for fuzzy sets ordering have been explored, as,

for example, the one by DeLuca and Termini [50], who proposed the so-called

sharpened ordering, whose extension to F(X) provides a different way for

comparing fuzzy sets. In general, fuzzy set orderings are defined from the

orders established in the underlying set L, even if this is not strictly mandatory.

In fact, the only restriction necessary to fulfill the CPP, is to preserve the
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classical order between crisp sets, i.e., if A,B ∈ P(X), then A ¹ B if and only

if A ⊆ B, where ⊆ denotes the classical inclusion.

Once LX is endowed with a partial order ≤ (not necessarily the pointwise

extension to LX of the partial order in L) with minimum µ0L
and maximum

µ1L
, and in analogy with the case of classical sets , let us make the following

change of naming:

If µ ∈ LX , x ∈r (µ)L if and only if µ(x) = r,

to define the object (µ)L, a new entity called the L-set given by the function

µ, the membership function of (µ)L. With the definition

(µ)L ≤ (σ)L if and only if µ ≤ σ,

the set of L-sets L(X) = {(µ)L; µ ∈ LX}, is partially ordered, and hence

(µ)L = (σ)L if and only if (µ)L ≤ (σ)L and (σ)L ≤ (µ)L, or µ = σ.

The formula x ∈r (µ)L is read as ‘x belongs to the L-set (µ)L up to the degree

of membership r ∈ L’. The formula (µ)L ≤ (σ)L is read as ‘the L-set (µ)L

is included in the L-set (σ)L’, and (µ)L(σ)L as ‘(µ)L is equal to (σ)L’ . L-

sets are, actually, nothing else than functions, and the sets L(X) and LX are

indistinguishable. For short, we will write (µ) instead of (µ)L.

Usually, when it is L = [0, 1], ≤ is the total order of the real line, and the

the order taken in LX is its pointwise extension, L-sets are called (Zadeh’s)

fuzzy sets. When the set L = {(x1, x2) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]; x1 +x2 ≤ 1}, is partially

ordered by: (x1, x2) ≤A (y1, y2) if and only if x1 ≤ x2 and y2 ≤ y1, with

α = (0, 1), ω = (1, 0), and the order of LX is its pointwise extension, the

corresponding L-sets are (Atanassov’s) intuitionist sets, with µ : X → L such

that µ(x) = (µ1(x), µ2(x)), and µ1(x) ≤ 1− µ2(x), for all x ∈ X

Another, and curious example, is obtained once L = [0, 1] is partially or-

dered by

x ≤S y if 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1

2
or

1

2
≤ y ≤ x ≤ 1, and 0 ≤S y, for all y ∈ [0, 1],

(sharpened order) whose minimun and maximun are, respectively, 0, 1
2
. In

that case, it is µ ≤S σ whenever either µ = µ0, or 0 ≤ µ(x) ≤ σ(x) ≤ 1
2
, or
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1
2
≤ σ(x) ≤ µ(x) ≤ 1. In that case, L-sets could be called (DeLuca-Termini)

sharpened sets.

Of course, there are more instances of L-sets. For example, with L =

[0, 1][0,1], once ordered pointwise; with L = B the set of Borel sets in R, or with

the set of open and closed intervals in a closed interval of R, both ordered by

inclusion. This last case corresponds with the so-called interval (fuzzy) sets.

Another example is with L = N, the set of natural numbers, once ordered by

n ≤ m if and only if n = m.p, with p ∈ N.

2.3.3 Standard FST

As it is well-known, the Zadeh’s FST that has been recalled in section 2.1 is

nothing else than a particular instance of a general class of theories, known as

Standard Fuzzy Set Theories (SFST), which are functionally expressible Fuzzy

Set Theories where L is the unit interval, fuzzy sets are pointwise ordered by

means of the usual order on [0, 1], and where (∩,∪,c ) are defined by means

of a continuous triangular norm, a continuous triangular conorm and a strong

negation.

Definition 2.3.5. A Standard Fuzzy Set Theory (SFST) is a Fuzzy Set Theory

(FL(X),¹,∩,∪,c ) with the following properties:

1. L = [0, 1] (and, therefore, FL(X) = F(X)).

2. For any A,B ∈ F(X), A ¹ B if and only if A(x) ≤ B(x) for any x ∈ X

3. For any A,B ∈ F(X), (∩,∪,c ) are defined as:

(A ∩B)(x) = T (A(x), B(x))

(A ∪B)(x) = S(A(x), B(x))

Ac(x) = N(A(x))

for any x ∈ X, where T : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a continuous triangular

norm , S : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a continuous triangular conorm and

N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a strong negation.
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2.3.4 Non-Standard FST

Many authors have wrote papers relating different “fuzzy set theories” and

finding equivalences between them: in [31] it was shown that vague sets are

intuitionistic fuzzy sets, in [44] it was pointed out that fuzzy rough sets are

intuitionistic L-fuzzy sets, in [195] it was proved that intuitionistic L-fuzzy

sets [16] and L-fuzzy sets are equivalent, [100] summarizes the links between

fuzzy sets and other models such as flou sets, two-fold fuzzy sets and L-fuzzy

sets, [51] studies the relations between intuitionistic fuzzy sets, L-fuzzy sets,

interval-valued fuzzy sets and interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets, and in

[176] some minimum requirements to extend the classical set theory have been

studied.

L-fuzzy sets

Goguen [75] defined an L-fuzzy set on a universe X as A : X → L, where

(L,≤, N) is a complete lattice provided with a order-reversing involution N.

And (∩,∪,c ) are defined as:

• A ∩B(x) =
∨

(A(x), B(x)).

• A ∪B(x) =
∧

(A(x), B(x)).

• Ac(x) = N(A(x))

Intuitionistic L-fuzzy sets

Atanassov [15] defined an intuitionistic fuzzy set on a universe X, but here

we present, a generalization to any lattice L, L-intuitionistic fuzzy set as A :

X → L, where L = L∗ × L∗ is a lattice obtained by the cartesian product

of one complete lattice (L∗,≤∗, N∗) with itself. And elements of L are pairs

(µ, γ) ∈ L∗×L∗ that represent membership and non-membership degree, such

that, µ ≤∗ N∗(γ) And (∩,∪,c ) are defined as:

• A ∩B(x) = (
∨

(µA(x), µB(x)),
∨

(γA(x), γB(x))).

• A ∪B(x) = (
∧

(µA(x), µB(x)),
∧

(γA(x), γB(x))).

• Ac(x) = (γA(x), µA(x))
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given that A(x) = (µA(x), γA(x)).

Taking into account that antonyms must fulfil µaP ≤ NµP then we can say

that (µP , µaP ) is intuitionistic L-fuzzy set.

Loose sets

Trillas and Alsina [176] defined Loose-set on a universe X as a function A :

X → L, where (L,≤) is a partially ordered set, bound by 0L, 1L ∈ L, such

that ∀r ∈ L, 0L ≤ r ≤ 1L. And (¹,∩,∪,c ) verify the following properties for

any A,B ∈ FL(X):

• A ¹ B if ∀x ∈ X, A(x) ≤ B(x).

• A ≡ B if and only if A ¹ B and B ¹ A.

• There are two loose-sets α, ω such that ∀x ∈ X,α(x) = 0L and ω(x) = 1L.

• A ∩B ≡ B ∩ A, A ∩ α ≡ A, A ∩ ω ≡ ω

• A ∪B ≡ B ∪ A, A ∪ α ≡ α, A ∪ ω ≡ A

• (Ac)c ≡ A

Interval-valued fuzzy sets

Sambuc [151] defined an interval-valued fuzzy sets on a universe X as A :

X → L, where L is the cartesian product of the De Morgan algebra ([0, 1],≤
, min, max, 1− id) with itself. And elements of L are pairs (α, β) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]

that represent the interval degree of membership, such that, α ≤ β. And

(∩,∪,c ) are defined as:

• A ∩B(x) = (min(αA(x), αB(x)), min(βA(x), βB(x))).

• A ∪B(x) = (max(αA(x), αB(x)), max(βA(x), βB(x))).

• Ac(x) = (1− βA(x), 1− αA(x))

taking into account that A(x) = (αA(x), βA(x)).
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Borel Fuzzy sets

Guadarrama et al. [82] defined Borel fuzzy sets on a universe X as function

A : X → L, where L = B[0, 1] is countable set of interval on [0,1] which is a

partially ordered set under inclusion, and (¹,∩,∪,c ) are defined inspired by

the theorem proven by Nguyen and Walker in [132] for extending T-norms and

T-conorms to intervals, as follows:

Given A = [A1 ∪ ... ∪ An], B = [B1 ∪ ... ∪ Bm]

• A ∩B(x) =
⋃{Ti(A1,B1), ..., Ti(A1,Bm), ..., T (An,Bm)}.

• A ∪B(x) =
⋃{Si(A1,B1), ..., Si(A1,Bm), ..., S(An,Bm)}.

• Ac(x) =
⋃{Ni(A1), ..., N(An)}.

Where Ti, Si, and Ni are defined over intervals starting from a t-norm T ,

a t-conorm S and an strong negation N , as follows:

• T (A,B)(x) = (T (αA(x), αB(x)), T (βA(x), βB(x))).

• S(A,B)(x) = (S(αA(x), αB(x)), S(βA(x), βB(x))).

• Ac(x) = (N(αA(x)), N(αB(x)).

where A(x) = (αA(x), βA(x)) and B(x) = (αB(x), βB(x))
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Chapter 3

The problem of representing

words and perceptions

This chapter just tries to stimulate some reflection to extend the current the-

ories of fuzzy sets to wider areas of language, with the objective of reaching

a better knowledge of the links between language and its representation by

means of fuzzy sets, when possible. This for the progress of computing with

words that, sooner or later, will pose the theoretically challenging, and practi-

cally important, problem of the linguistic credit, or soundness in language, of

the theories of fuzzy sets. A problem that fuzzy logic cannot avoid to become a

basic representation’s tool for computing with words. To this end, the strategy

of reconsidering the current knowledge of fuzzy sets theories does not seem far

from scope.

41
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3.1 Predicates

It is well known that word’s use are context-depended and intentional [154,

153], that is, each use in a given context and with an specific intention gather

the meaning of words. From now on we will refer by ”use of a word” as a

concrete use in a given context with an specific intention.

John R. Searle’s theory of Speech Acts [153] has played a key role on linguis-

tics, computer science, cognitive science and philosophy, since it has allowed us

to explain, to some extent, how communication works and what meaning can

be. One type of speech act are assertive statements, and one particular case,

in which will focus our work, are atomic predicative statements, such as ”x is

P” where P is a predicate and x is element of the universe of discourse, since

they predicate properties of objects. Predicates name properties of objects

and allow us to group, classify or describe them.

Let P be a predicate, that name a property. There are different ways in

which speakers of a language use predicates such P . It depends on the universe

of discourse, the set of objects X , but also on the way P is related to X.

Three aspects of the use of a predicate P on X can be considered:

• Primary use, or the descriptive use of the predicate, expressed by the

statements “x is P”, for x in X. This is the most basic use, based on it

we can infer the universe of discourse.

• Secondary use, or the comparative use of the predicate, expressed by

the statements “x is less P than y”, for x, y in X. This use allow us to

capture the “order” induced by the predicate among the elements of X.

• Tertiary use, or the pre-quantitative use of the predicate, expressed by

the statements “x is much less P than y”, for x,y in X. This use allow us

to define coherently the membership degrees.

In order to build a model of the use of a Predicate we need to capture

these three aspects. First we need to settle the universe of discourse, to specify

which are the objects that admit being predicated. Second we need a partially

ordered structure that allow us to represent the induced order in the universe

of discourse by the predicate. And third, we need a measurable space that
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allow us to quantify to what extent the objects fulfill the predicate. We can

represent this by the figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The three aspects of the use of a Predicate

An extensional definition of a concept or term formulates its meaning by

specifying its extension, that is, every object that falls under the definition of

the concept or term in question.

For example, an extensional definition of the term ”nation of the world”

might be given by listing all of the nations of the world, or by giving some

other means of recognizing the members of the corresponding class. An explicit

listing of the extension, which is only possible for finite sets and only practical

for relatively small sets, is called an enumerative definition.

Extensional definitions are used when listing examples would give more

applicable information than other types of definition, and where listing the

members of a set tells the questioner enough about the nature of that set.

This is similar to an ostensive definition, in which one or more members

of a set (but not necessarily all) are pointed out as examples, this is clearly

related to prototypical definitions, that is, based on prototypes. The opposite

approach is the intensional definition, which defines by listing properties that

a thing must have in order to be part of the set captured by the definition.

We can consider this way of constructing the model of the predicate as an

extensional definition, since we need to know the three aspects of the use of

the predicate P for each element of the universe of discourse to be able to build

a model of it. And although in some cases this way is useful and interesting

in other cases can be unmanageable or unreachable. For these other cases we
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take an intensional approach, that is, we define the model starting from a set

of features that share the elements of the universe of discourse. For example

”John is tall” is defined starting from the height of John as ”height of John

is high”, making, in this case, people of the same height being of the same

tallness.

An intensional definition gives the meaning of a term by giving all the

properties required of something that falls under that definition; the necessary

and sufficient conditions for belonging to the set being defined.

For example, an intensional definition of ”bachelor” is ”unmarried man.”

Being an unmarried man is an essential property of something referred to as a

bachelor. It is a necessary condition: one cannot be a bachelor without being

an unmarried man. It is also a sufficient condition: any unmarried man is a

bachelor.

This is the opposite approach to the extensional definition, which defines

by listing everything that falls under that definition – an extensional definition

of ”bachelor” would be a listing of all the unmarried men in the world.

As becomes clear, intensional definitions are best used when something

has a clearly-defined set of properties, and it works well for sets that are too

large to list in an extensional definition. It is impossible to give an extensional

definition for an infinite set, but an intensional one can often be stated concisely

– there is an infinite number of even numbers, impossible to list, but they can

be defined by saying that even numbers are integer multiples of two.

Definition by genus and difference, in which something is defined by first

stating the broad category it belongs to and then distinguished by specific

properties, is a type of intensional definition. As the name might suggest, this

is the type of definition used in Linnaean taxonomy to categorize living things,

but it is by no means restricted to biology. Suppose we define a miniskirt as ”a

skirt with a hemline above the knee.” We’ve assigned it to a genus, or larger

class of items: it is a type of skirt. Then, we’ve described the differentia, the

specific properties that make it its own sub-type: it has a hemline above the

knee.

Intensional definition also applies to rules or sets of axioms that generate

all members of the set being defined. For example, an intensional definition of

”square number” can be ”any number that can be expressed as some integer
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multiplied by itself.” The rule – ”take an integer and multiply it by itself”

– always generates members of the set of square numbers, no matter which

integer one chooses, and for any square number, there is an integer that was

multiplied by itself to get it.

Similarly, an intensional definition of a game, such as chess, would be the

rules of the game; any game played by those rules must be a game of chess,

and any game properly called a game of chess must have been played by those

rules.

Next we will explain how to construct a model in an intensional way.

For example interpreting “x is cold” as “temperature of x is low”, where

low is defined on an interval of numerical values the temperature can take.

Hence, at the very beginning we consider a set X of objects sharing, possibly

among others, a common feature K that reflects the use of P , and of which

we know how it varies on X, that is, for all x, y ∈ X we know whether it is or

it is not the case that “x shows K less than y shows K”. Therefore, we at least

know the qualitative and perception’s based relation ¹K on X×X defined as:

“x ¹K y if and only if x shows K less than y shows K”.

“x ¹K y if and only if x is less P than y”.

In general, let us suppose that we can aggregate a set of features in a

numerical characteristic φP : X → S and that we can define another fuzzy set

P ∗
∼

that allow us to interpret “x is P” as “φP (x) is P ∗
∼

”.

At this point, it is not to be forgotten that six different sets are under

consideration. The ground set X, the set X(P ) of the statements “x is P”,

the set of the values of a numerical characteristic φ, the set of the statements

“φ(x) is P ∗”, the partially ordered set L of the degrees up to which “x is P”,

and the partially ordered set L∗ of the degrees up to which “φ(x) is P ∗”. (See

figure 3.2).

We will say that the use of P on X is R-measurable (see [173]) if there

exists a mapping φ : X → S with S a non-empty subset of R endowed with a

pre-order ≤P ∗ and a ≤P ∗-measure m on S such that:

1. φ is injective.

2. φ(x) ≤P ∗ φ(y) iff “x is less P than y”, for x,y in X.
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Figure 3.2: Intensional definition of Predicates

3. The degree up to which “x is P” is given by m(φ(x)) for each x in X.

After an experimental process, a mathematical model for the use of P on

X is obtained. Of course the model can be reached thanks to the fact that P

is used on X by means of a numerical characteristic given by φ.

The use of a predicate, if gradable, defines a collective in the universe that

only in some cases is a classical set. Predicates P do collectivize in some

way provided the corresponding statements ‘x is P ’ admit a degree, be it

immediately numerical or not. And therefore the best model available are

fuzzy sets, because it allow us to represent these degrees by means of the

membership function, and capture the three aspects of its use in a proper

manner.

To measure, is, after all, to evaluate something that the elements of a given

set exhibit, relatively to some characteristic they share. We do always measure

concrete features of the elements; for example, the height but not the volume

of a building to know how tall it is, the wine’s volume in barrels but not the

wine’s alcoholic rank to know how full it is, the probability of getting an odd

score when throwing a die but not the die’s size to know what is a good bet,

and so on.
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3.1.1 Membership functions

In [173] it was settled that the membership function µP of a fuzzy set in X

labelled P (equivalently, the compatibility function for the use on X of predi-

cate P ) is nothing else than a general measure on the set of atomic statements

“x is P” for any x in X, that must capture the order imposed by the use of

predicate into the universe of discourse.

What is a membership function?

A fuzzy set P on a universe of discourse X is only known, once a membership

function µP : X → L is fixed, and provided that this function reflects the

meaning of the statements “x is P” for all x in X. This is the same as to

consider that µP translates the use of P on X, and in this sense µp is a model

of this use.

Although the set of functions [0, 1]X is called that of fuzzy sets in X (see

[208]) each function µ : X → [0, 1] is only a purely mathematical entity until,

for some predicate P on X can be recognized that

Degree up to which ’x is P’= µ(x),

for all x ∈ X. In this case it is written µ = µP .

To know that for all x ∈ X the degree up to which ’x is P’ is µ(x) is to

know how P is used on X and, hence, the function µP represents a use of P

on X, that is, following Ludwig Wittgestein’s Philosophical Investigation, µP

represents the current meaning of P on X. Of course, it is not the case that

all predicates on X do accept a degree in [0,1] (see [170]) as we explain in the

following section.

Once it is recognized that the current use of P on X can be represented by

µP ∈ [0, 1]X , one can change the name of things and say that

x ∈
r

P
∼
, provided that degree up to which ’x is P’ is µP (x) = r

The new object P
∼

, to which elements in X belong with degree µP (x), is

named as the fuzzy set with linguistic label P. Is in this way that the set F(X)

of fuzzy sets in X is identified with [0, 1]X once a definition of inclusion and
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equality is defined. In general, it is accepted that a fuzzy set µP is included in

a fuzzy fuzzy set µQ, µP ≤ µQ, if and only if, (see [146],[208],[132]):

µP (x) ≤ µQ(x), for all x ∈ X,

and that the fuzzy sets µP and µQ are equal if and only if µP ≤ µQ and

µQ ≤ µQ, that is

µP (x) = µQ(x) ⇔ µP (x) = µQ(x), for all x ∈ X,

These definitions are possibly excessive, since a single small variation in a

couple of values µP (x), µQ(x), can change the relative status of two fuzzy sets

P
∼

and Q
∼

. Anyway, such definitions are the immediate generalization of the

corresponding concepts with classical sets, and since

(P(X),∪,∩,c ) is isomorphic to ({0, 1}X ,min, max, 1− id)

by means of

A → µA(x) =

{
1, x ∈ A

0, x /∈ A,

it results that P(X) is a part of F(X).

Membership degrees

The closed unit interval, used for representing the membership degrees of fuzzy

sets, can be easily generalized into other spaces. The first elaborated ideas

on this generalization were presented as early as in 1967 by Goguen in [75]

introducing L-fuzzy set or L-set, where L can be in general a partially ordered

set, but that usually is a complete distributive lattice. For example Sambuc

defined in [151] interval-valued fuzzy sets, where the elements of L are pairs

(α, β) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] such that α ≤ β representing an interval degree of

membership. Another proposal done by Atanassov in [15] is Intuitionistic

fuzzy sets, where (L,≤, N) is a complemented lattice and the elements of L

are pairs (µ, γ) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1] such that µ ≤ N(γ) representing a membership

and a non-membership degree, respectively.

Note that in order to fulfill the CPP, the set L should contain a least

element 0L and a greatest element 1L allowing one to represent, respectively,
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the crisp non-membership and the crisp full-membership of an element to a

fuzzy set. For a semantic interpretation of L, see Ref. [170].

How to build a membership function?

Generally speaking, a fuzzy set labeled P
∼

represents the use of a predicate

P on a universe of discourse X, if it captures the three aspects of its use.

To get this the domain of the membership function must cover the universe of

discourse of the predicate; the order induced by the predicate must be mapped

by the membership function; and the values of the membership function must

be coherent with the quantitative use of the predicate.

Some examples are:

• Small number of a dice, can be:

µP (x) = 1/1 + 0.8/2 + 0.4/3 + 0.1/4 + 0/5 + 0/6

• Language that Johns speaks, can be:

µP (x) = 1/english + 0.5/french + 0.5/spanish

• A tall person can be intensionally defined using their height, as in:

muP (x) =





0 if 0 ≤ height(x) < 150

x−150
30

if 150 ≤ height(x) ≤ 180

1 if 180 < height(x) ≤ 200

There are many ways to build membership functions, as were summarized

by Dubois et al. in [56]. Nevertheless the designer has to take into account the

three aspects of the use to get a coherent membership function. In addition

to this, designers have to deal with the problem of granularity, since humans

use words in a granulated way. So, depending on the problem and on the

available information one must be build a more or less granulated membership

function.
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3.2 Antonyms

Nature shows a lot of geometrical symmetries, and it is today out of discus-

sion that the mathematical concept of symmetry is of paramount importance

for Nature’s scientific study. Underlying the concept of symmetry is the con-

cept of oppositeness. Humans tend to categorize the world by means of oppo-

site concepts and to establish some kind of symmetries. Language incorporate

pairs of antonyms that allows to express many relevant symmetries. Antonyms

has not received too much attention form the point of view of Classical Logic,

perhaps because of the scarcely syntactical character of that language’s phe-

nomenon. However, and may be as Fuzzy Logic deals more than Classical

Logic with semantical aspects of language, the concept of antonym was early

considered in Fuzzy Logic (see [212]) and originates some theoretical studies

as it is the case of papers [138] and [190].

In any Dictionary an antonym of a word P (or term) is defined as one

of its opposite word aP (or term), and one can relate “opposite of meaning”

with “symmetry of use” between P and aP . In fact, to fully understand the

meaning of a predicate P we need to understand the meaning of its antonym

aP , that is, we need to know the use of P and the use of aP , because their

use are entwined. In some cases the antonym aP coincide with the negation

of P , but this is a limit case and only occurs when there is not middle term,

such in, (dead, alive) or (even, odd).

For us one of the most important values of the pairs of antonyms is that

allow us to build linguistic variables. A linguistic variable is a set of linguistic

labels build from a pair of antonyms and when exits from the medium term, a

set of linguistic modifiers (i.e. not, very, moderately, quite, ...) and combina-

tions of them by conjunctions (i.e. and, or), for example, the linguistic label

height is defined by the set {tall, short, medium, very tall, moderately tall,

quite tall, not very short, medium or tall, short but not much, ... }. For more

details about modifiers see [90], for more details about linguistic variables see

[212, 217], and for more details about conjunctions see section 3.3. Now we

will restate what is known about antonyms and different models of antonyms.

Antonymy is a phenomenon of language linking couples of words (P,Q)

grammarians call pairs of antonyms, that seems very difficult to define and
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study in a formal way. Language is too complex to admit strictly formal defini-

tions like it happens in other dominions after experimentation and mathemat-

ical modeling. Nevertheless, there are some properties that different authors

attribute to a pair of antonyms (see [196], [110], [99], [109]). These properties

can be summarized in the following points:

1. In considering a pair (P, Q) of antonyms, Q is an antonym of P and P

an antonym of Q.

Then, from Q = aP , P = aQ it follows P = a(aP ), and Q = a(aQ):

in a single pair of antonyms the relation established by (P, aP ) is a

symmetry.

2. For any object x such that the statements “x is P” and “x is aP” are

meaningful, it is “If “x is aP”, then it is not “x is P””. The contrary “If

it is not “x is P”, then “x is aP””, does not hold.

A clear example is given by the pair (full, empty) when we say “If the

bottle is empty, it is not full” but not “If the bottle is not full, it is

empty”. For short, aP implies Not-P , but it is not the case that Not-P

implies aP , except in some particular situations on which it happens

that (P, Not-P ) is a pair of antonyms. That is, aP = Not-P happens

but as a limit case.

3. Pairs of antonyms (P, Q) are “disjoint”.

This point is difficult to understand without any kind of formalization

allowing to precisely know what grammarians understand by disjoint.

Anyway, point (2) suggests that it means “contradiction”, a concept

that, as it is well known, is coincidental with that of “incompatibility”

in Boolean Algebras, but not always in other logical structures.

4. The more applicable is a predicate P to objects, the less applicable is aP

to these objects, and the less applicable is P , the more applicable is aP .

For example, with the pair (tall, short) and a subject x, the taller is x,

the less short is x and the less tall is x, the shorter is x.
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5. For aP being a “good” antonym of P , and among the objects x to which

P and aP apply there should be a zone of neutrality, that is, a subset of

X to which neither P nor aP can be applied.

In the following we will try to take advantage of points 1 to 5, by translating

these properties to obtain the basic relations that a fuzzy set µaP should verify

to be considered the antonym of a given fuzzy set µP , and to define some types

of antonymy, synthesizing and extending the work that was done in [162], [183]

and [184].

3.2.1 Antonyms and fuzzy sets

Since symmetries will be used below, we specify them first in a general way.

As was explained in section 2.1, there are three sets on which symmetries are

to be considered: the universe [a, b] of numerical values that the elements of

the universe of discourse X may take due to the numerical characteristic of P ,

the unit interval [0, 1] and the set F([a, b]) of all fuzzy sets of [a, b]. Symmetries

on [a, b] are just mappings α : [a, b] → [a, b] such that α2 = id[a,b] and α(a) = b

(and hence α(b) = a). Symmetries on [0, 1] are mappings N : [0, 1] → [0, 1]

such that N2 = id[0,1] and N(0) = 1 (and hence N(1) = 0). And a symmetry on

F([a, b]) should be a mapping A : F([a, b]) → F([a, b]) such that A2 = idF([a,b])

and A(µ∅) = µ[a,b] (and hence A(µ[a,b]) = µ∅ ).

It is easy to prove that for each couple of symmetries (N, α) the combined

mapping N/α : F([a, b]) → F([a, b]), defined by (N/α)(µ) = N ◦ µ ◦ α, is a

symmetry on F([a, b]) (see [183]). Furthermore, if N is a strong negation (that

is, x ≤ y implies N(y) ≤ N(x)), then N/α is an involution (that is, a dual

automorphism of period two) on F([a, b]). S. Ovchinnikov (see [138]) proved

that any such involution A : F([a, b]) → F([a, b]) is of the form A(µ)(x) =

Nx(µ(α(x))) for a symmetry α on [a, b] and a family of dual automorphisms

{Nx ; x ∈ [a, b]} on [0, 1] such that Nα(x) = N−1
x . Of course, if α = id[a,b],

functions Nx are strong-negations.

Negations N/α are not always functionally expressible, that is, it does not

generally exist a symmetry N∗ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] such that (N/α)(µ) = N∗(µ).

For example, if X = [0, 1] with N = α = 1 − id[0,1], it results (N/α)(µ)(x) =
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1 − µ(1 − x), and (N/α)(µ)(0) = 1 − µ(1), and it is enough to take µ such

that µ(1) = 1, µ(0) = 0 to have N/α(µ)(0) = 0, but N∗ ◦ µ(0) = N∗(µ(0)) =

N∗(0) = 1.

Let us try to model point 4 of the former section. If µP and µaP are the

compatibility functions of the predicates P and aP in the universe of discourse

X, the implication “if 0 < µP (x) ≤ µP (y), then µaP (y) ≤ µaP (x)”, must be

satisfied. Nevertheless, this condition would agree to the requirements when

working with predicates that, translated to their numerical characteristic in

[a, b], are monotonic, that is, the preorder induced by the predicate P in [a, b]

(see [173]) is a total order, but not in general; this is why a new point of view

for point 4 of the former section could be necessary.

Example 1 Given the predicate P =“close to 4” on the interval [0, 10],

it should be aP =“far from 4”. But by taking the involution α given by

α(x) = 10 − x it results µaP = µP ◦ α, as it is shown in the figure 3.3, that

obviously, does not correspond to “far form 4”.

m
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1

1 2 3 4 75 6 8 9 10

P aP

Figure 3.3: Solid line:Close to 4. Dotted line: Close to 6

If we consider α defined through the two intervals [0, 4], [4, 10], with α1 :

[0, 4] → [0, 4], α1(x) = 4 − x, and α2 : [4, 10] → [4, 10], α2(x) = 14 − x, we

obtain µaP as shown in figure 3.4, that better reflects “far from 4”.

Since the use of a predicate P on X is here viewed as:

1. The ordering ¹P given in X is “x is less P than y” (the comparative use

of P ), and
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Figure 3.4: Solid line: Close to 4. Dotted line: Far from 4

2. A ¹P -measure µ(x is P ) = µP (x) (measuring to what extent x is P),

It seems reasonable that the use of aP should be viewed as:

1. The ordering ¹aP =¹−1
P ,

2. A ¹aP -measure µ(x is aP ) = µ(αP (x is P ), or µaP = µP (αP (x)), with

αP a symmetry (involution) for ¹−1
P =¹aP .

As the ordering ¹P is obtained in practice from the function µP by looking

at the subintervals of [a, b] on which µP is either decreasing or non-decreasing,

it results that αP should be an involution (symmetry) at each one of them.

Then, what is more natural is to define α : [a, b] → [a, b] by

α(x) =





α1(x), if x ∈ [a, a1]

α2(x), if x ∈ [a1, a2]
...

...

αn(x), if x ∈ [an−1, b]

with involutions αi : [ai−1, ai] → [ai−i, ai]

Of course, what it is not obtained is that α reverses the order ≤, but it

reverses the order ≤P .

Hence, to obtain a perfect antonym (see below, Definition 3.2.6) of P by

using µP the following steps should be observed:

1. Determine the order ¹P by looking at function µP .
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2. Consider the subintervals [ai−1, ai].

3. Construct an αi in each interval [ai−1, ai].

4. Obtain µaP (x) = µP (αi(x)), if x ∈ [ai−1, ai].

It is immediate that this is the algorithm used in the example with the

subintervals [1, 4] and [4, 10].

Example 2 Let us consider the predicate P = “very close to 0 or close to

10” given in X = [0, 10] by the membership function in figure 3.5

µP (x) =





(x−4)2

16
if 0 ≤ x ≤ 4

0 if 4 < x ≤ 6
x−6

4
if 6 < x ≤ 10

0

1

1 2 3 4 75 6 8 9 10
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Figure 3.5: Representation of “very
Close to 0 or Close to 10”

A possible way to find an antonym will be, as in [184], considering two

strong negations in two intervals of X, as for example α1 : [0, 5] → [0, 5] given

by α1(x) = 5−x and α2 : [5, 10] → [5, 10] given by α2(x) = 15−x. So, the fuzzy

set µaP (x) = µP (α(x)), where α(x) = α1(x) if x ∈ [0, 5] and α(x) = α2(x) if

x ∈ [5, 10], will be

Now this fuzzy set can be understood as a membership function of the

antonym of P :“Very far from 0 and far from 10”. Notice that it is µP (5
2
) =

9
64
≤ µP (15

2
) = 3

8
and also µaP (5

2
) = 9

64
≤ µaP (15

2
) = 3

8
.

This would lead us to the necessity of considering the condition “If µP (x) ≤
µP (y) then µaP (x) ≥ µaP (y)” in each interval in which µP is monotonic, that

is, to consider the preorder induced by µP . As it was introduced in [173], if

µP : X → [0, 1] is the membership function of a predicate P in X and, being

[a, b] the interval in which its numerical characteristic takes values, if there
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µaP (x) =





(1−x)2

16
if 1 < x ≤ 5

0 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
or 9 < x ≤ 10

9−x
4

if 5 < x ≤ 9

8

3
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Figure 3.6: Representation of “very Far
from 0 and Far from 10”

exists a partition {c0, c1, . . . cn} of this interval in such a way that functions

(µP ◦ (ΦP )−1) |[ci−1,ci] are monotonic, then a preorder (n-sharpened) can be

defined in [a, b] in the following way: If r, s ∈ [a, b] it is r ≤µP
s if and only

if exists i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such tat r, s ∈ [ci−1, ci] and µP (r) ≤ µP (s), being

µP = µP ◦ (ΦP )−1. Furthermore, the predicate P induces also a preorder in

X: If x, y ∈ X it is defined

x ≤P y ⇔ φP (x) ≤µP
φP (y),

which we must take into account to formalize point 4.

3.2.2 Regular and perfect antonyms pairs

Let X be a universe of discourse and P a predicate naming a gradual prop-

erty of the elements of X, that is, that with each atomic statement “x is P”

there is associated a number µP (x) ∈ [0, 1] reflecting the degree up to which x

verifies the property named by P .

To approach the concept of antonym based on the former five points, let

us consider involutive mappings A : F(X) → F(X), that is, verifying A2 =

idF(X).

Definition 3.2.1. A couple (µ, A(µ)) is a pair of antonyms if

A.1. It exists a strong-negation Nµ such that A(µ) ≤ Nµ ◦µ (that is, µ and

A(µ) are Nµ-contradictory fuzzy sets)
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A.2. If x ≤µ y, then y ≤A(µ) x

Of course, if the preorder induced by µ on X is a total order (that is, µ

is monotonic), then the axiom A.2 turns into: “If 0 < µ(x) ≤ µ(y), then

A(µ)(x) ≥ A(µ)(y)”.

For the sake of simplicity, and if there is no confusion, let us write µa =

A(µ), µ′ = Nµ ◦ µ. Of course, rules A.1 and A.2 do not facilitate a unique

A(µ) for each µ ∈ F(X) and some definitions should be introduced both to

distinguish among diverse kinds of antonyms and to consider former points 1

to 5.

Theorem 3.2.1. If (µ, µa) is a pair of antonyms:

a) µ(x) ≥ ε implies µa(x) ≤ Nµ(ε), and µa(x) ≥ ε implies µ(x) ≤ Nµ(ε),

for all ε ∈ [0, 1].

b) If µ(x) = 1, then µa(x) = 0. If µa(x) = 1, then µ(x) = 0.

c) Property A.1 is equivalent to µ ≤ Nµ ◦ µa.

d) Property A.1 is equivalent to the existence of a t-norm Wµ in the ÃLuka-

siewicz’s family such that Wµ ◦ (µ × µa) = µ∅. That is, the Wµ-

intersection of µ and µa is empty, or µ and µa are Wµ-disjoint.

Proof. (a) From ε ≤ µ(x), it follows Nµ(µ(x)) ≤ Nµ(ε) and µa(x) ≤ Nµ(ε),

for any ε ∈ [0, 1]. (b) Take ε = 1 in (a). (c) From µa ≤ Nµ ◦ µ follows

Nµ ◦Nµ ◦µ = µ ≤ Nµ ◦µa, and reciprocally. (d) As it is well known (see [168]),

it exists a strictly increasing function gµ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] verifying gµ(0) = 0,

gµ(1) = 1 and such that Nµ = g−1
µ ◦ (1 − id) ◦ gµ. Hence, A.1 can be written

as µa(x) ≤ g−1
µ (1 − gµ(x))) or, equivalently, gµ(µa(x)) + gµ(µ(x)) − 1 ≤ 0.

This inequality is equivalent to Max(0, gµ(µa(x)) + gµ(µ(x)) − 1) = 0, or to

0 = g−1
µ (W (gµ(µa(x)), gµ(µ(x)))) = g−1

µ ◦ W ◦ (gµ × gµ)(µ(x), µa(x)). Then,

with Wµ = g−1
µ ◦ W ◦ (gµ × gµ), it is Wµ ◦ (µ × µa) = µ∅. The reciprocal is

immediate.

Definition 3.2.2. A pair of antonyms (µ, µa) is strict whenever µa � µ′, that

is, if it exists some x ∈ X such that µa(x) < Nµ(µ(x)). Otherwise, the pair is

non-strict or complementary and µa = µ′.
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Theorem 3.2.2. (µ, µa) is a non-strict pair of antonyms if and only if Sµ ◦
(µ × µa) = µX , with Sµ the t-conorm Nµ-dual of the t-norm Wµ in theorem

3.2.1.

Proof. If the pair (µ, µa) is non-strict, from µa = µ′ it follows Sµ ◦ (µ ×
µa) = Nµ ◦ Wµ ◦ (Nµ ◦ µ × Nµ ◦ µ′) = Nµ ◦ Wµ ◦ (µ′ × µ) = Nµ ◦ µ∅ = µX .

Reciprocally, if Sµ ◦ (µ × µa) = µX , it follows Wµ ◦ (Nµ ◦ µ × Nµ ◦ µa) = µ∅
and g−1

µ ◦W ◦ (gµ ◦Nµ ◦ µ× gµ ◦Nµ ◦ µa) = µ∅, or

W ◦ (1− gµ ◦ µ× 1− gµ ◦ µa) = µ∅,

that is, for any x ∈ X

Max(0, 1− gµ(µ(x))− gµ(µa(x))) = 0.

Then, 1−gµ(µ(x))−gµ(µa(x)) ≤ 0, and g−1
µ (1−gµ(µ(x))) ≤ µa(x). Hence,

µ′(x) ≤ µa(x) and, by A.1, µ′ = µa.

Corolary 3.2.3. A pair of antonyms (µ, µa) is strict if and only if Sµ ◦ (µ×
µa) 6= µX , with Sµ the t-conorm of theorem 3.2.2.

Remark If µ is a fuzzy set labelled P (µ = µP ) and µa can be identified by a

label Q, then it is Q = aP and the words (P, Q) form a pair of antonym words.

If this pair is non-strict then aP ≡ ¬P and if it is strict aP is not coincidental

with ¬P . In general, for a pair of antonym words (P, aP ) translated by means

of their use in X in the fuzzy sets µp and µaP , respectively, it happens (theorem

3.2.1.d) that the intersection µP ∩ µaP obtained by the t-norm Wµ is empty:

µP ∩ µaP = µ∅, that is, in this sense µP and µaP are disjoint fuzzy sets. Of

course, this emptiness is equivalent to the contrariness of µP and µaP relatively

to a strong negation NP that allows to define µ¬P = NP ◦ µP (µaP ≤ NP ◦ µP ,

the version of A.1 with Nµ = NP ). More again, the fuzzy sets µp and µaP are a

partition of X on the theory (F(X), TP , SP , NP ) (with TP = Wµ, SP = W ∗
µ and

NP = Nµ, being W ∗
µ the t-conorm Nµ-dual of the t-norm Wµ, see theorem 3.2.1)

if and only if aP ≡ ¬P (theorem 3.2.2), as only in this case is µP ∪ µaP = µX

and µP ∩ µaP = µ∅.

Definition 3.2.3. Given a pair of antonyms (µ, µa) and a t-norm T , µm =

T ◦ (µ′ × (µa)′) = T ◦ (Nµ ◦ µ×Nµ ◦ µa), is the middle term or the T -medium

fuzzy set between µ and µa.
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Theorem 3.2.4. For any t-norm T , µm is 1-normalized if and only if it exists

x ∈ X such that µ(x) = µa(x) = 0.

Proof. If µ(x) = µa(x) = 0, it is µm(x) = T (Nµ(0), Nµ(0)) = T (1, 1) = 1,

and µm is 1-normalized at x. Reciprocally, if µm is 1-normalized at a point

x, from 1 = µm(x) = T (Nµ(µ(x)), Nµ(µa(x))) it follows 1 = Nµ(µ(x)) =

Nµ(µa(x)), or µ(x) = µa(x) = 0, as T ≤ Min.

Definition 3.2.4. Hence, that µm be normalized is equivalent to {x ∈ X; µ(x) =

µa(x) = 0} = {x ∈ X; µm(x) = 1} 6= ∅. Let us denote this set by lN(µ, µa) and

call it the Neutral Zone of X for the pair of antonyms (µ, µa).

Concerning the case of ¬(P ∨ aP ) for any antonym aP of P , it is obvious

that, provided it holds the duality law ¬(P ∨ Q) = ¬P ∧ ¬Q, it is logically

selfcontradictory if and only if the medium term ¬P ∧¬aP is logically selfcon-

tradictory. What still remains open is to know what happens without duality

and to know when a(P ∨ aP ) is linguistically selfcontradictory.

Example 3.2.5. The fuzzy set (µP ∨ µaP )′ represented in figure 3.7 is not

logically selfcontradictory, because assuming that T = Min, S = Max and

N = 1 − id, the medium term µ′P ∧ µ′aP is normalized and, hence, is not

logically selfcontradictory.
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Figure 3.7: Medium term is not selfcontradictory

Assuming T = Prod, S = Prod∗ and N = 1 − id, the fuzzy set (µP ∨
µaP )′ represented in figure 3.8 is however logically selfcontradictory, because

the medium term µ′P ∧ µ′aP is below the fixed level of the negation N = 1− id

and hence is logically selfcontradictory.
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Figure 3.8: Medium term is selfcontradictory

Definition 3.2.5. A pair of antonyms (µ, µa) is regular whenever the Neutral

Zone lN(µ, µa) is not empty.

Of course, a pair of antonyms (µ, µa) is regular if and only if for any t-

norm T the T -medium µm is 1-normalized and, hence, if and only if the Min-

medium between µ and µa is 1-normalized. That is, if µm(x) = Min(Nµ(µ(x)),

Nµ(µa(x))) = 1 for some x ∈ X.

Theorem 3.2.6. Any regular pair of antonyms is strict.

Proof. If lN(µ, µa) 6= ∅, it exists x in X such that µ(x) = µa(x) = 0. Then

µ′(x) = Nµ(0) = 1, and 0 = µa(x) < 1 = µ′(x), or µa < µ′.

Corolary 3.2.7. Any non-strict pair of antonyms is non-regular.

The set E(µ, µa) = {x ∈ X ; µ(x) = µa(x)} obviously verifies lN(µ, µa) ⊂
E(µ, µa). Then, if lN(µ, µa) is non-empty it is E(µ, µa). Then, for any regular

pair of antonyms it is E(µ, µa) 6= ∅.
Notice that, if µ = µP and µa = µaP the points x in E(µP , µaP ) verify that

the truth-values of the statements “x is P” and “x is aP” are equal. Then,

points in E(µP , µaP ) are those that can be considered both as P and as aP .

Theorem 3.2.8. For any pair of antonyms (µ, µa), it is E(µ, µa) ⊂ {x ∈
X ; µ(x) ≤ g−1

µ (1/2)}, with Nµ = g−1
µ ◦ (1− id[0,1]) ◦ gµ, and g−1

µ (1/2) ∈ (0, 1)

the fixed point of Nµ.

Proof. Obviously, g−1
µ (1/2) ∈ (0, 1) is the fixed point of Nµ. If x ∈ E(µ, µa),
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from µ(x) = µa(x) ≤ µ′(x) it follows µ(x) ≤ g−1
µ (1− gµ(µ(x))), that is equiv-

alent to gµ(µ(x)) ≤ 1/2. The theorem obviously holds if E(µ, µa) = ∅ .

Consequently, it is lN(µ, µa) ⊂ E(µ, µa) ⊂ {x ∈ X ; µ(x) ≤ g−1
µ (1/2)}.

Theorem 3.2.9. If µ is monotonic and E(µ, µa) 6= ∅, both functions µ and

µa only take eventually in E(µ, µa) two values 0 and r, with 0 < r ≤ g−1
µ (1/2).

Proof. If E(µ, µa)−lN(µ, µa) 6= ∅ functions µ and µa are constantly equal to a

non-zero value on this difference-set. In fact, let it be x, y ∈ E(µ, µa)−lN(µ, µa).

It should be 0 < µ(x) = µa(x), 0 < µ(y) = µa(y). Let us suppose 0 < µ(x) ≤
µ(y), then µa(y) ≤ µa(x) because of A.2. Hence:

µa(y) ≤ µa(x) = µ(x) ≤ µ(y) = µa(y),

and µ(x) = µ(y) = r, with r ≤ g−1
µ (1/2). Of course, on lN(µ, µa) it is µ(x) =

µa(x) = 0 .

Theorem 3.2.10. If (µ, µa) is a non-strict pair of antonyms, E(µ, µa) = {x ∈
X ; µ(x) = g−1

µ (1/2)}.
Proof. If µa = µ′, E(µ, µa) = {x ∈ X ; µ(x) = Nµ(µ(x))} = {x ∈

X ; µ(x) = g−1
µ (1− gµ(µ(x)))} = {x ∈ X ; µ(x) = g−1

µ (1/2)} . Of course, in

this case it is N(µ, µa) = ∅.

Corolary 3.2.11. If (µ, µa) is a pair of antonyms such that E(µ, µa) 6= ∅ and

the value r of µ verifies r < g−1
µ (1/2), the pair is strict.

Proof. Obvious, as if the pair is non-strict by theorem 3.2.10 it should be

r = g−1
µ (1/2).

A symmetry α : X → X can have or have not fixed points. For example,

in a Boolean Algebra, α(x) = x′ (the complement of x), is a symmetry as

α2(x) = α(x′) = x′′ = x and α(0) = 0′ = 1. It is also and involution as if x ≤ y

then α(x) ≥ α(y); nevertheless, there is no a x such that α(x) = x′ = x. If X

is a closed interval [a, b] of the real line any symmetry α : [a, b] → [a, b], such

that x < y implies α(x) > α(y) and α(a) = b (that is, any involution), has a

single fixed point α(z) = z ∈ (a, b).

Definition 3.2.6. A pair of antonyms (µ, µa) is perfect if it exists a symmetry

αµ : [a, b] → [a, b] such that µa = µ ◦ αµ.
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Notice that, in this case, if µ is crisp, also µa is crisp.

Of course, to have µaa = µ, as µaa = µa ◦αµa = µ◦αµ ◦αµa , it is a sufficient

condition that αµ ◦ αµa = idX , or αµ = αµa . In what follows this “uniformity”

condition will be supposed.

Theorem 3.2.12. If αµ has some fixed point, a sufficient condition for a

perfect pair of antonyms (µ, µa) with µa = µ ◦αµ to be regular is that µ(z) = 0

for some fixed point z ∈ X of αµ.

Proof. As it is µa(z) = µ(αµ(z)) = µ(z) = 0, it follows z ∈ lN(µ, µa).

For example, in X = [1, 10] if µ(x) = x−1
9

and αµ(x) = 11−x (a symmetry

of [1, 10] as α2
µ(x) = x, it is non increasing and verifies αµ(1) = 10), the

definition

µa(x) = µ(αµ(x)) = µ(11− x) =
10− x

9
,

gives the non Nµ-strict pair of antonyms (µ, µa) with Nµ(x) = 1− x. In fact,

it holds Nµ(µ(x)) = µa(x).

Let us consider a different kind of example in X = [1, 10]. Taking µ as:

µ(x) =





1, if 1 ≤ x ≤ 4

5− x, if 4 ≤ x ≤ 5

0, if 5 ≤ x ≤ 10,

it is µ(x) > 0 if and only if x ∈ [1, 5). To have a regular pair of perfect

antonyms (µ, µ ◦ αµ), it is sufficient but not necessary that 11− x < αµ(x), as

then 5.5 < z provided that αµ(z) = z.

Remarks

1. If αµ has the fixed point z, from µa(z) = µ(αµ(z)) = µ(z), it is z ∈ E(µ, µa),

and µ(z) > 0 implies µ(z) = r (theorem 3.2.9). Hence, if µ = µP , µa = µaP ,

the fixed point z of αµ can be considered to be both P and aP . If this common

truth-value is not-zero, the pair of antonyms is not regular.

2. In the former first example in [1, 10] with µ(x) = x−1
9

, as it is µ(x) = 0 if

x = 1, to have a perfect pair of antonyms (µ, µ ◦ αµ) to which theorem 3.2.12

can be applied it is necessary that αµ have the fixed point z = 1, and that

both A.1, A.2 are verified by the pair (µ, µ ◦ αµ).
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3. When the pair of antonyms is not perfect there is the serious technical

difficulty of proving µaa = µ. This is a problem that with perfect antonymy

is automatically obtained as the hypothesis αµ = αµa and α2
µ = id make it

immediate.

4. Let us consider P=“less than three” on X = [1, 10]. The extension of P on

X is given by the fuzzy (crisp) set

µP (x) =

{
1, if x ∈ [1, 3)

0, if x ∈ [3, 10]

The negate ¬P of P gives the complement of the set µ−1
P (1) = [1, 3), that is

µ−1
¬P (1) = [3, 10], and µ¬P = 1− µP with ¬P ≡ “greater or equal than three”.

Then NP (x) = 1−x and, for any antonym aP of P it should be µaP ≤ 1−µP ,

and hence µ−1
aP (1) ⊂ [3, 10].

Consequently, if µaP = µP ◦ αP is a perfect antonym of P , from:

µaP (x) = µP (αP (x)) =

{
1, if αP (x) ∈ [1, 3)

0, if αP (x) ∈ [3, 10],

it follows µ−1
aP (1) = (αP (3), 10] and it should be (αP (3), 10] ⊂ [3, 10]. Then

3 ≤ αP (3) and as µP (αP (3)) = 0 any of these perfect antonyms are regular.

If 3 = αP (3), it is µ−1
aP (1) = (3, 10] and aP ≡ “greater than three”. If

3 < αP (3) it is aP ≡ “greater than αP (3)” and if, for example, αP (x) =

1 + 10− x = 11− x it is µ−1
aP (1) = (8, 10] with aP ≡ “greater than eight”.

Notice that as µm
P (x) = 1 if and only if µaP (x) = µP (x) = 0, it is

(µm
P )−1(1) = [3, αP (3)], for any t-norm T .

3.2.3 Logical and Linguistic contradiction

As it is known (see [177]), a fuzzy set µP is selfcontradictory (with respect to

the considered negation) when µP ≤ µ¬P = µ′P = N ◦ µP . This concept is

directly derived form the the logical implication “If P, then not P”, but in the

language it is often used the contradiction as “If P, then aP”

Definition 3.2.7. A fuzzy set labelled P is linguistically selfcontradictory if

µP ≤ µaP for some antonym aP of P .
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Of course, linguistic selfcontradiction implies logical selfcontradic-

tion: As µaP ≤ µ¬P , from µP ≤ µaP it follows µP ≤ µ¬P .

As it is also known (see [179]), in very general structures comprising all

theories of fuzzy sets and, in particular, standard ones ([0, 1]X , T, S, N), it

holds:

1. µP ∧ µ′P ≤ (µP ∧ µ′P )′, the principle of non-contradiction (NC).

2. (µP ∨ µ′P )′ ≤ µP ∨ µ′P , the principle of excluded-middle (EM).

In this formulation, the principle NC says that µP ∧µ′P is logically selfcon-

tradictory, and the principle EM says that (µP ∨ µ′P )′ is also selfcontradictory

as (µP ∨ µ′P )′ ≤ µP ∨ µ′P = ((µP ∨ µ′P )′)′. What about µP ∧ µaP and µP ∨ µaP

with a given antonym aP of P ?

Theorem 3.2.13. For any antonym aP of P it is always P ∧ aP logically

selfcontradictory (see [84]).

Proof. As µaP ≤ µ¬P it is µP ∧ µaP ≤ µP ∧ µ¬P . Hence, (µP ∧ µ¬P )′ ≤
(µP ∧µaP )′ and as it is always µP ∧µ¬P ≤ (µP ∧µ¬P )′ it follows that µP ∧µaP ≤
(µP ∧ µaP )′ . What still remains open is to know if µP ∧ µaP is linguistically

selfcontradictory.

A last Example

An especial example could be the case of the predicate “Organized” over

the organization grade of desks and its antonym “Disorganized”, because a

“non-organized” desk does not mean a “disorganized” desk, and also, a “non-

disorganized” desk does not mean an “organized” desk.

Moreover, we assume that while the organization of the desk can decrease

and accordingly the grade to which it is organized, it may not yet be disorga-

nized, unless until a certain weak level of organization is reached. And also in

the inverse way, the disorganization of the desk can decrease and so the grade

to which it is disorganized, it may not yet be organized, unless until a certain

weak level of disorganization is reached.

A possible representation of this predicates can be seen in figure 3.9.

Notice that, α(x) = (xn − x) for all x ∈ [x0, xn]. Let µaP = µP ◦ α. It

follows:
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Figure 3.9: Organized versus Disorganized

• (µP , µaP ) satisfies Definition 3.2.1 and is a pair of antonyms, since:

µaP ≤ N ◦ µP where N = 1− id

∀xi, xj ∈ [x0, xn] : 0 < µP (xi) ≤ µP (xj) ⇒ µaP (xi) ≥ µaP (xj)

• (µP , µaP ) satisfies Definition 3.2.2, hence it is strict:

∀x ∈ (x1, x5) : µaP (x) < N(µP (x))

• µP satisfies Theorem 3.2.1

∀x ∈ [x0, xn] : µP (x) ≤ N(µaP (x))

• (µP , µaP ) satisfies Theorem 3.2.1

∀x ∈ [x0, xn] : W (µP (x), µaP (x)) = max(0, µP (x) + µaP (x)− 1) = 0

• (µP , µaP ) satisfies Corollary 3.2.3

∀x ∈ [x0, xn] : W ∗(µP (x), µaP (x)) 6= µX
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It is fairly obvious that for x ∈ (x1, x2] and x ∈ [x4, x5)

µP (x) + µaP (x) < 1

• The polygon (x0, x1,M, x5, xn) represents the fuzzy set T−medium, with

T = Min (see Definition 3.2.3). This T−medium (or more properly

Min−medium) is non-normalized (See Theorem 3.2.4)

• The neutral zone lN(µP , µaP ) = ∅, from where this pair of antonyms

is non-regular (see Definition 3.2.2), however is perfect (see Definition

3.2.6).

• The set E(µp, µaP ) = {x3} and µP (x3) < 1
2

(see Corollary 3.2.7, Theorem

3.2.8 and Corollary 3.2.11).

3.2.4 Remark: On two controversial points

Using the model introduced for perfect pairs of antonyms let us briefly con-

sider two controversial issues concerning antonymy. First, the relation between

the predicates ¬(aP ) and a(¬P ) derived from P , and second the relation be-

tween a(P∧Q), a(P∨Q), aP and aQ. Notice that Example 2 in 3.2.1 furnishes

a case in which a(P∨Q) can be interpreted as aP∧aQ, a property of duality

that actually does not seems to be general.

Concerning the first issue, if both predicates ¬(aP ) and a(¬P ) are used on

X in such a way that they can be respectively represented by the fuzzy sets

µ¬(aP ) and µa(¬P ), it is:

µ¬(aP ) = NaP ◦ µaP = NaP ◦ µP ◦ αP ,

and

µa(¬P ) = µ¬P ◦ α¬P = NP ◦ µP ◦ α¬P .

Hence, in general it is not true that µ¬(aP ) = µa(¬P ), that is, predicates

¬(aP ) and a(¬P ) are not generally synonyms on a universe X: they cannot

be identified. Nevertheless, it is obvious that a sufficient condition for this

identification is that NaP = NP and αP = α¬P . This ”uniformity” conditions
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seem far to be always attainable and perhaps only in very restricted contexts

can be accepted.

Whenever ¬(aP ) ≡ a(¬P ) both predicates are synonyms on X, but it is

not usual to have a single word to designate this predicate. For example, there

seems not to exist English words designating neither a(Not Young) nor a(Not

Probable).

It should be pointed out that also if NaP = NP from µP ◦ α = µP ◦ α¬P it

does not generally follow that αP = α¬P except, of course, if µP is an injective

function.

Concerning the second issue and provided that µP∧Q is given, in any stan-

dard Fuzzy Set Theory, by T ◦ (µP × µQ) for some t-norm T , it is:

µa(P∧Q) = µP∧Q ◦ αP∧Q = T◦(µP × µQ) ◦ αP∧Q

= T ◦ (µP ◦ αP∧Q × µQ ◦ αP∧Q), and

µaP∧aQ = T ◦ (µaP × µaQ)

= T ◦ (µP ◦ αP × µQ ◦ αQ).

Hence, in general it is not µa(P∧Q) = µaP∧aQ. But a sufficient condition for

a(P ∧Q) and aP ∧ aQ being synonyms is that

αP∧Q = αP = αQ,

a case on which a(P ∧ Q) can be identified with aP ∧ aQ. On this unifor-

mity conditions it is again a(P ∨ Q) identifiable with aP ∨ aQ, as it easy to

analogously proof it if, for some t-conorm S, it is µP∨Q = S ◦ (µP × µQ).

It is notwithstanding to be noticed that the conjunction of properties

a(aP ) ≡ P (a general one) and a(P ∧ Q) ≡ aP ∧ aQ (only valid on a re-

stricted situation) results in a contradiction when, with the t-norm of theorem

3.2.1.d, is µP∧aP = µ∅. In fact, if all that turns to happen it is µ∅ = µP∧aP =

µa(aP )∧aP = µa(aP∧P ), and it follows the absurd a(empty)≡ empty. Of course,

if P ∧ aP does not represent the empty set (only proved for a special t-norm)

that contradiction can not appear in the same way.
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The relationship between the involution A and the logical connectives ¬, ∧
and ∨ does not always result in general laws because aP strictly depends on the

language: aP only exists actually if there is a name for it in the corresponding

language. For example, in a restricted family domain on which “young and

rich” is made synonym of “interesting” it could perfectly be a(interesting) ≡
“old and poor” ≡ a(young) and a(rich).

If with the negate ¬P of a predicate P it is not always the case that

statements “x is ¬¬P” and “x is P” are equivalent, the situation is different

with the antonym aP as it seems to be generally accepted the law a(aP ) ≡ P ,

for a given antonym aP of P . But the antonym does not seems definable

without appealing to the way of negating the predicate: the inequality µaP ≤
µ¬P should be respected and it shows ¬P as a limit case for any possible

antonym of P .

3.3 On the linguistic uses of and and or

Here, we want to explore some of the different uses of the conjunctions and

and or in language ([77, 76]), and how they are related with the corresponding

theoretical models [9, 185]. To do this, first we must study their behavior in

language and the concrete meaning of its use, and second, we must test the

proposed models against their use in language. Taking into account that one

of the main uses of conjunctions in language is to express complex concepts,

such as: ”John is young and rich”, ”The box is big if it is wide and tall”, ...

In language we find different uses of and and or, and therefore, different

meanings. Any model willing to be useful to represent the linguistic and or

linguistic or must capture the properties and the concrete meaning of its use.

To develop these models we must study the behavior of and(or) in language

in the first place. The rest of the section is organized as follows: firstly we

recall the uses of and(or), then we analyze the standard models of and and or

in Fuzzy Logic showing the problems that have. And next, we will describe

what a ”coherent” model is, and how it must capture the conjunctive nature

of the and ’s uses and the disjunctive of the or one.
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3.3.1 Uses of and and or

Let us transcribe the several uses of the conjunction and extracted from some

English dictionaries (see [37, 45, 198]):

• Copulative (also) Used to join words, phrases, sentences or parts to-

gether. Examples:

I have socks and shoes.

I live in Madrid and she lives in Barcelona.

We have many flowers and plants.

John is tall and rich.

• Copulative (in addition to) Used with numbers. Examples:

One hundred and ten.

Three and two are five.

She walked one mile and half.

• Copulative (emphatic) Used to join the same word, making their

meaning stronger. Examples:

She walked miles and miles. (increase)

I tried and tried. (repetition)

He talked and talked. (continuation)

• Copulative (distinction) Used to make distinctions within the same

word. Example:

There are lawyers and lawyers.

• Copulative (despite) Used to express surprise or some contradiction.

Example:

You’re a vegetarian and you eat fish.

You’re tired and you are working.
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• Consecutive (then) In this case the and has the meaning of then and

links statements that are consecutive. It can express a temporal se-

quence, p before than q , can denote a consequence, p cause that q, or

can be a necessity, p in order to q.

He came and went. (before than)

I was late and she got angry. (cause that)

I will go and see him. (in order to)

Now, let us transcribe the several uses of the conjunction or extracted from

some English dictionaries (see [37, 45, 198]):

• Disjunctive (possibilities) Used to connect different possibilities; Used

to indicate an alternative, usually only before the last term of a series .

Examples:

Is the water hot or cold?

This, that, or the other.

You can pay now or when you come back to pick up the paint.

It doesn’t matter whether you win or lose - it’s taking part that’s impor-

tant.

• Disjunctive (not either) Used after a negative verb between a list of

things to mean not any of those things or people:

Tim doesn’t eat meat or fish.

She doesn’t have a telephone or a fax machine.

• Disjunctive and/or (logical or)

Used to mean an strictly inclusive or is required, i.e. either one of two

things or both of them is possible:

Many pupils have extra classes in the evenings or [and/or] at weekends

• Disjunctive either-or (logical xor)

Express an unavoidable choice or exclusive division between only two

alternatives.
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We can either eat now or after the show - it’s up to you.

• Descriptive (uncertainty) Used to indicate uncertainty or indefinite-

ness:

Two or three.

There were ten or twelve people in the room.

She lives in Chicago or thereabouts.

Is it Tuesday or Wednesday today?

In some way that is not known yet:

We’ll get out of this mess one way or another.

• Descriptive (change) Used to change or correct something you have

said:

We told the truth, or most of it.

• Descriptive (explain) Used to show that a word or phrase means the

same as, or explains or limits or corrects, another word or phrase:

Rosalind, or Roz to her friends, took the initiative.

Things have been going quite well recently, or they were up until now.

Used to indicate a synonymous or equivalent expression:

Acrophobia, or fear of great heights.

The culinary art or art of cookery.

• Consecutive (if not) In this case the or has the meaning of if not and

links statements that are consecutive:

You should eat more, or you’ll make yourself ill.

• Consecutive (reason) Used to give a reason for something you have

said:

She must love him or she wouldn’t have stayed with him all these years.
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3.3.2 Problems of the Standard models of and and or

In Standard Theories of fuzzy sets and and or are typically represented by

means of t-norms and t-conorms mainly due to their interesting properties,

as it is explained below. In current language we find different uses of and,

and therefore, different meanings of it. But besides that, in Classical Logic

the model of and is unique and independent of its use, whereas in fuzzy logic

there are different models of and, which are typically represented by t-norms

T : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] (see section 2.2.2), since they have properties usually

associated with conjunctions:

• Commutativity: T (a, b) = T (b, a).

• Monotonicity: a ≤ b ⇒ T (a, c) ≤ T (b, c)

• Associativity: T (a, T (b, c)) = T (T (a, b), c).

• Boundary conditions: T (a, 1) = a, T (a, 0) = 0.

When we are restricted to the classical case it is also added:

• Idempotency: T (a, a) = a

Any model useful to represent the linguistic and must capture the prop-

erties and the concrete meaning of its use. To develop these models we must

study the behavior of and in language in the first place. With this aim in mind

we have looked for the appearance of conjunctive expressions in web documents

using Google ([78]), and we have obtained the results showed below:

1. “come and see” 2.840.000 results. I.e: “Can my union official come and

see me at work?”.

2. “see and come” 12.600 results. I.e: “In each of these cases, change began

when sinners were able to see and come to know Jesus personally”.

3. “drink and drive” 1.210.000 results. “Do NOT Drink and Drive”.

4. “drive and drink” 668 results. “I will continue to drive and drink amounts

that I know, from years of experience, have not caused me to fail once”.
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5. “safe and fast” 141.000 results. I.e: “New Device Allows Safe And Fast

Access To Large Space Simulator”.

6. “fast and safe” 312.000 results. I.e: “Around the city fast and safe - even

at night”

If use of the conjunction and were commutative in language then we should

expect that people will use either way, “a and b” or “b and a”, indistinctly.

But, clearly, the results given on 1,2 and 3,4 point out that the use of and is

different in each case, which means that they actually have different meanings.

Even though and could mean something similar in cases 5 and 6, there is more

emphasis in the first part of and than on the second part. That is, the use of

and is, in general, non commutative.

If and were idempotent in language, then we could find sentences like “a

and a” meaning the same that “a”. But that is not the case in the following

examples:

• “I walked miles and miles”.

• “There are lawyers and lawyers”.

Also if and were monotonic in language then the following argument should

be correct:

- “If you won the lottery you will be happy”.

- “I know that you won the lottery and I know that you are seriously ill”.

- “You are happy”

Really?

So, we have to search for new models of and not necessarily commutative,

idempotent or monotonic but coherent with their use.

The same could be said about the or. For example the use of or in common

language differs to its use in classical logic due to that or in language usually

behaves as an ‘exclusive or’ while in classical logic behaves as an ‘inclusive or’.

In fact, to express in common language that the or is inclusive we use the

‘and/or’ particle, as we can see in the following example:
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• Many pupils have extra classes in evenings and/or at weekends. (inclu-

sive or).

One can realize from the following examples that ‘exclusive or’ in these

examples have different degrees of exclusiveness.

• The children always smiles or laughs. (less exclusive or)

• The patent was granted in 1962 or 1963. (more exclusive or)

• Either you leave now or I call the police. (most exclusive or).

3.3.3 Coherent models of And

We will name truth assignment to any mapping T : E → [0, 1] that assign to

each element of a set of statements E a truth value of [0, 1], and we will say

that is coherent with the use of and, or when it captures the proper features.

Definition 3.3.1. Let E be a set of statements and an operator & : E ×
E → E, such that for any two statements p1, p2, give us the &-statement

(p1&p2) = “p1 and p2”. A truth assignment T : E → [0, 1] is coherent with a

use of and if T (p1&p2) ≤ T (p1) and T (p1&p2) ≤ T (p2), and incorporates as

properties the linguistic features of the use.

Remark 3.3.1. Usually in fuzzy logic, it is assumed that the assignment of

truth values to the &-statements is functionally expressible by an function F :

[0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1], such that,

T (p&q) = F (T (p), T (q))

A particular case of F in [0, 1] are t-norms T : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1], that

all verify that for any truth assignment:

T (p&q) = T (T (p), T (q)) ≤ min(T (p), T (q))

and therefore by definition (see [83]) are T -conjunctions for any T .
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The case of the copulative and with the meaning of also

In this case the and can be commutative, and the statements p and q must be

distinct, because otherwise it will change its meaning (see 3.3.1 or 3.3.1).

T (p&q) = T (q&p)

And also, it looks reasonable to assume that if “p” is true and “q” is true

then “p and q” is true. And this with truth values in ([0, 1],≤) can be restated

as:

T (p) = 1, T (q) = 1 → T (p&q) = 1,

Example 3.3.1. Let p =“I have socks” and q =“I have shoes” be, then

p&q =“I have socks and shoes” we can have two different truth assignments:

• One coherent: T1(p) = 1, T1(q) = 1, and being T1(p&q) = min(T1(p), T1(q))

then

T1(p&q) = 1 = min(T1(p), T1(q))

• One non coherent: T2(p) = 0, T2(q) = 1, and being

T2(p&q) = am(T2(p), T2(q)) = 0.5

T2(p&q) = 0.5 � min(T2(p), T2(q)) = 0

Example 3.3.2. Let p =“John is handsome” and q =“John is rich” be, then

p&q =“John is handsome and rich” can be understood as “John is attractive”.

• Given the truth assignment T (p) = 0.1, T (q) = 0.7 then this truth as-

signment is more coherent with T1(p&q) = gm(T (p), T (q)) =
√

0.1 ∗ 0.7 =

0.26 than with T2(p&q) = am(T (p), T (q)) = 0.4 because gm is a weak

conjunction and because

T1(p&q) = 0.26 ≤ am(T1(p), T1(q)) = 0.4

The case of the copulative and with the meaning of very

In this case the statements are the same, its truth value have a restrictive

behavior and usually is not idempotent.

T (p&p) ≤ T (p)
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Example 3.3.3. (See section 3.3.1)

• Let be p =“He talked” and p&p = “He talked and talked” then the truth

assignment T1(p) = 0.8 and T1(p&p) = T1(p) ∗ T1(p) is coherent, since

T1(p&p) = 0.64 ≤ T1(p)

• Let be p =“She walked miles” and p&p = “She walked miles and miles”

then the truth assignment T2(p&p) = W (T (p), T (p)) = 0.5 to be coherent

will force that T2(p) ≥ 0.75 since

T2(p&p) = min(0, T2(p) + T2(p)− 1) = 0.5 ≤ T2(p) ⇒ T2(p) ≥ 0.75

The case of the consecutive and with the meaning of then

In this case the use of and links statements that are consecutive and it intro-

duces a relation between the statements. If we have an operator ¤ : U×U → U

that represents the relation “p then q”, then the truth assignment to be coher-

ent must verify:

T (p&q) ≤ T (p) · T (p ¤ q)

And if we want that this relation ¤ to be conditional (see [5]) must verify:

T (p) · T (p ¤ q) ≤ T (p) · T (q)

Those can be comprised in:

T (p&q) ≤ T (p) · T (p ¤ q) ≤ T (p) · T (q)

Example 3.3.4. (See section 3.3.1)

• Let be p =“He came”, q =“He went”, p&q = “He came and went” and

p ¤ q =“He came before he went”, then the truth assignment T1(p) = 1,

T1(q) = 1, and T1(p&q) = 1 is coherent only if T1(p ¤ q) = 1, since

1 = T1(p&q) ≤ min(T1(p), T1(p ¤ q)) ≤ min(T1(p), T1(q)) = 1

In the case that “he came, he went and he went before came”, the truth

assignment T1(p) = 1, T1(q) = 1, and T1(p ¤ q) = 0 is coherent only if

T1(p&q) = 0, since

T1(p&q) ≤ min(T1(p), T1(p ¤ q)) = 0
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• Let be p =“I was late”, q =“She got angry”, p&q =“I was late and she

got angry” and p¤ q =“She got angry because I was late”, then the truth

assignment T2(p) = 0.8, T2(q) = 0.7, and T2(p ¤ q) = 0.5 is coherent if

T2(p&q) ≤ min(T2(p), T2(p ¤ q)) = 0.5

In the case that she got angry because other causes then T2 will be coherent

if

T2(p&q) ≤ min(T2(p), T2(q)) = 0.7

Note: This case will be studied in detail in the next chapter and it will be

linked with Modus Ponens and with conditional relations.

3.3.4 Coherent models of Or

Definition 3.3.2. Let E be a set of statements and an operator ∨ : E×E → E,

such that for any two statements p1, p2, give us the ∨-statement ∨(p1, p2) =

“p1 or p2”. A truth assignment T : E → [0, 1] is coherent with a use of or

if it verifies that T (∨(p1, p2)) ≥ T (p1) and T (∨(p1, p2)) ≥ T (p2), and it also

incorporates as properties the linguistic features of the use.

Remark 3.3.2. Usually in fuzzy logic, it is assumed that the assignment of

truth values to the ∨-statements is functionally expressible by an function G :

[0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1], such that,

T (p ∨ q) = G(T (p), T (q))

A particular case of G in [0, 1] are t-conorms S : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1], that

all verify that for any truth assignment:

T (p ∨ q) = S(T (p), T (q)) ≥ max(T (p), T (q))

and therefore by definition (see [83]) are T -disjunctions for any T .

The case of the disjunctive and/or expressing logical or

In this case the and/or can be commutative and express that both possibilities

can be simultaneous, it is a inclusive-or (logical or)

T (p ∨ q) = T (q ∨ p)
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And also, it looks reasonable to assume that if “p or q” is true then “p” is

true or “q” is true. And this with truth values in ([0, 1],≤) can be restated as:

max(T (p), T (q)) ≤ T (p ∨ q)

Example 3.3.5. Let p =“Many pupils have extra classes in the evenings”

and q =“Many pupils have extra classes at weekends” be, then p ∨ q =“Many

pupils have extra classes in the evenings and/or at weekends” we can have two

different truth assignments:

• One coherent: T1(p) = 1, T1(q) = 1, and being T1(p∨q) = max(T1(p), T1(q))

then

T1(p ∨ q) = 1 = max(T1(p), T1(q))

• One non coherent: T2(p) = 0, T2(q) = 1, and being

T2(p ∨ q) = am(T2(p), T2(q)) = 0.5

T2(p ∨ q) = 0.5 � max(T2(p), T2(q)) = 1

Exclusive or: Symmetric difference

The use of or in common language differs to its use in classical logic. Mainly

due to that or in language usually behaves as an ‘exclusive or’ while in classical

logic behaves as an ‘inclusive or’. In fact, to express in common language that

the or is inclusive we use the ‘and/or’ particle, as we can see in the previous

example.

We have realized from the following examples that ‘exclusive or’ in these

examples have different degrees of exclusiveness.

• The children always smiles or laughs. (less exclusive or)

• The patent was granted in 1962 or 1963. (more exclusive or)

• Either you leave now or I call the police. (most exclusive or).

The “exclusive or”= xor in classical logic is modeled by the well known

symmetric difference operator.

A binary operator ∆ defined in a Fuzzy Set Theory (F(X),∧,∨,′ ) will be

called a symmetric difference operator if the following condition is satisfied

(see [10]):
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For any µ, σ ∈ F(X), µ∆σ ≤ µ ∨ σ and µ∆σ ≤ µ′ ∨ σ′

Or equivalently µ∆σ = (µ ∨ σ) ∧ (µ′ ∨ σ′)

 

 

 

 

 

  

(min, W*) 

(min, Prod*) (Prod, W*) 

(Prod, Prod*) (W, W*) (min, Max) 

(Prod, Max) (W, Prod*) 

(W, Max) 

Figure 3.10: Exclusiveness order of different fuzzy xor, (T, S)

Definition 3.3.3. Now we can functionally express xor in a Standard Fuzzy

Theory ([0, 1]X , T, S, N) as:

∆(a, b) = T (S(a, b), S(N(a), N(b)))

This xor operators can be ranged from the most exclusive to the less ex-

clusive one (see figure 3.10):

The most exclusive or is ∆(a, b) = W (max(a, b),max(1− a, 1− b)

The less exclusive or is ∆(a, b) = min(W ∗(a, b),W ∗(1− a, 1− b)

One example in between is ∆(a, b) = min(max(a, b),max(1− a, 1− b)

The case of the disjunctive or expressing alternatives

In this case the or express different alternatives that should be in some way

exclusive, it is an exclusive-or.

T (p∆q) = T ((p ∨ q)&(p′ ∨ q′))
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And also, it looks reasonable to assume that if “p or q” is true then “p” is

true or “q” is true but not both. And this with truth values in ([0, 1],≤) can

be restated as:

T (p∆q) = T (S(T (p), T (q)), S(1− T (p), 1− T (q)))

Example 3.3.6. Let p =“The children always smiles” and q =“The children

always laughs” be, then p ∨ q =“The children always smiles or laughs” we can

have the coherent truth assignments with the less exclusive-or given by:

• T (p) = 0.5, T (q) = 0.5, and being T (p∆q) = ∆(min,W ∗) then

T (p∆q) = 1 ≤ W ∗(T (p), T (q))

• T (p) = 0.8, T (q) = 0.7, and being T (p∆q) = ∆(min,W ∗) then

T (p∆q) = 0.5 ≤ W ∗(T (p), T (q))

Example 3.3.7. Let p =“The patent was granted in 1962” and q =“The

patent was granted in 1963” be, then p∆q =“The patent was granted in 1962

or 1963” we can have the coherent truth assignments the more exclusive-or

given by:

• T (p) = 0.5, T (q) = 0.5, and being T (p∆q) = ∆(min,max) then

T (p∆q) = 0.5 ≤ max(T (p), T (q))

• T (p) = 0.8, T (q) = 0.7, and being T (p∆q) = ∆(min,max) then

T (p∆q) = 0.3 ≤ max(T (p), T (q))

Example 3.3.8. Let p =“Either you leave now” and q =“I call the police” be,

then p∆q =“Either you leave now or I call the police” we can have the coherent

truth assignments with the most exclusive-or given by:

• T (p) = 0.5, T (q) = 0.5, and being T (p∆q) = ∆(W,max) then

T (p∆q) = 0 ≤ max(T (p), T (q))

• T (p) = 0.8, T (q) = 0.7, and being T (p∆q) = ∆(W,max) then

T (p∆q) = 0.1 ≤ max(T (p), T (q))
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Proper models of linguistic and(or) must capture its conjunctive (disjunc-

tive) nature as well as the concrete meaning of its use. In most cases the

concrete meaning of the conjunctions can only be understood, and therefore

captured, once we look and understand the whole sentence and not only parts

of it. That implies finding models which can incorporate the properties char-

acteristic of each use, and this can by made by computationally testing them

against linguistic examples which contain concrete uses of words and phrases.
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Chapter 4

Reviewing the Inference for

Computing with Words and

Perceptions

This Chapter reviews one particular area of Artificial Intelligence, the area of

approximate inference. An quite new area since in classical logic only pre-

cise inference were done. We have also looked at approximate inference from

a different point of view to be able to compute with words and perceptions,

studying the contradictions in the inference process and linking inference and

representation by establishing a relation between Modus Ponens and conjunc-

tion and.

In section 4.1 we review the classical inference and the different modus of

inference. Next in section 4.2 we review the approximate inference, to study in

section 4.3 its logical aspects and to link fuzzy modus ponens and conjunction

and in section 4.4.

83
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4.1 Classical Inference

There exist different ways of inference, usually called, deductive, inductive,

abductive, ... But the main rules of inference or meta-rules (meta in the sense

that they are like directives) are Modus Ponens (Modus Ponendo Ponens)

and Modus Tollens (Modus Tollendo Tollens). These meta-rules allow us to

propagate the truth and the falseness through the statements. Usually the use

of Modus Ponens in chain is known as forward inference, because it lets you go

from the premises to the consequences, and the use of Modus Tollens in chain

is know as backward inference, because it lets you go from the consequences

to the premises. It is not to be forgotten that, as J. R. Searle said, “Speaking

a language is engaging in a rule-governed form of behavior”.

To make inference we need to represent the conditioning that exist between

the truth values of the statements, usually expressed by rules, as for example, “

If it’s raining I wear an umbrella”, “ If I arrive late I will miss the train”, where

the truth of the antecedent conditions the truth of the consequent. In classical

logic these kind of conditionals are represented by means of implications, such

as p ⇒ q, which in classical logic means that if p is true then q is true, and

that if q is false the p is false. That is, the implication is used to represent

both conditional relations, M.P. and M.T., but taking into account that these

two conditional relations do not necessarily coincide, let me use two different

symbols to make clear that they represent two different conditions:

Modus Ponendo Ponens
p ⇒ q

p is true
q is true

Modus Tollendo Tollens
p ⇔ q

p is false
q is false

Taking into account that we can have other two kind of conditions, known

as Modus Ponendo Tollens and Modus Tollendo Ponens, we can represent them

by the following schemas:

Modus Ponendo Tollens

p À q

p is true

q is false

Modus Tollendo Ponens

p ¿ q

p is false

q is true
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Where Modus Ponendo Ponens (MPP) allows to infer from the truth of p

the truth of q, Modus Tollendo Tollens (MTT) allows to infer from the falseness

of p the falseness of q, Modus Ponendo Tollens (MPT) allows to infer from the

truth of p the falseness of q, and, Modus Tollendo Ponens (MTP) allows to

infer from the falsenes of p the truth of q. These four meta-rules allows us to

define four important concepts:

• Consequence: in MPP meta-rule we can say that p implies q, or that q

is a consequence of p.

• Refutation: in MTT meta-rule we can say that p refutes q.

• Contradiction: in MPT meta-rule we can say that p contradicts q.

• Exclusion: in MTP meta-rule we can say that p excludes q.

4.1.1 Soundness of Inference

If one considers a well-defined set E = {p, q, r . . .} of statements, a complemen-

tary view of these way of truth and falseness propagation is one represented

by logic states V ⊂ E and F ⊂ E, which are the subsets of true statements

and of false statements, and where ⇒, ⇔, À and ¿ are relations, or subsets

of E × E, between statements, such that:

p ⇒ q
p ∈ V
q ∈ V

p ⇔ q
p ∈ F
q ∈ F

p À q
p ∈ V
q ∈ F

p ¿ q
p ∈ F
q ∈ V

In classical logic there are three basic laws, the bivalence law, that says

that every statement must be either true or false, the law of Excluded-Middle,

that says that one statement or its negation must be true, and the law of

Non-Contradiction, that says that one statement or its negation must be false.

Which are usually represented by means of the negation ¬ operator, so we can

say that p and ¬p are contradictory and excluders, that satisfy that:
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Non-Contradiction

p À ¬p

p is true

¬p is false

¬p À p

¬p is true

p is false

Excluded-Middle

p ¿ ¬p

p is false

¬p is true

¬p ¿ p

¬p is false

p is true

A typical way of expressing these principles are by means of a conjunction

∧ and an union ∨, is saying that for any statement p:

Non-Contradiction

(p ∧ ¬p) is false

Tertio-Excluso

(p ∨ ¬p) is true

This principles can be expressed in ancient way, as was done in [179], but

using our notation:

Non-Contradiction (AL)

(p ∧ ¬p) ⇒ ¬(p ∧ ¬p)

Tertio-Excluso (AL)

(p ∨ ¬p) ⇒ ¬(p ∨ ¬p)

4.2 Approximate Inference

The very early work of Lukasiewicz [115] on a Logic with three truth val-

ues {true, false, unknown} and an appropriate concept of negation (¬true =

false;¬false = true;¬unknown = unknown) may be considered to be possi-

bly the first step towards a consistent generalization of classical logic allowing

a more realistic modeling of reasoning by including uncertainty. One of the

most appropriated formalisms to work with uncertainty in the present days is

fuzzy logic. It is interesting to recall that in this seminal paper Lotfi A. Zadeh

wrote: “If the values of µA(x) are interpreted as truth values, the later case

corresponds to a multiple-valued logic with a continuum of truth values in the

interval [0,1]”.

After the development of Fuzzy Logic (see[172]) the Modus Ponens schema

deserves a second look.

If x is P, then y is Q

x is P

y is Q
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where “x is P” and “y is Q” are typically represented by fuzzy sets µP (x)

and µQ(y).

But this is not enough in the case of fuzzy logic since we want to make

approximate inferences, and therefore we use the so called Generalized Modus

Ponens [211]:

If x is P, then y is Q

x is P ∗

y is Q∗

where P , P ∗, Q and Q∗ are fuzzy sets, P and P ∗ are defined on a same

universe, but not necessarily equal. Similarly for Q and Q∗. The meaning in

this case is the following: given a rule “if x is P then y is Q” and observing an

event x is P ∗ which is similar to x is P , an event y is Q∗ is expected, which

should also similar to y is Q. Similarity of fuzzy sets has been studied from

two different perspectives: given a proper metric, the closer two fuzzy sets,

the more similar they are [47]; on the other hand, the less distinguishable two

fuzzy sets, the more similar they are [191]. To allow more specified situations,

in A → B, A may stand for a set of conditions that have to be fulfilled at the

same time. The formal representation is a conjunction of fuzzy premises. The

other needed operation is the “then-arrow” in “if A then B”. In the case of

fuzzy logic this operation is not only an extension of the classical implication

and its characterization has been thoroughly studied. (see e.g. [192], [145],

[187]).

It is beyond saying that fuzzy reasoning represents a very important area

of research in Artificial Intelligence. A treatment in depth is however beyond

the scope of this work. For further reading, the following references may be

suggested: [20], [159], [160], [161], [200], [166].

4.2.1 Conditionals and imprecise rules

As it is well know (see [104]), the success of fuzzy logic is mainly due to the

representation of elementary statements “x is P” ( x ∈ X and P a precise or

imprecise predicate or linguistic label on X) by a function µP : X → [0, 1],

in the hypothesis that µP (x) is the degree up to which x is P , or x verifies
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the property named P . In the same view, a rule “If x is P, then y is Q”

(x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ) is represented by a conditioning relation between the variables

µP and µQ, by

R(µP , µQ)(x, y)

once P , Q, x and y are fixed.

Conditionals R can be, or not, functionally expressible, that is, it can exist,

or not, a numerical function J : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] such that

R(µP , µQ)(x, y) = J(µP (x), µQ(y))

for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y .

In Fuzzy logic we mainly work within the positive supposition

that it is functionally expressible, and several families of such functions J

have been proposed (see [165]) and are actually used. Such numerical functions

are called conditional functions, and their diverse types are derived from the

linguistic meaning of the conditional sentence (the rule) “If x is P, then y is

Q”, that is, from its use in the universe X × Y at each particular problem.

Conditional functions J

Conditional functions J : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] are obtained through the inter-

pretation and representation of the rule’s use, that is, from the actual meaning

of these conditional phrases:

• ’If α, then β’ (α → β) is used as ’not α or β’, then the function J is to

be chosen among those in the family J(a, b) = S(N(a), b), for all a, b in

[0,1], some strong negation function N and some continuous t-conorm S.

These implication functions are called S-implications (S is for strong)

(see [104]).

• Provided α → β is used as the lowest statement γ such that ’If γ and α,

then β’, J belongs to the family JT (a, b) = Sup{z ∈ [0, 1]; T (z, a) ≤ b},
for all a, b in [0,1] and some continuous t-norm T . These implication

functions are called R-implications (R is for residuated) (see [104]).

• If α → β is used as ’not α or (α and β)’, J belongs to the family

of functions J(a, b) = S(N(a), T (a, b)), called Q-implication (Q is for
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quantum, since these implications were used in the so called quantum

logic [186]).

• If α → β is used as ’α and β’ (because, for example, it is never the case

that not α), J is in the family of functions J(a, b) = T (a, b), called ML-

implications (ML is for Mamdani-Larsen, the names of the researchers

who introduced this kind of implications, respectively)(see [49]).

Hence, a ML-implication belongs to the types: JM(a, b) = Min(a, b),

JL(a, b) = Prodϕ(a, b) and JW (a, b) = Wϕ(a, b). Only in the third type

we can have J(a, b) = 0 with a 6= 0 and b 6= 0, since it is Wϕ(a, b) = 0

whenever ϕ(a) + ϕ(b) ≤ 1, and as in fuzzy control it is desirable not

only that a = 0 implies J(a, b) = 0 but also that a 6= 0 and b 6= 0

imply J(a, b) 6= 0, the third type is rarely used and only JM(a, b) =

Min(a, b) (Mamdani implication) and JL(a, b) = a.b (Larsen implication)

are almost always considered. Notice that for all S, R, and Q implication

functions it is: J(0, b) = 1.

Modus Ponens Inequality

Since rules are used in our problem to infer, each rule and each conditional

should satisfy the meta-rule of Modus Ponens :

If x is P , then y is Q R(µP , µQ)(x, y)

x is P µP (x)

y is Q µQ(y)

Therefore each conditional relation R must satisfy the following inequality,

known as M.P. inequality:

T (µP (x), R(µP , µQ)(x, y)) ≤ µQ(y),

for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and T a continuous t-norm.

When R(µP , µQ)(x, y) = J(µP (x), µQ(y)), the last inequality is transformed

to

T (µP (x), J(µP (x), µQ(y)) ≤ µQ(y),
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for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , and we say that J is T -Conditional. Hence, for each type

of implication function J we need to know which T allows the verification of

the Modus Ponens inequality:

T (a, J(a, b)) ≤ b, for all a, b in [0, 1].

If T verifies T (a, J(a, b)) ≤ b, because of the well-known result (see [80])

that for left-continuous t-norms T , T (a, t) ≤ b is equivalent to t ≤ JT (a, b), it

results that the inequality is equivalent to J(a, b) ≤ JT (a, b). Hence, among the

functions J verifying the Modus Ponens inequality with a continuous t-norm

T , the R-implication JT is the biggest one.

• When J is a S-implication T = Wϕ, since T (a, S(N(a), b)) ≤ b implies

(with b = 0) T1(a, N(a)) = 0, for some automorphism ϕ of ([0, 1],≤).

• When J is a R-implication the same T that in JT allows to verify that

inequality, since

T (a, JT (a, b)) = Min(a, b) ≤ b,

• When J is a Q-implication T = Wϕ, since

T (a, S(N(a), T1(a, b))) ≤ b

implies T (a,N(a)) = 0 for all a ∈ [0, 1].

• When J is a ML-implication T = Min, since

T (a, T1(a, b)) ≤ Min(a,Min(a, b)) = Min(a, b) ≤ b,

because both T ≤ Min and T1 ≤ Min, the Modus Ponens inequality is

verified for all t-norms T and, hence, for T = Min (the biggest t-norm)

(see [175]).

In [49] ML-implications were extended to J1
T (x, y) = T (ϕ(x), y), where ϕ

is an order automorphism on [0, 1], to avoid the commutative property not

always necessary in the applications. J1
T verifies the same properties of ML-

implications.
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Following this line we extend it here again to the form

J2
T (x, y) = T (ϕ(x), ψ(y)),

where ψ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a contractive function (i.e., ψ ≤ id) such that

ψ(0) = 0, and ψ(1) = 1. This relaxes some properties and let us include more

T-conditional functions. The properties that fulfil this operator are:

1. J2
T (x1, y) ≤ J2

T (x2, y) if x1 ≤ x2.

2. J2
T (x, y1) ≤ J2

T (x, y2) if y1 ≤ y2.

3. J2
T (0, y) = 0.

4. J2
T (1, y) = ψ(y) ≤ y.

Theorem 4.2.1. J2
T (x, y) = T (ϕ(x), ψ(y)) is a T-conditional for any t-norm

T

Proof. T1(a, I2
T (a, b)) ≤ I2

T (a, b) = T (ϕ(a), ψ(b)) ≤ ψ(b) ≤ b. That is to say,

I2
T is a T-conditional.

Although these operators J2
T do verify Modus Ponens inequality for any

t-norm, this does not happen with Modus Tollens inequality:

T (N(b), J2
T (a, b)) ≤ N(a),

as a = 1 implies T (N(b), ψ(b)) = 0 for all b in [0, 1]. Hence, if ψ(b) > 0 when

b > 0, T should be in the ÃLukasiewicz’s family of t-norms, that is, T = Wφ =

φ−1 ◦W ◦ (φ◦φ) for some order automorphism φ. From Wφ(N(b), ψ(b)) = 0, it

follows N ≤ Nφ ◦ ψ, and unfortunately it results Wφ(N(b), T (ϕ(a), ψ(b))) = 0

for all a,b in [0,1]. Modus Tollens is obtained at the high cost of always having

the non-informative conclusion 0 ≤ N(a).

Also it is important to remark, that if ϕ = ψ then J2
T (x, y) = T (ψ(x), ψ(y))

is a symmetrical function, and it allows to make inverse inferences, that means:

µP (x) → µQ(y))

µQ∗(x)

µP ∗(x)

and it is satisfied the follow inequality, for any t-norm T1:

T1(b, J
2
T (a, b)) ≤ a,
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Zadeh’s compositional rule of inference

Once the rule ’If x is P, then y is Q’ is represented by a T -Conditional function

J(µP (x), µQ(y)), for a continuous t-norm T such that J ≤ JT is known, the

inference:

If x is P , then y is Q

x is P ∗

y is Q∗

is performed (see [213]) by Zadeh’s Compositional Rule of Inference (CRI):

µQ∗(y) = Sup
x∈X

T (µP ∗(x), J(µP (x), µQ(y))), for all y ∈ Y.

It should be pointed out that Zadeh’s CRI is not a “result” but a meta-rule.

Although it comes from the conditionality assumption and monotony. Since

to be conditional Sup
x∈X

T (µP (x), J(µP (x), µQ(y))) ≤ µQ(y) and when µP ∗ tends

to µP µQ∗ should tend to µQ.

It is a “directive” allowing to reach a solution to our problem, but it should

be noticed that when P ∗ = P it is not always Q∗ = Q. For example, in the

case of ML-implications it is:

µQ∗(y) = Sup
x∈X

Min(µP (x), T (µP (x), µQ(y))) ≤
Sup
x∈X

T (µP (x), µQ(y)) = T (Sup
x∈X

µP (x), µQ(y)) = µQ(y),

provided that Sup µP = 1, and because of T (µP (x), µQ(y)) ≤ µQ(y) and T is

continuous. But, for example, if T = Min, Sup µP = 0.9 and Sup µQ = 1,

then µQ∗(y) = Min(0.9, µQ(y)) 6= µQ(y). Notice that for all the cases in which

µP is normalized (µP (x0) = 1 for some x0 ∈ X), Mamdani-Larsen implications

do verify µQ∗ = µQ whenever µP ∗ = µP .

The problem of inference from several imprecise rules

Let us suppose a dynamic (in the sense of non-rigid) systems with input

variables (x1, . . . , xn) and output variable y, whose behavior is known by m

imprecise rules Ri:
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R1: If x1 is P11 and x2 is P12 · · · and xn is P1n, then y is Q1

R2: If x1 is P21 and x2 is P22 · · · and xn is P2n, then y is Q2

...

Rm: If x1 is Pm1 and x2 is Pm2 · · · and xn is Pmn, then y is Qm

The question is the following: If we observe that the input variables are in

the “states” “x1 is P1”, “x2 is P2”, . . . , “xn is Pn”, respectively, what can be

inferred for variable y? That is, supposing that it lies in the “state” “y is Q∗”,

what is Q∗?

Without loss of generality let us consider only the case of two rules:

R1: If x is P1, then y is Q1

R2: If x is P2, then y is Q2

x is P ∗

y is Q∗?

By using the CRI, R1 with the input x is P ∗ gives an output y is Q∗
1, with

µQ∗1 its membership function and R2 with the input x is P ∗ gives y is Q∗
2 with

µQ∗2 its membership function. The total output, y is Q∗ is typically obtained

by aggregating Q∗
1 and Q∗

2 by means of a t-conorm. This corresponds to the

idea (y is Q∗
1) or (y is Q∗

2), and translating this or by means of a t-conorm,

for example µQ∗(y) = Max(µQ∗1(y), µQ∗2(y)).

The problem of defuzzification

Zadeh’s CRI gives an output function µQ∗ , but what it is frequently needed,

mainly in control, is an output number as an “order” to be executed by the

system. Hence, this step consists in compacting in the best possible way, in

a single real number, the information on the system’s behavior contained in

µQ∗ . That is, the goal is to defuzzify µQ∗ . Among the diverse methods that

have been suggested in the literature (see [132]), the one known as “center of

gravity” or “center of area”, the area below µQ∗ , are perhaps the most used. In

the case of numerical consequents the most popular method of defuzzification

is the weighted mean

µQ∗ =
α1.y1 + α2.y2 + · · ·+ αn.yn

α1 + α2 + · · ·+ αn
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where αi is the matching degree of the inputs and the antecedent of the rules.

An example with numerical inputs and consequents

Let us consider the case:

R1: If x1 is P11 and x2 is P12, then y = y1

R2: If x2 ix P21 and x2 is P22, then y = y2

x1 = x∗1, x2 = x∗2

µQ∗ =?

With Larsen’s method and translating the and in the antecedents also by

T = Prod.

• Rule R1 is represented by JL(T (µP11(x1), µP12(x2)), µy1(y)) =

µP11(x1).µP12(x2).µy1(y) =

{
µP11(x1).µP12(x2) , y = y1

0 , y 6= y1.

• Rule R2 is represented by JL(T (µP21(x1), µP22(x2)), µy2(y)) =

µP21(x1).µP22(x2).µy2(y) =

{
µP21(x1).µP22(x2) , y = y2

0 , y 6= y2.

Hence, the corresponding outputs under the CRI are:

µQ∗1(y) =

{
0 , y 6= y1

µP11(x
∗
1).µP12(x

∗
2) , y = y1

µQ∗2(y) =

{
0 , y 6= y2

µP21(x
∗
1).µP22(x

∗
2) , y = y2.

Consequently:

µQ∗ = Max(µQ∗1(y), µQ∗2(y)) =





µP11(x
∗
1).µP12(x

∗
2) , y = y1

µP21(x
∗
1).µP22(x

∗
2) , y = y2

0 , otherwise.

The graphical representation of the result is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Fuzzy inference: numerical inputs and outputs

Takagi-Sugeno of order n

The method of Takagi-Sugeno of order n [165] is an immediate generaliza-

tion of the last example with numerical input, numerical consequents, Larsen-

implication and defuzzification by a weighted mean. It is the case in which in

place of consequents y = yi, y is taken as a polynomial of degree n in the n

variables x1, x2, . . ., xn and with the given coefficients, appearing in the rules’

antecedents. For the sake of brevity, and without any loss of generality, let us

consider the case of m = 2 rules, with n = 2 variables:

R1: If x1 is P11 and x2 is P12, then y = α1x1 + α2x2 + α3

R2: If x2 ix P21 and x2 is P22, then y = β1x1 + β2x2 + β3

x1 = x∗1, x2 = x∗2

µQ∗ =? ; y0 =?

Obviously, the case before considered is obtained with α1 = α2 = β1 =

β2 = 0.

Let us shorten y = α1x1 + α2x2 + α3 by q1, and y = β1x1 + β2x2 + β3 by

q2. with q∗1 = α1x
∗
1 + α2x

∗
2 + α3 and q∗2 = β1x

∗
1 + β2x

∗
2 + β3. It follows:

µx∗1x∗2(x1, x2) =

{
1, if x1 = x∗1 and x2 = x∗2
0, otherwise,

µq1(y) =

{
1, if y = α1x1 + α2x2 + α3

0, otherwise,

µq2(y) =

{
1, if y = β1x1 + β2x2 + β3

0, otherwise.
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As rule R1 is represented by J1 = µP11(x1).µP12(x2).µq1(y) and rule R2 by

J2 = µP21(x1).µP22(x2).µq2(y), it follows:

µQ∗1(y) = Sup
x∈X,y∈Y

Min(µx∗1x∗2(x1, x2), µP11(x1).µP12(x2).µq1(y)) =

µP11(x
∗
1).µP12(x

∗
2).µq1(y) =

{
µP11(x

∗
1).µP12(x

∗
2), y = α1x

∗
1 + α2x

∗
2 + α3

0, otherwise

µQ∗2(y) = µP21(x
∗
1).µP22(x

∗
2).µq2(y) =

{
µP21(x

∗
1).µP22(x

∗
2), y = β1x

∗
1 + β2x

∗
2 + β3

0, otherwise

Hence,

µQ∗(y) = Max(µQ∗1(y), µQ∗2(y)) =





µP11(x
∗
1).µP12(x

∗
2), y = α1x

∗
1 + α2x

∗
2 + α3

µP21(x
∗
1).µP22(x

∗
2), y = β1x

∗
1 + β2x

∗
2 + β3

0, otherwise

And finally:

y0 =
µP11(x

∗
1).µP12(x

∗
2)(α1x

∗
1 + α2x

∗
2 + α3) + µP21(x

∗
1).µP22(x

∗
2)(β1x

∗
1 + β2x

∗
2 + β3)

µP11(x
∗
1).µP12(x

∗
2) + µP21(x

∗
1).µP22(x

∗
2)

4.3 Logical aspects of Approximate Inference

This section partially considers the annoying problem of reaching outputs con-

tradictory with the inputs in an inference process. This problem is studied in

cases in which there is more than one rule conducted by means of the Com-

positional Rule of Fuzzy Inference and more than one universe of discourse.

We suggest to do some restrictions on the inputs to reach safe inferences when

using Mamdani-Larsen type implications.

This work tries to extend the results in [182] when inputs and outputs

belong to a different universe of discourse and for the case of more than one

rule.

To get this goal we use the definition of contradiction between Fuzzy Sets

given in [182]. But as now we cannot use it directly with the inference rules,
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we need to define when an inference (with at least two universes of discourse

and at least two rules) is contradictory.

Implication operators are taken as in Mamdani-Larsen type, since it is the

most used in control applications. But to get more flexibility in the inferences

and not be forced to have symmetry we generalize it and show that, under some

restrictions on the input’s values, we can get safe inferences, that is, without

contradictions. The obtained results will be taken into account in section 7.2

for intelligent control.

4.3.1 Contradictions in the Inference

The definition of contradiction were given in [177]:

- Two fuzzy sets µ y σ are N-contradictory if and only if µ ≤ N(σ) ≡ σ ≤
N(µ), where N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a strong negation.

- A fuzzy set µ is N-self-contradictory if and only if µ ≤ N(µ), where

N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a strong negation. This is equivalent to µ(x) ≤ n for

all x in X and n ∈ (0, 1) the fixed point of N.

In order to study the possible contradictions that can be reached when an

inference is made, all the possible cases of contradiction should be analyzed.

We will start from a single rule with one antecedent and one consequent and

suppose that the antecedent and the consequent of the rule are not N-self-

contradictory, since it would generate a bad formed rule.

In the scheme:
µP (x) → µQ(y))

µP ∗(x)

µQ∗(x)

we will say that an inference is contradictory when some of the following con-

tradictions (for a fixed strong negation N) takes place:

1. The observation is N-self-contradictory: µP ∗(x) ≤ N(µP ∗(x)).

2. The observation and the antecedent are N-contradictory: µP ∗(x) ≤ N(µP (x)).

3. The inferred output is N-self-contradictory: µQ∗(y) ≤ N(µQ∗(y)).
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4. The inferred output and the consequent are N-contradictory: µQ∗(y) ≤
N(µQ(y)).

Next restrictions for the case of numerical inference is a guarantee of a non

contradictory inference.

Theorem 4.3.1. The observation is not N-self-contradictory either when it is

defined by a singleton or it is normalized.

Proof. As it exists x0 such that µP ∗(x0) = 1, then N(µP ∗(x0)) = 0 and µP ∗ �
N(µP ∗). So µP ∗ cannot be N-self-contradictory.

Theorem 4.3.2. The observation “X = x0” is not contradictory with the

antecedent if x0 ∈ Supp(µP (x)), where Supp(µP (x)) = {x; µP (x) > 0}.
Proof. For any x 6= x0, µP ∗(x) = 0 ≤ N(µP (x)) for any N and any µP (x). But

if x = x0 and x0 ∈ Supp(µP ), then µP ∗(x0) = 1 � N(µP (x0)), since µP (x0) > 0

implies N(µP (x0)) < 1 for any N and any µP (x).

Theorem 4.3.3. If the implication operator belongs to the type I2
T (x, y) =

T (ϕ(x), ψ(y)), with T a continuous t-norm, ϕ an automorphism and ψ a con-

tractive function such that ψ(0) = 0 and ψ(1) = 1, then the inferred output

will not be N-self-contradictory if it is µP (x0) > (φ ◦ ϕ)−1(1
2
), where φ is the

automorphism that defines the strong negation, N(x) = φ−1(1− φ(x)).

Proof. It is µQ∗(y) = T (ϕ(µP (x0), ψ(µQ(y))). If µQ(y) is normalized (as it is

the most usual situation in applications), there is y0 ∈ Y such that µQ(y0) = 1.

If it is supposed that µQ∗ is N-self-contradictory then it must be µQ∗(y0) ≤
N(µQ∗(y0)). Hence:

T (ϕ(µP (x0)), ψ(µQ(y0))) ≤ N(T (ϕ(µP (x0)), ψ(µQ(y0))))

T (ϕ(µP (x0)), ψ(1)) ≤ N(T (ϕ(µP (x0)), ψ(1)))

T (ϕ(µP (x0)), 1) ≤ N(T (ϕ(µP (x0)), 1))

ϕ(µP (x0)) ≤ N(ϕ(µP (x0)))

ϕ(µP (x0)) ≤ φ−1(1− φ(ϕ(µP (x0))))

φ(ϕ(µP (x0)) ≤ 1− φ(ϕ(µP (x0)))

2φ(ϕ(µP (x0)) ≤ 1

φ(ϕ(µP (x0)) ≤ 1
2

µP (x0) ≤ ϕ−1(φ−1(1
2
)).

Thus if µP (x0) > (φ ◦ϕ)−1(1
2
) then µQ∗(y) cannot be N-self-contradictory.
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Theorem 4.3.4. The inferred output cannot be contradictory with the conse-

quent if it is not N-self-contradictory.

Proof. µQ∗(y) is not N-self-contradictory and µQ∗ ≤ µQ(y) (see theorem 2.1).

Let‘s suppose that they are contradictory, that is to say, µQ∗(y) ≤ N(µQ(y)).

Then:

µQ∗(y) ≤ µQ(y)

N(µQ∗(y)) ≥ N(µQ(y))

N(µQ(y)) ≥ µQ∗Using the hypothesis

N(µQ∗(y)) ≥ µQ∗ ,

that is absurd.

Contradictions when using Several Rules

When several rules are used to make inferences, they can be assembled at-

tending to the universe of discourse of its consequent, since they can reach

outputs that are contradictory between them. Inside these groups we can

find two types of rules, the ones that have the same universe of discourse of

its antecedent and the ones that have different universe of discourse. We will

pay our attention to rules of the first type. An example of such kind of rules is:

“If x is P1 then y is Q1”

“If x is P2 then y is Q2”
...

“If x is Pn then y is Qn

If we get an observation on X, “x is P ∗”, we can apply G.M.P. to each one

of the rules and obtain its inferred outputs Q∗
i . This inferred outputs will be

later on aggregated to obtain a global inferred output Q∗. This process can be

represented as follows:
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“If x is P1 then y is Q1”:

µQ∗1(y) ≡ Sup
x

T (µP ∗(x), J(µP1(x), µQ1(y)))

“If x is P2 then y is Q2”:

µQ∗2(y) ≡ Sup
x

T (µP ∗(x), J(µP2(x), µQ2(y)))

...

“If x is Pn then y is Qn”:

µQ∗n(y) ≡ Sup
x

T (µP ∗(x), J(µPn(x), µQn(y)))

“x is P ∗” then y is Q∗:

µQ∗(y) ≡ Aggr(µQ∗1 , µQ∗2 , . . . , µQ∗n)

In this case, the following contradictions can arise:

1. Observation is N-self-contradictory:

µP ∗(x) ≤ N(µP ∗(x)).

2. The observation and the antecedent in some rule are N-contradictory:

µP ∗(x) ≤ N(µPi
(x)).

3. The inferred output of some rule is N-self-contradictory:

µQ∗i (y) ≤ N(µQ∗i (y)).

4. The inferred output of one rule and its consequent are N-contradictory:

µQ∗i (y) ≤ N(µQi
(y)).

5. The inferred outputs of two rules are N-contradictory. µQ∗i (y) ≤ N(µQ∗j (y)).

6. The global inferred output, after its aggregation from partial inferred out-

puts, is N-self-contradictory. µQ∗(y) = Aggr(µQ∗1 , . . . , µQ∗n) ≤ N(µQ∗(y)) =

N(Aggr(µQ∗1 , . . . , µQ∗n)).

What follows are restrictions for the first five last types of contradictions

that allow to make safe inferences.
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1. The same as that in theorem 3.1.

2. Probably, this will always happen, since the observation will be in agree-

ment with some rules and will be contradictory with others, with rules

which it is contradictory are not due to use. That means, the observation

x0 will belong to the support of some antecedent and will not belong to

the support of others (see theorem 3.2).

3. For each rule, if we are using Mamdani-Larsen type implications, we

have to check if it is µPi
(x0) > (φ ◦ ϕ)−1(1

2
) (see theorem 3.3) and if this

inequality is not fulfilled then this rule cannot be used.

4. For each rule, the restriction is the same that in theorem 3.4.

5. If after verifying that anyone of the previous contradictions don’t take

place, but there is two inferred outputs that are N-contradictory, then

this two rules are bad formed (they are contradictory in some sense),

since they infer contradictory outputs for the same input. Now, it would

be necessary to review the base of rules.

Concerning last point six the restriction is given by next result, obtained

when the aggregation is made by means of function Max.

Theorem 4.3.5. If we take Max as aggregation function, then the global in-

ferred output µQ∗ is N-self-contradictory if and only if all partial inferred out-

puts µQ∗i are N-self-contradictory.

Proof. It is easy to probe that: µQ∗ ≤ N(µQ∗) ⇔ Sup(µQ∗) ≤ φ−1(1
2
). That

means Sup(Max(µQ∗i )) ≤ φ−1(1
2
). Then for all i and all y it is µQ∗i (y) ≤ φ−1(1

2
),

that is, all µQ∗i are N-self-contradictory. The reciprocal is obvious.

4.4 Fuzzy Modus Ponens and the conjunction

and

This section investigates further the relations between conditional functions,

modus ponens and conjunctions. For that purpose, a review of fuzzy modus

ponens is done, that takes into account the different worlds involved in the
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inference. This leads to consider two new modalities of that rule, the Modus

Intusconiugando Ponens and the Modus Forisconjugando Ponens from which

Internal and External conjunctive conditional relations respectively follows.

In addition, given such formulation, the modus ponens inequalities can be

studied.

Given a set of propositions E, a subset V ⊂ E of truth propositions we

represent the M.P. scheme by means of the formula:

((p → q)⊗ (p ∈ V )) ¤ (q ∈ V ),

where ⊗ is some admissible Modus Ponens operator (see [145]) between the

propositions “p ∈ V ” and “p → q” (not necessarily belonging to E) and ¤ an

adequate relation. Both ⊗ and ¤ will be considered like a MP-Operator and

MP-Relation, respectively.

Let L be a set whose elements represent the truth-values of E’s propositions

and V : E → L a truth-valuation function (see [6]), and let this set endowed

with a binary operation & : L × L → L (for the mentioned ⊗) and with a

binary relation of preordering ≤ ⊂ L × L (for the relation ¤). Then the MP

can be reformulated by virtue of the inequality

V (p)&R(p, q) ≤ V (q) (4.4.1)

for every (p, q) ∈ E × E, with V assigning to each proposition in E its truth-

value in L and R : E × E → L expressing the conditioning between the truth

of p and q.

This Modus Ponens inequality cannot be an equality, that is V (p)&R(p, q) =

V (q), since in the case that L were a bounded lattice with 0L, 1L, then V (p) =

0L it will force that V (q) = 0L for any p and q.

Example 4.4.1. If L = {0, 1}, V = ϕV , R = ϕ→, & = Min and ≤ the linear

order of the unit interval restricted to L, formula (4.4.1) becomes

Min(ϕV (p), ϕ→(p, q)) ≤ ϕV (q). (4.4.2)

Consequently, from p ∈ V (or ϕV (p) = 1) and p → q (or ϕ→(p, q) = 1) it

follows ϕV (q) = 1, or q ∈ V . Thus, (4.4.1) contains the classical case.
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Example 4.4.2. If E = X is an arbitrary set {x, y, z . . .}, L = [0, 1], & = T

is a t-norm (see [181]), ≤ is the linear order of [0, 1], V = µ assigns as truth

value the fuzzy degree of membership µ, and R : X×X → [0, 1] is an unknown

fuzzy relation on X , formula (4.4.1) becomes

T (µ(x), R(x, y)) ≤ µ(y), (4.4.3)

the well known case of the numerical fuzzy MP. (see [169])

The concept of T -Conditional seems sufficient to capture the fact that

Residuated Implications (R-Implications or Elementary Fuzzy Preorders) im-

mediately satisfy, by its own definition, the MP-Inequality : T (µ(x), IT
µ (x, y) ≤

µ(y). But other important relations as of ML-Implications, S-Implications and

QM-Implications also used as “implications” satisfy that inequality by means

of an specific conjunction t-norm T , different by its case.

4.4.1 The two Modus Coniungando Ponens

In many real situations Modus Ponens can work in two similar but different

ways. For example:

• From the rule “When I am late she gets angry” and knowing that “I was

late” we can infer that “I was late and she got angry”.

• From the rule “When one have fiber is sick” and knowing that “I have

fiber” we can infer that “I have fiber and I am sick”.

• From the rule “If a number is even is divisible by 2”, and knowing that

“4 is even” we can infer that “4 is even and divisible by 2”.

Consequently, as those examples show we are actually confronted with two

Rules of Inference that will be called the two Modus Coniungando Ponens:
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Modus Intusconiungando Ponens (MICP)

p ⇒ q

p is true

p&iq is true

Modus Forisconiungando Ponens (MFCP)

p ⇒ q

p is true

(p is true)&e(q is true)

with &i an internal conjunction in E and &e an external conjunction in L.

In the classical case it is usual (see [169]) to take:

p &iq is true iff (p is true)&e(q is true)

i.e. in many cases both schemes are indistinguishable, since these rules

collapse in a unique Meta-Rule. But this is not necessarily always the case at

least when dealing with non-&e-monotonic relations (see [180]).

So when M.P. is verified and “p and q ∈ V ≡ p ∈ V and q ∈ V ”, or

V (p&iq) = V (p)&eV (q), we have for example that:

a) In a boolean algebra (L, ·, +,′ ) taking x = V (p) and y = V (q) it is

x·(x → y) = x·(x′+y) = x·y, and since x·y ≤ y it follows x·(x → y) ≤ y.

b) With E = X an arbitrary set, L = [0, 1], V = id, µ a fuzzy subset of X,

& = W and Rµ(x, y) = Max(1 − µ(x), µ(y)) the Kleene-Dienes Fuzzy

Implication (see [169]), it is W (µ(x), Rµ(x, y)) = W (µ(x), µ(y)) ≤ µ(y).

c) Analogously, if Rµ(x, y) = 1−µ(x) + µ(y)µ(y) is the Reichenbach Fuzzy

Implication it is (see [169]) W (µ(x), Rµ(x, y)) = µ(x)µ(y) ≤ µ(y).

d) If Rµ(x, y) = Min(1, 1−µ(x)+µ(y)) is the Lukasiewicz Implication then

W (µ(x), Rµ(x, y)) = Min(µ(x), µ(y)) ≤ µ(y).
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So now, let us consider a poset (L,≤), the mappings V : E → L and

R : E × E → L and therefore & : L × L → L, so let us assume that in E we

have a conjunction &i and in L we have a conjunction &e.

Let’s formalize the above new rules by introducing the following inequali-

ties:

- MICP-Inequality: V (p)&R(p, q) ≤ V (p &iq),

- MFCP-Inequality: V (p)&R(p, q) ≤ V (p)&eV (q),

for all p, q in E.

Then, by analogy with the case of the T-conditional Relations, we can

introduce the following definitions.

Definition 4.4.1. A relation R : E×E → L will be called an V −&−Internal

Conjunctive Conditional Relation if the MICP-Inequality holds with (E, &i)

and (L, &,≤).

V (p)&R(p, q) ≤ V (p &iq)

Definition 4.4.2. A relation R : E×E → L will be called an V−&−External

Conjunctive Conditional Relation if the MFCP-Inequality holds with

(L, &e) and (L, &,≤).

V (p)&R(p, q) ≤ V (p)&eV (q)

In fuzzy logic, when E = X, L = [0, 1] and ≤ its usual order, &i = · is

a conjunction in X, V (x) = µ(x) is a fuzzy set, &e = ∧ is a conjunction in

L, and & = T is a t-norm, the previous inequalities may be written in the

following way:

- MICP-Inequality: T (µ(x), R(x, y)) ≤ µ(x · y),

- MFCP-Inequality: T (µ(x), R(x, y)) ≤ µ(x) ∧ µ(y),

for all x, y in X.

In this case we will speak of µ − T−Internal Conjunctive Conditional for

(X, ·) and of µ−T−External Conjunctive Conditionals for (L,∧), respectively.
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4.4.2 Modus Ponens and and

After introducing these conjunctive conditional relations, we want to link them

with the models of conjunctions and studied in section 3.3.3. In Fuzzy Logic,

external conjunctions are usually defined by means of t-norms, but as we ex-

plained in that section they are not appropriate and coherent models for in-

ternal conjunctions. Any coherent truth assignment V must verify

V (p&iq) ≤ V (p)&eV (q)

Therefore any coherent truth assignment will verify both MICP-Inequality

and MFCP-Inequality:

V (p)&R(p, q) ≤ V (p&iq) ≤ V (p)&eV (q)

This in fuzzy logic translates to:

T (µ(x), R(x, y)) = µ(x · y) ≤ µ(x) ∧ µ(y)

So the idea can be stated as follows:

Can we find a coherent model of and (&i) that verifies

both inequalities?

A particular case was studied in [8] and [11] with R(x, y) = S(N(µ(x)), µ(y))

being (S, N)-implications, which are W -Conditionals, and &i being repre-

sented by a t-norm T .

W (µ(x), S(N(µ(x)), µ(y))) = T (µ(x), µ(y))

But here we are going to consider the general case, where &i is modeled by

a pair of t-norms T1 and T2.

Theorem 4.4.3. Given an T -conditional Conditional Relation R expressed by

an conditional function J , we can find an “and” expressed by two t-norms T1

and T2 as such as for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y :

T (µ(x), J(µ(x), µ(y))) = T1(µ(x), T2(µ(x), µ(y))

This model verifies MICP-Inequality and MFCP-Inequality and is a coherent

model of and.

Proof. The proof is developed case by case because for each implication is

different. In the following we consider a, b ∈ [0, 1]
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The case of ML-Implications

Mandani-Larsen’s operators represents the implication by means of a t-norm

a → b = T2(a, b)

Any ML-Implication JML is T -conditional for any T :

T (a, JML(a, b)) = T (a, T2(a, b)) ≤ T2(a, b) ≤ b

For any ML-Implication JML the solution of the MP-Equality is trivial T1 = T

and T2 = T2 :

T (µ(x), JML(µ(x), µ(y))) = T1(µ(x), T2(µ(x), µ(y))

The case of S-Implications

In this case the implication is represented by

a → b = S(N(a), b)

S-Implication JS are T -conditional only for T = Wϕ (see [145]):

Wϕ(a, JS(a, b)) = max(0, a− 1 + S(N(a), b)) ≤ b

• If S = Max, then T1 = Min and T2 = Wϕ

Wϕ(a,Max(Nϕ(a), b)) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 +

ϕ(Max(ϕ−1(1− ϕ(a)), b)))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 + ϕ(b))) =

Wϕ(a, b) = Min(a,Wϕ(a, b)))

• If S = Prod∗ϕ, then T1 = Min and T2 = Prodϕ

Wϕ(a, Prod∗ϕ(Nϕ(a), b)) =

Wϕ(a, ϕ−1(1− ϕ(a) + ϕ(b)−
(1− ϕ(a)) · ϕ(b)))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 + 1− ϕ(a) + ϕ(b)−
(1− ϕ(a)) · ϕ(b))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(b) · ϕ(a))) =

Prodϕ(a, b) = Min(a, Prodϕ(a, b))
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• If S = W ∗
ϕ, then T1 = Min and T2 = Min

Wϕ(a,W ∗
ϕ(Nϕ(a), b)) =

Wϕ(a, ϕ−1(Min(1− ϕ(a) + ϕ(b)))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 +

Min(1, 1− ϕ(a) + ϕ(b)))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0,Min(ϕ(a), ϕ(b)))) =

Min(a, b) = Min(a,Min(a, b))

The case of QM-Implications

In this case the implication is represented by

a → b = S(N(a), T (a, b)

QM-Implication JQM are T -conditional only for T = Wϕ (see [145]):

Wϕ(a, JQM(a, b)) = Wϕ(a, S(N(a), T (a, b))) ≤ b

• If S = Max, then T1 = Wϕ and T2 = T

Wϕ(a,Max(Nϕ(a), T (a, b))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 +

ϕ(Max(ϕ−1(1− ϕ(a)), T (a, b))))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 +

Max(1− ϕ(a), ϕ(T (a, b))))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0,Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 + ϕ(T (a, b))))) =

Wϕ(a, T (a, b))

• S = Prod∗ϕ, then T1 = Prodϕ and T2 = T

Wϕ(a, Prod∗ϕ(Nϕ(a), T (a, b))) =

Wϕ(a, ϕ−1(1− ϕ(a) +

ϕ(T (a, b))− (1− ϕ(a)) · ϕ(T (a, b)))) =

Wϕ(a, ϕ−1(1− ϕ(a) + ϕ(a) · ϕ(T (a, b)))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a) · ϕ(T (a, b))) =

Prodϕ(a, T (a, b))
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• S = W ∗
ϕ, then T1 = Min and T2 = T

Wϕ(a,W ∗
ϕ(Nϕ(a), T (a, b))) =

Wϕ(a, ϕ−1(Min(1− ϕ(a) + ϕ(T (a, b))))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0, ϕ(a)− 1 +

Min(1, 1− ϕ(a) + ϕ(T (a, b))))) =

ϕ−1(Max(0,Min(ϕ(a), ϕ(T (a, b))))) =

Min(a, T (a, b)))

Therefore we can link the models of conditional relations with the models

of conjunctions and through Modus Ponens inequalities.
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Part II

Tools and Experiments
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Chapter 5

Tools for Computing with

Words and Perceptions

This Chapter explains some of the tools developed for Computing with Words

and Perceptions. The first tool presented in section 5.1is a Fuzzy Prolog lan-

guage that models a Borel Fuzzy Logic, and it is implemented by interpreting

fuzzy sets as a set of soft constraints and fuzzy reasoning as soft constraints

propagation by means of rules and aggregation operators.

And the second tool, described in section 5.2 is the Agents with Different

Logic (ADL) system, that incorporate in a Multi-Agent System fuzzy logic to

deal with the imprecision inherent in the communication language. The ADL

system is composed of several tools that cover the different stages of the fuzzy

agents design process.

113
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5.1 Fuzzy Prolog

The result of introducing Fuzzy Logic into Logic Programming has been the

development of several “Fuzzy Prolog” systems. These systems replace the

inference mechanism of Prolog with a fuzzy variant that is able to handle

partial truth. Most of these systems implement the fuzzy resolution introduced

by Lee in [108], examples being the Prolog-Elf system [95], the Fril Prolog

system [19] and the F-Prolog language [112]. However, there is no common

method for fuzzifying Prolog as has been noted in [156]. Some of these Fuzzy

Prolog systems only consider the predicates fuzziness whereas other systems

consider fuzzy facts or fuzzy rules. There is no agreement about which fuzzy

logic should be used. Most of them use min-max logic (for modeling the

conjunction and disjunction operations) but other systems just use Lukasiewicz

logic [101]. Furthermore, logic programming is considered a useful tool for

implementing methods for reasoning with uncertainty in [155].

Dubois et al. proposed in [55] a semantic framework for Possibility theory

in constraint satisfaction problem, that can be adequate to interpret our system

when using min-max fuzzy logic. There is also an extension of constraint logic

programming [27, 26], which can model logics based on semiring structures.

This framework can model min-max fuzzy logic, since it is the only logic with

semiring structure. Recently, a theoretical model for fuzzy logic programming

without negation has been proposed by Votjas in [194], which deals with many-

value implications. Over the last few years several papers have been published

by Medina et al. ([122, 123, 121]) about multi-adjoint programming, which

describe a theoretical model, but no means of implementation.

5.1.1 Language and Semantics

We present a definition of a Fuzzy Prolog Language1 that models Borel-Fuzzy

Sets (see section 2.3.4 or B([0, 1])-Fuzzy Sets, and subsumes former approaches

because it uses a truth value representation based on a union of sub-intervals

on [0,1] and is defined using general operators that can model different logics.

This extension to Prolog is implemented by interpreting fuzzy reasoning as

a set of constraints that are propagated through the rules by means of ag-

gregation operators. Declarative and procedural semantics for Fuzzy Logic

1This project was developed with the collaboration of Claudio Vaucheret and the help of
Susana Muñoz, members of the CLIP Laboratory at Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
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programs were given and their equivalence was proved in [82]. In addition,

we presented the implementation of an interpreter for this conceived language

using Constraint Logic Programming over Real numbers (CLP(R)).

In this work, we take an approach that is more general than the others in

some respects:

1. A truth value will be Borel([0,1]) fuzzy sets, that is, a finite union of sub-

intervals on [0, 1]. An interval is a particular case of union of one element,

and a unique truth value is a particular case of having an interval with

only one element.

2. A truth value will be propagated through the rules by means of an aggre-

gation operator. The definition of aggregation operator is general. It sub-

sumes conjunctive operators (triangular norms [103] like min, prod, etc.),

disjunctive operators [181](triangular co-norms, like max, sum, etc.), av-

erage operators (averages as arithmetic average, quasi-linear average, etc)

and hybrid operators (combinations of the above operators [144]).

3. Crisp and fuzzy reasoning are consistently combined in a Prolog compiler.

4. The declarative and procedural semantics for Fuzzy Logic programs are

given and their equivalence is proven.

5. A implementation of the proposed language is presented.

We add fuzziness to a Prolog compiler using CLP(R) instead of implement-

ing a new fuzzy resolution as other fuzzy Prologs do. So, we use Prolog’s built-

in inference mechanism, and the constraints and their operations provided by

CLP(R) to handle the concept of partial truth. We represent intervals as con-

straints over real numbers and aggregation operators as operations with these

constraints.

We have found, e.g. in [132, 104], an interpretation of truth values as

intervals, but we are proposing for the first time to generalize this concept to

union of intervals. We will discuss their utility below.

The goal of this Fuzzy Prolog is to show how introducing fuzzy reasoning

in a Prolog system can produce a powerful tool to solve complex fuzzy and

uncertainty problems and to present an implementation of it based on CLP(R).
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Truth values

The primary reason for generalizing ordinary fuzzy sets is that their mem-

bership functions are often overly precise. They require the assignment of a

particular real number to each element of the universal set. However, for some

concepts and contexts, we may only be able to identify approximately appro-

priate membership functions. An option is to consider a membership function

that assigns an interval of real numbers rather than one real number to each

element of the universal set. Fuzzy sets defined by membership functions of

this type are called interval-valued fuzzy sets [132, 104]. These sets are defined

formally by functions of the form A : X → E([0, 1]), where E([0, 1]) denotes the

family of all closed intervals of real numbers in [0, 1]. In this work we propose

generalizing this definition to include membership functions that assign one

element of the Borel algebra over the interval [0, 1] to each element of the uni-

versal set. These sets are defined by functions of the form A : X → B([0, 1]),

where an element in B([0, 1]) is a countable union of sub-intervals of [0, 1].

1
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Figure 5.1: Definition level of a fuzzy predicate

These definitions of fuzzy sets entail different degrees of fuzziness. In Figure

5.1 we show the concept of youth with four different interpretations.

The level of fuzziness increase from the crisp function or the simple fuzzy

function, where every age has only one real number representing its youth,

to one where an interval represents, for example, the concept of youth of a

group of people with slightly different definitions of the borders of the function.
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However, if we ask two different groups of people, for example, women and men,

we might get a representation like the last one. The truth value of youth for

45 years has evolved from the value 0 in the crisp model, to the value 0.5 in

the simple fuzzy definition, later to the interval [0.2, 0.5] and, finally, to the

union of intervals [0.2, 0.5]
⋃

[0.8, 1].

There are many everyday situations that can only be represented by this

general representation of truth value. Here we have three simple examples

with their representation in our fuzzy language:

Example 5.1.1. My father is 45 years old. If someone asked me about how

young he was, I would assign V ∈ [0.2, 0.5], but if someone asked him how

young he was, he would assign himself V ∈ [0.8, 1]. And we can say that he is

young with V ∈ ([0.2, 0.5]
⋃

[0.8, 1]).

Example 5.1.2. My sons are 16 and 18 years old. My neighbor’s daughter,

Jane, is the same age as one of my sons, but I cannot remember which one.

If I consider the complex fuzzy definition of truth, then I can say that Jane is

young with a truth value V ∈ ([0.1,0.7]
⋃

[0.5,0.9]) 6= [0.3,0.8].

age(jane,16):~ 1.

age(jane,18):~ 1.

youth(16) :~ [0.1,0.7].

youth(17) :~ [0.3,0.8].

youth(18):~ [0.4,0.9].

young(jane) :~ age(jane,A), youth(A).

?- young(jane).

v .=. [0.1,0.7] v [0.4,0.9]

Example 5.1.3. New Laptop is computer company producing laptop model.

The last developed model is very slow when running graphic applications, but

is very fast when running office applications. If a customer buys a New Laptop

computer, the truth value of its speed will be V ∈ ([0.02, 0.08]
⋃

[0.75, 0.90]).

Depending on the use to which it is put, however, its speed could be the lowest,

the highest or even an average.

fast(newLaptop) :~

[0.02, 0.08] v [0.75, 0.90].
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Fuzziness versus Uncertainty

We can model many real problems thanks to this powerful notation and it is

interesting to note that we can handle both uncertainty and fuzziness at the

same time with this truth value representation.

Let’s go go back to example 5.1.2. We will represent the truth value of the

concept of youth as an interval as in the third representation in Figure 5.1,

instead of using real numbers. We can say that, in this case, Jane is young

with a truth value V ∈ ([0.1,0.7]
⋃

[0.4,0,9]). It is a union of intervals which

represents uncertainty, because we do not know which of the two intervals

represents the Jane youth (we do not know which one of the two is her age).

Example 1 presented above shows the truth value of youth as a union of

intervals as in the fourth representation in Figure 5.1 for 45 years of age which

is [0.1, 0.4]
⋃

[0.8, 1]. It is a union of intervals which, in this case, is representing

fuzzyness because the concept of youth is represented with the maximum level

of fuzzyness. We know that the age is 45, and the truth value that represents

its youth is fuzzy.

Although both representations are semantically different, they are tackled

soundly using the same syntax, that we will describe below.

Aggregation Operators

The truth value of a goal will depend on the truth value of the subgoals that are

in the body of the clauses of its definition. We use aggregation operators [171]

to propagate the truth value by means of fuzzy rules. Fuzzy sets are aggregated

using the application of a numeric operator of the form f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1].

If f(0, . . . , 0) = 0 and f(1, . . . , 1) = 1 hold, and it is also monotonic and

continuous, then it is called aggregation operator. Dubois and Prade propose,

in [58], grouping these operators with respect to their behavior:

1. Conjunctive Operators (less than or equal to min), for example T-norms.

2. Disjunctive Operators, (greater than or equal to max ), for example T-

conorms.

3. Average Operators (between min and max ).

If we are using interval fuzzy sets, aggregation operators of numbers need

to be generalized to aggregation operators of intervals. Following the theorem
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proven by Nguyen and Walker in [132] for extending T-norms and T-conorms

to intervals, we propose the following definitions.

Definition 5.1.1 (interval-aggregation). Given an aggregation f : [0, 1]n →
[0, 1], an interval-aggregation F : E([0, 1])n → E([0, 1]) is defined as follows:

F ([xl
1, x

u
1 ], ..., [x

l
n, x

u
n]) = [f(xl

1, ..., x
l
n), f(xu

1 , ..., x
u
n)].

Actually, we work with the union of intervals and propose the definition:

Definition 5.1.2 (union-aggregation). Given an interval-aggregation

F : E([0, 1])n → E([0, 1]) defined over intervals, a union-aggregation

F : B([0, 1])n → B([0, 1]) is defined over a union of intervals as follows:

F(B1, . . . , Bn) = ∪{F (E1, ..., En) | Ei ∈ Bi}.

In his presentation of the theory of possibility [207], Zadeh considers that

fuzzy sets act as an elastic constraint on the values of a variable and fuzzy

inference works as constraint propagation.

In our approach, truth values and the result of aggregations will be rep-

resented by constraints. A constraint is a Σ-formula where Σ is a signature

that contains the real numbers, the binary function symbols + and ∗, and the

binary predicate symbols =, < and ≤. If the constraint c has a solution in the

domain of real numbers in the interval [0, 1] then we say c is consistent, and

we denote it as solvable(c).

By constraints, we are referring, for example, to expressions like: (v ≥
0.5 ∧ v ≤ 0.7) ∨ (v ≥ 0.8 ∧ v ≤ 0.9) that represent the truth value

[0.5, 0.7]
⋃

[0.8, 0.9].

Fuzzy Language

The alphabet of our language consists of the following kinds of symbols: vari-

ables, constants, function symbols and predicate symbols. A term is defined

inductively as follows:

1. A variable is a term.

2. A constant is a term.

3. If f is an n-ary function symbol and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then f(t1, . . . , tn)

is a term.
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If p is an n-ary predicate symbol, and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then p(t1, . . . , tn)

is an atomic formula or, more simply, an atom.

A fuzzy program is a finite set of fuzzy facts, and fuzzy clauses, and we

gather information from the program through fuzzy queries. They are defined

below:

Definition 5.1.3 (fuzzy fact). If A is an atom,

A ← v

is a fuzzy fact, where v, a truth value, is an element in B([0, 1]) expressed as

constraints over the domain [0, 1].

Definition 5.1.4 (fuzzy clause). Let A,B1, . . . , Bn be atoms,

A ←F B1, . . . , Bn

is a fuzzy clause, where F is an interval-aggregation operator, which induces

a union-aggregation F , as done in definition 5.1.2.

Definition 5.1.5 (fuzzy query). A fuzzy query is a tuple

v ← A ?

where A is an atom, and v is a (possibly instantiated) variable that represents

a truth value in B([0, 1]).

5.1.2 Implementation and Syntax

Constraint Logic Programming CLP(R) [97] began as a natural merger of

two declarative paradigms: constraint solving and logic programming. This

combination helps make CLP programs both expressive and flexible, and, in

some cases, more efficient than other kinds of logic programs. CLP(R) [98]

has linear arithmetic constraints and computes on real numbers.

We decided to implement this interpreter as a syntactic extension of a

CLP(R) system, and a preliminary version was presented in LPAR 2002 congress

[193], and a final version was published in Fuzzy Sets and Systems [82].

Ciao Prolog is a next-generation logic programming system, which, among

other features, has been designed with modular incremental compilation in

mind. Its module system [32] will support classical modules and fuzzy modules

in the same program and it incorporates CLP(R).
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Many Prolog systems have included the possibility of changing or expand-

ing the syntax of the source code. Ciao has redesigned these features so that

it is possible to define or have a user file defining source translations and op-

erators that are local to the module. Another advantage of the Ciao module

system is that it can separate code that will be used at compilation time from

code that will be used at run-time.

We have written a library (or package in Ciao Prolog terminology), called

fuzzy2, which implements the interpreter of our Fuzzy Prolog language de-

scribed in section 5.1.1.

Syntax

Each Fuzzy Prolog clause has an additional argument in the head that repre-

sents its truth value in terms of the truth values of the subgoals of the body of

the clause. A fact A ← v is represented by a Fuzzy Prolog fact that describes

the range of values of v with a union of intervals (that can be an interval or

even a real number in particular cases). The following examples illustrate the

concrete syntax of programs:
youth(45) ← youth(45):∼

[0.2, 0.5]
⋃

[0.8, 1] [0.2,0.5]v[0.8,1].

tall(john) ← 0.7 tall(john):∼ 0.7.

swift(john) ← swift(john):∼

[0.6, 0.8] [0.6,0.8].

good player(X) ←min good player(X):∼min

tall(X), tall(X),

swift(X) swift(X).

These clauses are expanded at compilation time to constrained clauses that

are managed by CLP(R) at run-time. Predicates . = ./2, . < ./2, . <= ./2,

. > ./2 and . >= ./2 are the Ciao CLP(R) operators for representing constraint

inequalities. For example, the first fuzzy fact is expanded to these Prolog

clauses with constraints

youth(45,V):- V .>=. 0.2,

V .<=. 0.5.

youth(45,V):- V .>=. 0.8,

V .<. 1.

2The Ciao system including our Fuzzy Prolog implementation can be downloaded from
http://www.clip.dia.fi.upm.es/Software/Ciao.
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And the fuzzy clause

good player(X) :∼ min tall(X), swift(X).

is expanded to

good_player(X,Vp) :-

tall(X,Vq), swift(X,Vr),

apply($min$,[Vq,Vr],Vp),

Vp .>=. 0, Vp .=<. 1.

The predicate min/3 is included as run-time code by the library. Its func-

tion is to add constraints to the truth value variables in order to implement

the T-norm min.

apply(_,[],_). apply(_,[X],X). apply(Fun,[X,Y|Rest],Res):-

Fun(X,Y,M),

apply(Fun,[M|Rest],Res).

min(X,Y,Z):- X .=<. Y , Z .=. X.

min(X,Y,Z):- X .>. Y, Z .=. Y.

We have implemented several aggregation operators, like prod, max, luka,

etc. which, like any other operator, can be easily added to the system. The

system is extensible by the user by simply adding the code for new aggregation

operators to the library.

The way to define new aggregations is

:- aggr aggregation <# agg_{pre} ## agg #> agg_{post}.

where aggregation is the new aggregation we are defining, and its built by

the application of three functions, aggpre : [0, 1]n → Rn a transformation to a

new space, agg : Rn → R an aggregation in the new space and aggpost : R →
[0, 1] a transformation from the new space back to [0,1].

aggregation(X1, X2, ..., Xn) = aggpost(agg(aggpre(X1, X2, ..., Xn)))

This approach allow us to define many different kinds of aggregations, t-norms,

t-conorms, averages, ... For example the arithmetic mean is easily defined as:
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:- aggr am ## sum #> average_final. % arithmetic mean

sum(X,Y,Z) :-

Z .=. (X + Y).

average_final(ListTemp,ValorTemp,ValorFinal) :-

length(ListTemp,L),

ValorFinal .=. ValorTemp /L.

And the weighted mean can be defined as:

:- aggr wa <# wa_initial ## sum. % weigthed mean

wa_initial(ListI,ListTemp):- weights(W),

merge(ListI,W,prod,ListTemp).

weights([0.3,0.7]).

Fuzzy Negation

We also provide the possibility of defining a predicate that is the fuzzy negation

of a given fuzzy predicate. For example, not young/2 can be defined from

young/2 (see Figure 5.2) with the following line:

not_young :# fnot young/2.

that is expanded by default at compilation time to:

not_young(X,V) :-

young(X,Vp),

V .=. 1 - Vp.

In order to change the negation operator the user only needs to specify

which is the negation function as:

:- fnot f_not.

f_not(V,NV):- NV .=. (1-V)/(1+V).
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Syntactic Sugar

Fuzzy predicates with piecewise linear continuous membership functions, like

young/2 in Figure 5.2, can be written compactly:

young :# fuzzy_predicate([(0,1),(35,1),(45,0),(120,0)]).

This friendly syntax is translated to arithmetic constraints. We can even

define the predicate directly if we so prefer. The code expansion is the follow-

ing:

young(X,1):- X .>=. 0,

X .<. 35.

young(X,V):- X .>=. 35,

X .<. 45,

10*V .=. 45-X.

young(X,0):- X .>=. 45,

X .=<. 120.

6
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Figure 5.2: Fuzzy predicate young/2

5.1.3 Combining Crisp and Fuzzy Logic

To use definitions of fuzzy predicates that include crisp subgoals, we must prop-

erly define their semantics with respect to the Prolog Close World Assumption

(CWA) [42].

Fuzzy clauses usually use crisp predicate calls as requirements to be satisfied

by data to verify the definition at a level higher than 0. For example, if we

can say that a teenage student is a student whose age is about 15, then we can

define the fuzzy predicate teenage student/2 as

teenage_student(X):~ student(X), age_about_15(X).
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In this example, the goal teenage student(X, V ) should output:

• V = 0, if the value of X is not the name of a student.

• The respective truth value V , if the value of X is the name of a student

and we know that his age is about 15 at some level V .

• Unknown, if the value of X is the name of a student, but we do not know

anything about his/her age.

Note that we run the risk of unsoundness, unless the semantics of crisp and

fuzzy predicates is properly defined. CWA means that all information that is

not explicitly true is false. For example, if we have the predicate definition of

student/1 as

student(john).

student(peter).

then we have that the goal student(X) is successful with X = john or with

X = peter, but fails with any other value apart from these; for instance:

?- student(john).

yes

?- student(nick).

no

Which means that john is a student and nick is not. This is the semantics

of Prolog, and it is the one we are going to adopt for crisp predicates because

we want our system to be compatible with conventional Prolog reasoning. But

what about fuzzy predicates? We have considered two main possibilities. For

example, consider the case when we have the definition of age about 15/2 as

age_about_15(john,1):~ .

age_about_15(susan,0.7):~ .

where the goal age about 15(X, V ) is successful for X = john and V = 1

or for X = susan and V = 0.7. If we want to work with CWA, like crisp

predicates do, then we will get V = 0 for any other value of X apart from

john and susan. The meaning is that the predicate is defined for all values

and the membership value will be 0 if the predicate is not explicitly defined

with another value. In this example, we know that the age of john is 15 and

susan’s age is about 15 and, using CWA, we are also saying people are not

about 15. This semantics is equivalent to crisp definitions, but we think that

our meaning is usually different, i.e. in this case, we may mean that we know
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that john and susan are about 15 and that we have no information about the

age of the other people. Therefore, we do not know whether or not the age

of peter is about 15; and if we know that nick’s age is not about 15, we can

explicitly declare

age_about_15(nick,0):~ .

We are going to work with this semantics for fuzzy predicates, because

we think it is the most akin to human reasoning. So, a fuzzy goal can be

true (value 1), false (value 0) or have another membership value. We have

added the concept of unknown to represent no explicit knowledge in fuzzy

definitions. This new state can be very simply represented, using the common

failure of Prolog. We give it the meaning of unknown, considering that the

meaning that it has in crisp logic is not necessary here because it is represented

with membership value 0 in fuzzy logic. For example with our definition of

age about 15/2, we will get

?- age_about_15(john,X).

X = 1

?- age_about_15(nick,X).

X = 0

?- age_about_15(peter,X).

no

This means john’s age is about 15, nick’s age is not about 15 and we have

no data about peter’s age.

We expect the fuzzy predicate teenage student/2 to behave similarly, ie:

?- teenage_student(john,V).

V .=. 1

?- teenage_student(susan,V).

V .=. 0

?- teenage_student(peter,V).

no

as john is a “teenage student” (he is a student and his age is about 15),

susan is not a “teenage student” (she is not a student) and we do not know

the maturity value for peter, because although he is a student, we do not

know whether his age is about 15. The way to obtain it is by overcoming the

CWA behavior of the crisp predicate student/1 to get the truth value 0 for

student(susan). The solution is to fuzzify crisp predicates when they are in

the body of fuzzy clauses.
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For each crisp predicate in the definition of a fuzzy predicate, the compiler

will generate a fuzzy version to replace the original predicate in the body of

the clause. For the above example of crisp predicate student/1, the compiler

will produce the predicate f student/2, which is an equivalent fuzzy predicate

to the crisp one.

f_student(X) :# fuzzy student(X).

So, the definition of teenage student/2 will be changed to

teenage_student(X):~ f_student(X), age_about_15(X).

Now the internal fuzzy solution is simple, sound and very homogeneous,

because we only consider fuzzy subgoals in the body of the fuzzy clause. The

only problem we now have to solve is how to fuzzify crisp predicates.

Fuzzifying Crisp Predicates

The first simple approach is to use the cut of Prolog to implement the corre-

sponding fuzzified predicate. So, for a predicate student(X) we have:

f_student(X,V):- student(X), !, V .=. 1.

f_student(X,0).

The result is that V = 1 if the crisp goal is successful and V = 0 otherwise.

In this way, we get the expected results, that retain the same meaning as the

crisp predicates, for the following calls

?- f_student(peter,V).

V .=. 1

?- f_student(susan,V).

V .=. 0

Nevertheless, we find the problem in goals as:

?- f_student(X,1).

X = john

where the cut prevents the backtracking, and it is impossible to get the entire

solutions. This problem is simply sorted out with the alternative transforma-

tion:

f_student(X,V):- if(student(X),V=1,V=0).

It solves the backtracking problem because of the implementation of the

if/3 predicate and returns
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?- f_student(X,1).

X = john ? ;

X = peter ? ;

no

This is not only useful for giving constructive answers to goals of fuzzified

predicates but it is also the way to get constructive solutions to fuzzy queries

of a fuzzy predicate that is defined combining crisp and fuzzy logic (see [130]).

5.1.4 Examples

Example 5.1.4. A real example would be the problem of compatibility of a

couple of shifts at a place work. For example teachers who work to different

class timetables, telephone operators, etc. Imagine a company where the work

is divided in shifts of 4 hours per week. Many workers have to combine a couple

of shifts in the same week and a predicate compatible/2 is necessary to check

if two shifts are compatible or to get which couples of shifts are compatible (see

Figure 5.3). Two shifts are compatible when both are correct (working days

from Monday to Friday, hours between 8 a.m. and 18 p.m., and there are no

repetitions of the same hour in a shift) and, in addition, when the shifts are

disjoint.
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Figure 5.3: Timetable 1, 2, 3 and 4

compatible(T1,T2):-

correct_shift(T1),

correct_shift(T2),
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disjoint(T1,T2).

But there are so many compatible combinations of shifts that it would be

useful to define the concept of compatibility fuzzily way instead of crisply as

defined above. This would express that two shifts could be incompatible if one

of them is incorrect or if they are not disjoint, but when they are compatible,

they can be more or less compatible. They can have a level of compatibility.

Two shifts will be more compatible if the working hours are concentrated (the

employee has to go to work fewer days during the week). Also, two shifts will

be more compatible if there are fewer free hours between the busy hours of the

working days of the timetable.

Therefore, we are handing crisp concepts (correct shift/1, disjoint/2) and

fuzzy concepts (without gaps/2, few days/2) besides. Their definitions, rep-

resented in Figure 5.4, are expressed in our language in this simple way:

few_days :# fuzzy_predicate

([(0,1),(1,0.8),

(2,0.6),(3,0.4),

(4,0.2),(5,0)]).

without_gaps :# fuzzy_predicate

([(0,1),(1,0.8),

(5,0.3),(7,0.1),

(8,0)]).

0

1

10 2 3 4 5

few_days

days
0

1

1

without_gaps

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 hours

Figure 5.4: Fuzzy predicates few days/2 and without gaps/2

A simple implementation combining both types of predicates could be:

compatible(T1,T2):~ min

correct_shift(T1),

correct_shift(T2),

disjoint(T1,T2),
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append(T1,T2,T),

number_of_days(T,D),

few_days(D),

number_of_free_hours(T,H),

without_gaps(H).

Whereas append/3 gives the total weekly 8-hour timetable as a result of join-

ing two shifts, number of days/3 outputs the total number on working days

of a weekly timetable and number of free hours/2 returns the number of free

one-hour gaps in the weekly timetable of working days. Looking at the timeta-

bles in Figure 5.3. We can get the compatibility between the two shifts, T1

and T2, represented in each timetable using the query compatible(T1, T2, V ).

The result is V = 0.2 for timetable 1, V = 0.6 for timetable 2, and V = 0 for

timetable 3, (because the shifts are incompatible).

Example 5.1.5. Another example could be trying to measure the possibility

that a couple of values, obtained throwing two loaded dice, sum 5. Let us

suppose we only know that one die is loaded to obtain a small value and the

other is loaded to obtain a large value. We deal with the fuzzy concepts small/2

and large/2 (Figure 5.5):

small(1) :~ [0.9,1]. small(2) :~ [0.9,1].

small(3) :~ [0.6,0.7]. small(4) :~ [0.3,0.4].

small(5) :~ [0,0.1]. small(6) :~ [0,0.1].

large :# fnot small/2.

10 2 3 4

small
1

0
5 6 10 2 3 4

large
1

0
5 6

Figure 5.5: Fuzzy predicates small/2 and large/2

In Fuzzy Prolog, this problem can be represented using for example, min-

max logic or other T-norm and T-conorm as prod and dprod. With our Fuzzy

Prolog we can use any of them as, in the following two programs:
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die1(X):~ small(X). die1(X):~ small(X).

die2(X):~ large(X). die2(X):~ large(X).

two_dice(X,Y):~ min two_dice(X,Y):~ prod

die1(X),die2(Y). die1(X),die2(Y).

sum(5):~ max sum(5):~ dprod

two_dice(4,1), two_dice(4,1),

two_dice(1,4), two_dice(1,4),

two_dice(3,2), two_dice(3,2),

two_dice(2,3). two_dice(2,3).

?- sum(5,V). ?- sum(5,V).

V .=. [0.6,0.7] ? V .=. [0.66,0.83] ?

yes yes

two dice(X,Y) represents the possibility that the first die gives X and at the

same time the second die gives Y. The predicate sum(5) aggregates the possi-

bilities of the four cases in which the two dice can sum 5. To consult the truth

value of a goal we are going to use an additional argument, i.e. sum(5,V).

Another syntax is to use another predicate truth(Goal,V) to obtain the truth

value V of a goal Goal. In this case, it is equivalent to truth(sum(5),V). In

the consults of our example we can observe the different provided answers for

each aggregation operator.
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5.2 Agents with Different Logics (ADL)

The Agent Technology is an important topic since late 80’s. The new ten-

dencies show that the complexity of the software will keep increasing during

the next years and new paradigms are needed. The distributed and dynamic

nature of the data and the systems require that the software not only answers

the current requirements of the user but goes further and prepare, learn and

search the answer of future requirements.

The term “agent” has turned out to be very popular in the software field

but there is not a consensus about its definition. In spite of this there are

some properties that usually define the concept of agent, that is: autonomy,

sociability, cooperation, reactivity, proactivity, adaptability, continuity.

The idea of agent changes the software components to have:

• Autonomy, they react by themselves in the presence of changes in their

environment,

• Proactive, they follow their goals and interact with the environment to

fulfill them,

• Embedded, they are in an environment, and their actions fulfill the re-

strictions imposed by it,

• Heterogeneous, different kind of agents coexist in the system and they

can be replaced, added or deleted without halting the system.

The Agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE [199]) is rapidly growing,

there are different attempts from the declarative languages, such as [167], [157],

[147], [74], and from object oriented languages, such as [46], [96], [67]. Our

approach starts from a declarative language but finishes looking as an object

oriented language, and constitutes an attempt to build bridges and synergies

between these two worlds as they are needed in the AOSE.

5.2.1 Model of the System

Since the origins of the Fuzzy Logic, its application to different fields has been

growing up. Recently, this grow has reached the Multi-Agents field, starting

from the inclusion of fuzzy logic in negotiation process [63, 158] or in the rule

bases of the agents [89]. Following up by an attempt to include the ideas of
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Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Systems in the BDI-model [148], to change it from

a classic modal logic to a fuzzy modal logic [140]. These attempts has been

relatively successful.

The main objective of the Fuzzy Logic is to capture the imprecision inherent

in the language and deal with it ([208], [212]). That is, the link between Fuzzy

Logic and language constitute its fundamental part and cannot be avoided

without loosing its value.

Therefore in this work we try to incorporate the Fuzzy Logic in the Multi-

Agents Systems at all levels, but mainly, in the communication language used

by the agents ([216]). In this way, the terms of this language are by definition

imprecise (it is assumed that precise terms are subsumed by imprecise terms)

and in that form must be processed.

In the Multi-Agents Systems, the John R. Searle’s theory of Speech Acts

[153] has played a key role, since it has allowed us to express, to some extent,

how communication works and what meaning can be. But let us take a look

back to the Taxonomy of Speech Acts as is expressed by John R. Searle in

“Expresion and Meaning: Studies in the theory of speech acts” [154], and is

restated here:

• Assertives. The point or purpose of the members of the assertive class

is to commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to something’s being the

case, to the truth of the expressed proposition.

• Directives. The illocutionary point of these consists in the fact that

they are attempts (of varying degrees, and hence, more precisely, they

are determinates of the determinable which includes attempting) by the

speaker to get the hearer to do something.

• Commissives. Are those illocutionary acts whose point is to commit the

speaker (again in varying degrees) to some future course of action.

• Expressives. The illocutionary point of this class is to express the psy-

chological state specified in the sincerity condition about a state of affairs

specified in the propositional content.

• Declarations. It is the defining characteristic of this class that the

successful performance of one of its members brings about the corre-

spondence between the propositional content and reality, successful per-

formance guarantees that the propositional content corresponds to the
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world.

This work facing the importance of the degrees in the theory of speech acts

and therefore in the communication, attempts to incorporate fuzzy logic as a

way to deal with these degrees. It is clear that this point has been missed by

MAS researchers and we think that it plays an important role in the communi-

cation process. Also that is going to allow us to define fuzzy constrains, which

are satisfied in varying degrees, and can represent the conditions of satisfaction

expressed by Searle in his works. This degree of satisfaction can be different

for each agent involved, although they must agree to some extend that the

condition of satisfaction is fulfilled.

The general model of the system follows the architecture expressed by the

FIPA standard [66], where there is a platform that supports the basic func-

tionalities of the MAS, but extended with the functionalities of fuzzy prolog.

Multi-Agent Platform

The platform provides the physical structure in which the agents can operate.

The general concept of platform includes the machine, the operative system

and the software that support the agents. Here we are going to refer as platform

to the ADL platform. It offers the needed services for the correct work of

the agents developed in ADL and the communication between heterogeneous

platforms.

Main functionalities of this platform are:

• An agent called “ams” (Agent Management System) that is in charge

of the access control and the use of the platform. It keeps track of the

agents registered in the platform and their privileges.

• An agent called “df” (Directory Facilitator) that is in charge of the di-

rectory of services provided by the agents registered in the platform.

• An agent called “iam” (Interface Agent Manager) that is in charge of the

interaction between agents and users.

• Also the platform manages the queues of messages of the agents, it war-

ranties that the messages are delivered to the correct agent. In this case,

there are two kind of messages, the regular messages, that the agents use

to communicate between them, and the alarm messages, that serve to

alert an agent about an exceptional situation.
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• And for the agents not resident in this ciao platform but in other plat-

forms, it forwards their messages to their platform.

These services are accessible trough the platform module that implements

them and export them with this names:

• launch agent(Name,Class) launches an agent of the class “Class” with

the name “Name@Platform”. This method verifies that the name is not

already registered and that the class exists. Then it loads the code of

the class if is not already loaded and creates a new instance of the class

for this agent. Finally, starts the main task of the agent.

• send(Receiver,Message) lets an agent to send a message “Message” to

the “Receiver”. It verifies that the receiver exists and puts the message

in his queue.

• receive(Sender,Message) lets an agent to receive a message “Message”

sent by the “Sender” to him. It can be used as a filter if the “Sender”

or the “Message” is instantiated. In the case that there are no message

left, then it will wait until there is one available.

• send alarm(Receiver,Alarm) sends an “Alarm” to the “Receiver”.

• register(Name,Class,Address) lets an agent to register with name “Name”

and belonging to that “Class” in the platform. “Address” indicates if is

a local registering or a remote registering, in this case, it contains the

real platform address.

• register service(Name,Service) lets to the agent to register a service “Ser-

vice” offered by the agent.

• look for service(Name,Service) lets to the agent to look for an agent that

offers that service.

5.2.2 Communication Language

The communication between agents is governed by the protocols they use.

In each protocol the roles involved, the messages allowed and the order of

the message to fulfil the conversation are specified. Which role starts the
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conversation with which message and which role finishes the conversation and

with which message, are also declared.

The protocols that FIPA suggests are the following:

1. Request: One agent performs the initiator role and the other the partici-

pant role. It allows the initiator to ask the participant to do an action. It

also allows the participant to answer with a commitment and the result

of the action.

2. Query: One agent performs the initiator role and the other the partic-

ipant role. It allows the initiator to ask the participant a question. It

also allows the participant to answer it.

3. Request When: One agent performs the initiator role and the other the

participant role. It allows the initiator to ask the participant to do an

action when certain preconditions hold. It also allows the participant to

answer with a commitment and the result of the action.

4. Contract Net: One agent performs the role of the manager and the oth-

ers the participant role. The manager asks the participants for proposals

to fulfill a task, and the participants send their proposals to be evalu-

ated. The manager then evaluates the proposals, selects one and tells

the winner participant his the commitment.

5. Iterated Contract Net: Is like the previous one but is iterated by the

manager who is changing the request based on the previous proposals.

6. English Auction: One agent performs the role of the auctioneer and

the others the role of participants. The auctioneer starts an auction by

informing the participants about the item and the starting price. Then,

the participants bid and the price goes up until there is no more bids or

the time is over. It finishes when the auctioneer awards to the participant

which has the highest bid.

7. Dutch Auction: One agent performs the role of the auctioneer and the

others the role of participants. The auctioneer starts the auction by

informing the participants about the item and the starting price. After

that, the participants can bid at any moment while the auctioneer is

decreasing the price. It finishes when one participant bids or when the

price reaches the reserve price.
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8. Brokering: One agent performs the role of the initiator and the other the

role of broker. The initiator requests from the broker an agent capable

of fulfilling certain tasks, and the broker finds an agent and forwards to

him the request.

9. Recruiting: One agent performs the role of the initiator and the other

the role of the broker. The initiator requests from the broker a set of

agents that want to cooperate with him to fulfill certain task. The broker

decides which agents can do the task and puts them in touch.

10. Subscribe: One agent performs the role of the initiator and the other the

role of the participant. The initiator requests from the participant that

informs him every time some condition fulfills.

In this system in order to define any of these protocols a module that

specifies the protocol and the roles involved is needed. Also the starting and

finishing messages of the conversation need to be specified. The following

example specifies the Query protocol as defined by FIPA:

%%----------------------------------------------%%

%% FIPA Query Interaction protocol %%

%%----------------------------------------------%%

:- module(query,_,[]).

role(initiator,’query_initiator’).

role(participant,’query_participant’).

init(initiator,query_if).

init(initiator,query_ref).

% answers( Role, Last Message received, List of Conditions,

List of Possible answers).

answers(participant,query_if,[],

...[not_understood,refuse,failure,inform]).

answers(participant,query_ref,[],

...[not_understood,refuse,failure,inform]).

end(not_understood). end(refuse). end(failure). end(inform).
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And these are the files of the roles involved:

query_initiator.pl

:- interface(query_initiator).

:- export([not_understood/12,refuse/12,failure/12,inform/12]).

query_participant.pl

:- interface(query_participant).

:- export([query_if/12,query_ref/12]).

The protocols Request, Query, Request When, Contract Net, Iterated Con-

tract Net, English Auction, Dutch Auction and Subscribe are also defined.

The structure of the messages that agents exchange has to be shared to

allow the agents to communicate. FIPA proposes a standard structure that

contains the following:

1. performative: defines the type of speech act.

2. sender: is the agent who sends the message.

3. receiver: is the agent who receives the message.

4. reply-to: indicates the agent that the answer must be sent to.

5. content: it is the content of the message.

6. language: shows the language in which the message is expressed.

7. encoding: shows how the message is encoded.

8. ontology: points to the ontologies that are used to define the message.

9. protocol: shows the interaction protocol that is followed by the agent

that sent the message.

10. conversation-id: defines a conversation id that defines a set of messages

as a conversation.

11. reply-with: defines an identification that can be used to reply to this

message.

12. in-reply-to: points to a message that is replying to using its identification.
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13. reply-by: defines the date and hour the agent will wait for an answer.

The directive :- message Type of Menssage has been added to define

types of messages. According to FIPA there are 20 types of messages: ac-

cept proposal, agree, cancel, cfp, confirm, disconfirm, failure, inform, not under-

stood, propagate, propose, proxy, query if, query ref, refuse, proposal, request,

request when, request whenever, subscribe.

If someone wants to use the FIPA standard, he/she only needs to use the file

’agents/protocols/fipa/messages’ since it contains the structure and message

types defined by FIPA.

But if we want to include the degree of the commitment of the speech acts

we must define a different structure, let’s see a simple example:

1. performative: defines the type of speech act.

2. degree: defines the degree of the commitment of the performative.

3. sender: is the agent who sends the message.

4. receiver: is the agent who receives the message.

5. content: is the content of the message.

6. id: defines an id for the message.

As mention before, the directive :- message def Attribute List has

been added to allow us to specify the attribute list of the message:

:- message def [performative, sender, receiver, reply to, content, lan-

guage, encoding, ontology, protocol, conversation id, reply with, in reply to,

reply by].

:- message def [performative, degree, sender, receiver, content, id].

To facilitate the use and pass of messages, the following operators are

included $, {, =>, } from the argnames module and set of directives when...do

and on...do.

A message is a structure with different attributes, as was defined earlier.

These operators facilitate the access to the attributes through their name, for

example:
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:- message_def [performative,degree,sender,receiver,content,id].

:- message inform.

when inform${sender => X} do

show(X),

send(X,inform${content => ok}).

5.2.3 Agents developed using ADL

ADL is an extension of Ciao Prolog, it is just a first attempt to incorporate the

new agent technologies to Ciao, combining the best of both worlds, declarative

and procedural programming. In this case the main goal is to get a running

system that we can use as test bed for an logic agent language. It is not a

complete system and has many improvements to incorporate, but is working

well enough to show the capability of the logic programming to serve as a great

start point for agent systems. Also it shows the benefit of this approach with

respect to object oriented languages.

The ADL system is proposed to help in the process of Multi-Agent System

(MAS) developing. ADL extends the Ciao system ([33]) with a new language

to develop MAS. The logic programming is the start point, followed with

concurrency ([39]) and objects ([142]). The ADL system, due to its modular

and extensible capabilities allow us to incorporate new features and define

other languages on top of it.

The code expansion mechanism has been used to translate the ADL lan-

guage to Ciao code during compilation time. In this way, during the execution

time the agent code is transparent to the Ciao machine and can be integrated

with any other module developed in Ciao.

The main class from all agents inherit is agents.pl. This class contains

the basic structure of any agent and the basic method that allows the agent

to manage the messages, alarms and tasks. This class contains:

• A constructor, that sets the agent name and starts the task manager and

the alarm manager.

• A task manager, called “taskmanager”, that is transparent to the user

and is in charge of starting, maintaining and finishing tasks added by the
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agent. Also, it keeps repeating the task while the condition associated

with that task is true.

• An alarm manager, called “alarmanager”, that is also transparent to

the user and is in charge of receiving the alarms and running the code

associated with them.

• A set of communicative directives that allows the agent to communicate

with other agents and the user.

– send(Receiver,Message), sends a “Message” from the agent to the

receiver. Also verifies that the message is well formed.

– receive(Sender,Message), receives a “Message” from the agent queue

sent by the “Sender”. After the message is received it is processed

through the code associated to it.

– show(Message), it will display a “Message” including the agent

name.

The management of multiple tasks in a concurrent way is realized by the

taskmanager and by using the following methods of the agent class:

• add task(Task,Condition), adds a new task to the queue of tasks, that

run concurrently, and adds the iteration condition, that needs to be true

to iterate.

• end task(Task), finishes the task running by changing the iteration con-

dition to false.

• remove task(Task), removes another task even before that task has

finished. It must be used with care because it could let the system in an

unstable condition. It is always better to use end task when possible.

• do task(Task,Condition), makes one task run other task while sus-

pending his own code until that task has finished. The main difference

with add task, is that add task runs the other task concurrently.

• continue condition(Task,Condition), changes the iteration condition

of the task.

With these methods the agent can manage its tasks in an easy way. To

give more versatility to this model the following directives are defined:
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• tasks(List of Tasks) defines the list the of tasks of the agent.

• before Task do Body specifies what needs to be done before starting

the task Task.

• after Task do Body specifies what need to be done after the task is

finished.

With all these methods and directives one can develop a very complex

multi-task agent. For example:

:- tasks([look_for_parking/1,park/2,close_car/1]).

main :- add_task(park(mi_coche,Street)).

before park(Car,Place) do do_task(look_for_parking(Place),true).

park(Car,Place) :-

evalute_situation(Place),

select_movement(Next_Movement),

move_car(Car,Movement).

after park(Car,Place) do add_task(close_car(Car),fail).

look_for_parking(Place) :-

( check_empty(Place) ->

end_task(look_for_parking(Place))

;

goto_next(Place)

).

close_car(Car) :-

close_doors(Car),

lock_doors(Car).
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5.2.4 Example: Catch the Rabbit

In this example, we are developing a game that allows to test our ideas linking

Fuzzy Logic and Multi-Agent technologies, that is, put the theory in practice.

The objective of the game is move the wolfs to catch the rabbits that are in

different places at the screen. In the easy level there is only one static rabbit

and just two wolfs that compete to catch the rabbit. But in advanced levels

there are several mobile rabbits and two wolf teams that compete to catch the

maximum number of rabbits.

The game is built in modular way allowing the users to interconnect their

own modules to control the behavior of the agents, either wolfs or rabbits. The

basic model of each agent is composed by the following:

• An input interface that allows the agent perceives the environment.

• An output interface that allows the agent acts and changes the environ-

ment.

• A communication interface that allows the agent communicates with

others agents.

• A Fuzzy Reasoning engine that allows the agent processes the perceptions

and generates the acts.

Example of useful Fuzzy Rules:

1. If the wall is too close then go back

2. If the rabbit is in front then go straight
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3. If the rabbit is on the left then turn left

4. If the Target is too far and an Enemy is close to it then change Target.

5. If the Target move left and a Partner is on the right then go to the left.

6. ...
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Figure 5.6: Rules used in Catch the Rabbit

The complexity of the game is divided in different levels, this lets the users

to start form an easy level and build a set of basic behaviors, such as go to

Target and avoid obstacles, that will be combined and extended in higher levels

until they can build teams of cooperative and competitive agents.

We can use the environment to generate the Fuzzy Rules that control the

Agent behaviors. The ADL system is composed of several tools that cover the

different stages of the fuzzy system design process, from their initial description

to the final implementation. Its main features are the capability for developing

complex systems and the flexibility of allowing the user to extend the set

of available functions. Once the Fuzzy Rules are defined, the Fuzzy Prolog

generates the code that implements the Fuzzy-Inference. This package can be
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plugged into the game as a module allowing to the users test their own module

inside the game and look the behavior of the different agents. The structure

of the game allows that different modules control different rabbits or wolfs,

and compete between them. This framework has been proved to be great in

learning process of the users, allowing them to put the theory in practice.

Let us transcribe a part of the code used in the example.

:- agent wolf.

:- use_package(agents/protocols/fipa/messages).

:- tasks([avoid_obstacles/1,goto_target/2]).

main :- get_walls(Walls), get_rabbit(Rabbit),

add_task(avoid_obstacles(Walls)),

add_task(lookfor_target(Rabbit)).

avoid_obstacles(Walls) :-

evalute_distance(Walls,Distances),

select_movement(Distances,Next_Movement),

move(Wolf,Next_Movement).

lookfor_target(Rabbit):-

find_target(Rabbit), end_task(lookfor_target(Rabbit)).

after lookfor_target(Rabbit) do

add_task(goto_target(Rabbit,Position)).

goto_target(Rabbit,Position) :-

evaluate_distance(Rabbit,Distance),

( Distance <= very_small ->

catch_rabbit(Rabbit)

;

infer_movement(Distance,Position,Next_Movement),

move(Wolf,Next_Movement)

).

catch_rabit(Rabbit) :-

end_task(goto_target(Rabbit)),

add_task(lookfor_target(Rabbit2)).
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Chapter 6

Word related experiments

In this chapter we want to revisit the “old” information retrieval strategies and

brush them up with new insights of CWP to prepare them for the search in the

WWW. In section 6.1 we gather many shattered research ideas and results for

the automatic construction of (fuzzy) relations between terms and put them

in a more general framework.

In section 6.2 we evaluate this framework and by developing a software sys-

tem that allows to evaluate the effectiveness of various types of fuzzy ontologies

to improve information retrieval. The system takes an ontology and uses its

set of relationships to modify the relevance of the terms of every document in

its search space, with the aim of creating a search space where documents are

grouped by semantic similarity rather than by simple coincidence of terms.

147
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6.1 Fuzzy Thesauri

The remarkable growth of the World Wide Web (WWW) since its origin in

the 1990’s calls for efficient and effective tools for information retrieval. At-

tempting to deal with the overwhelming amount of information provided on

billions of web pages nowadays does not necessarily imply that we have to

develop entirely new technologies from scratch. In the 1970’s and 1980’s ini-

tial research was performed on the retrieval of information from modest text

collections, using fuzzy relations to represent associations between terms on

one hand, and between terms and documents on the other. Since then the

fuzzy mathematical machinery (i.e. fuzzy logical operators, fuzzy similarity

measures, operations with fuzzy relations) has come of age.

In an approach which even dates back to [79] on top of the document–

term relation, one or more term–term relations are provided. The terms are

assumed to denote concepts, and the relations between them represent as-

sociations such as synonymy, specification, and generalization. Information

retrieval certainly does not have a monopoly on these structures; in fact they

seem to pop up in many domains that require the semantical representation of

language (like knowledge discovery using association rules, natural language

processing techniques such as machine translation). Throughout the years

these kind of structures have been given many different names — thesaurus

being only one of them — sometimes linked to the domain in which they are

applied or the relations they represent.

Like many relations in real life, relations between terms (or concepts) are a

matter of degree. Some terms are related, some terms are not, and in between

there is a gradual transition from “non being related” to “being related”.

Furthermore a term a can be related to a term b and related to another term

c to a lower degree. Therefore it seems intuitively more justifiable to represent

associations between terms by fuzzy relations R : X × X → [0, 1] (X being

the universe of terms), instead of traditional crisp relations. These (fuzzy)

relations can be used for query expansion: instead of retrieving only documents

containing exact keywords from the query, also those documents containing

related terms are retrieved. This can be done with or without the knowledge

of the user. In the former case lists of related keywords are presented to the

user, which he can choose from to refine his query if he is not satisfied with

the results obtained so far.

In early and even in contemporary approaches to information retrieval,
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these term–term relations are assumed to be given, to be made by an expert.

Although this approach is feasible for smaller document collections and has

even been applied for parts of the WWW (the open directory project, Yahoo)

it can hardly be called a flexible and efficient way for a large and constantly

evolving collection of documents such as the WWW. As a more recent trend

one tries to build relations for a broader domain from already available domain

specific relations (e.g. for the medical domain, for a technical domain) and/or

combining them with (multilingual) dictionaries and dictionaries of synonyms

([3], [65], [133]).

Although dictionaries in all languages over the world might be on of the

biggest and oldest efforts of mankind directed towards the construction of

relations between words, they do certainly not reflect at the same speed the

continuous evolution of the association between words (concepts) in the human

mind. In this section we gather many shattered research ideas and results for

the automatic construction of (fuzzy) relations between terms. Putting them

in a more general framework already sheds new light on the matter (among

other things that many researchers individually are doing very similar work,

apparently unaware of the existence of a general framework).

6.1.1 Fuzzy relations

Since fuzzy relations play such an important role in this framework, we start

by recalling some basic notions about them. A fuzzy relation R from a universe

X to a universe Y is a fuzzy set in X ×Y . The inverse of R is a fuzzy relation

from Y to X defined by R−1(y, x) = R(x, y), for all x in X and y in Y . For

all y in Y , the R–foreset of y is the fuzzy set Ry defined by Ry(x) = R(x, y)

for all x in X.

If R is a fuzzy relation from X to Y and S is a fuzzy relation from Y to Z

then the composition [212], the subproduct, and the superproduct [21],[18] of

R and S are fuzzy relations from X to Z respectively defined as

(R ◦T S) = sup
y∈Y

T (R(x, y), R(y, z)) (6.1.1)

(R /J S)(x, z) = inf
y∈Y

J(R(x, y), S(y, z)) (6.1.2)

(R .J S)(x, z) = inf
y∈Y

J(S(y, z), R(x, y)) (6.1.3)

for all x in X and z in Z, with T being a t-norm and J being a conditional

function. The T–intersection of fuzzy sets A and B in X is as usual defined
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as (A ∩T B) = T (A(x, y), B(x, y)) for all x in X y in Y . The square product

of R and S is defined by

R £T,J S = (R /J S) ∩T (R .J S)) (6.1.4)

If X and Y are non–empty, finite sets, R can be represented as a |X|×|Y |–
matrix in which the rows correspond to the elements of X, and the columns

to the elements of Y . The value on the i-th row and the j-th column of

the matrix (i ∈ {1, ..., |X|}, j ∈ {1, ..., |Y |}) is the degree of relationship

between the element xi of X and the element yj of Y corresponding to the i-th

row and the j-th column respectively, i.e. Rij = R(xi, yj). We use the same

notation for a fuzzy relation and its representation as a matrix, i.e. R = [Rij].

Transposing the matrix corresponds to taking the inverse of the fuzzy relation,

i.e. RT
ji = R−1(yj, xi) = R(xi, yj).

Throughout this section we use D to denote a non–empty, finite set of

documents and T a non–empty, finite set of terms. n is the number of doc-

uments and m is the number of terms, i.e. |D| = n and |T | = m. A fuzzy

document–term relation W is a fuzzy relation from D to T . W can be ob-

tained by counting frequencies in the so-called TF-IDF approach though one

can easily imagine other ways as well, such as the use of the scores that an

existing search engine gives a document d when queried for a term t.

A fuzzy thesaurus is a couple (T ,R) consisting of a set T of terms and a

set R of binary fuzzy relations from T to T . Meaningful relations between

concepts can be of many different natures (see e.g. [149]). A fuzzy thesaurus

usually incorporates one or more fuzzy relations (see e.g. [135]).

6.1.2 The W TW–approach

In the case that the data available to us is a fuzzy document–term relation

W represented as a n × m–matrix, and we are looking for a fuzzy term–

term relation, i.e. a m×m–matrix giving us information about the degree of

association between terms. From a mathematical point of view, one typical

way to obtain it is by the normalized matrix product W T W , i.e.

R(t1, t2) =
1

n

∑

d∈D

W (d, t1) ·W (d, t2) (6.1.5)

for all t1 and t2 in T . This is closely related to the sup–T composition of the

fuzzy relations W−1 and W in which product is replaced by a t–norm in general,
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and supremum instead of average is used to aggregate over all documents.

Considering sup–T composition of fuzzy relations as a kind of matrix product

goes back to the early days of fuzzy set theory (e.g. [212]). Kohout et al

suggested to use compositions of the document–term relation and its inverse

but do not mention the sup–T composition in [105]. Instead they turn to

the subproduct, the superproduct and an alternative version of the square

product, replacing the infimum by taking the average over all documents.

They use them to generate a specification relation (“more specific than”),

a generalization relation (“broader than”) and a synonymy relation between

terms respectively.

The relations (6.1.1), (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) are symmetrical, while (6.1.2) and

(6.1.3) are not in general. Note that

(W−1 ◦T W )(t, t) ≤ sup
d∈D

W (d, t)

hence if t does not have a high W (d, t) value for any of the documents, the

association between t and itself by means of (6.1.1) will be low! Using (6.1.5)

the degree of association between t and itself is

1

n

∑

d∈D

W (d, t)2

which will also be small in the aforementioned case. If we are dealing with an

implicator satisfying

x ≤ y ⇒ I(x, y) = 1, for all x and y in [0, 1]

(such as residual implicators) then (W−1 /I W )(t, t), (W−1 .I W )(t, t) and

(W−1¤T,IW )(t, t) are 1, regardless whether we aggregate by means of infimum

or average. This makes (6.1.4) a better choice for synonym than (6.1.1) or

(6.1.5). (6.1.2) and (6.1.3) can however give rise to counterintuitive results

when the first part of the implication is low, e.g. for (6.1.2) when W (d, t1)

is low for all documents. Indeed in this case the resulting implication values

tend to be high (you can derive everything from a premise which is close to

false). In other words a term that is not important for any of the documents

will be registered as more specific than all of the other terms! This problem

with sub- and superproducts is known. In [18] a patch is provided by taking

the intersection of the subproduct with the composition.
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6.1.3 Associations

Association rule mining for market basket analysis gained high popularity soon

after its introduction by Agrawal et al [1] at the beginning of the 1990’s. The

straightforwardness of the underlying ideas as well as the increasing availability

of transaction data from shops certainly helped to this end. In the context of

association rule mining, data is represented in a table. The rows correspond

to objects (e.g. transactions, patients,...) while the columns correspond to

attributes (e.g. items bought in a transaction, symptoms,...). Ones and zeros

in the data matrix denote whether or not the object has a specific attribute

(whether or not cheese was purchased in the 5th transaction, whether or not

patient John has fever,...). In this way, we can think of an object as a set of

attributes, but we can also think of an attribute as a set of objects (namely

those having that attribute). The purpose of association rule mining is to

detect rules of the form A ⇒ B in the data, indicating that an object containing

attribute A is likely to contain B as well (e.g. cheese ⇒ bread).

The support measure of an association rule checks its statistical significance

in the database X of transactions, while the confidence measure considers how

many of the objects that have attribute A, have attribute B as well. Using

the notation A and B to denote the sets of objects having the attributes A

and B, these support and confidence measures of the candidate rule A ⇒ B

are defined by

supp(A ⇒ B) =
|A ∩B|
|X| (6.1.6)

conf(A ⇒ B) =
|A ∩B|
|A| (6.1.7)

Usually (6.1.7) is only computed when (6.1.6) is found to be large enough

to be statistically significant, so in this case |A| 6= 0. Generalizations to

fuzzy association rule mining, in which objects can have attributes to a degree

between 0 and 1, have been defined (see e.g. [41, 93]). In this case objects

correspond to fuzzy sets of attributes, while attributes correspond to fuzzy

sets of objects. If we think of documents as objects and terms as attributes

(i.e. the data table is a document–term matrix), then an association rule A ⇒
B indicates that a document containing term A is likely to contain term B as

well.
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6.1.4 From terms to fuzzy sets: A common framework

If a term is transformed into a fuzzy set of terms to approach the automatic

construction of fuzzy thesauri. Then finding a degree of association between

two terms is shifted to finding a degree of relatedness between the correspond-

ing (fuzzy) sets. Well-known measures of inclusion of A in B (A and B both

being fuzzy sets in a universe X) are

Inc1(A,B) = inf
x∈X

J(A(x), B(x)) (6.1.8)

and

Inc2(A,B) =
|A ∩T B|
|A| (6.1.9)

with the cardinality of a fuzzy set A defined as |A| = ∑
x∈X

A(x). In (6.1.9) it is

of course assumed that A 6= ∅. Well–known similarity measures include

Sim1(A,B) = sup
x∈X

T (A(x), B(x)) (6.1.10)

Sim2(A,B) =
|A ∩T B|
|X| (6.1.11)

and

Sim3(A,B) =
|A ∩T B|
|A ∪S B| (6.1.12)

S is a t-conorm,

Sim4(A,B) = inf
x∈X

T (J(A(x), B(x)), J(B(x), A(x))) (6.1.13)

J is an implication function.

And now we can express all the previous ideas of term relations by means

of fuzzy similarity and inclusion operations. Given a relation W between terms

and documents, the W–foreset of t is the fuzzy set Wt in the universe D of

documents, defined as Wt(d) = W (d, t). In other words Wt is the fuzzy set of

documents relevant or related to term t.

• Now W T W can be expressed by the similarity Sim2 of Wt1 and Wt2 :

W T W (t1, t2) = Sim2(Wt1 ,Wt2) =
|Wt1 ∩Prod Wt2|

|X|
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• Now composition W T ◦T W can be expressed by the similarity Sim1 of

Wt1 and Wt2 :

W T ◦T W (t1, t2) = Sim1(Wt1 ,Wt2)) = sup
x∈X

T (Wt1 ,Wt2)

• Now sub-product W T /J W can be expressed by the inclusion Inc1 of

Wt1 and Wt2 :

W T /J W (t1, t2) = Inc1(Wt1 ,Wt2)) = sup
x∈X

J(Wt1 ,Wt2)

• Now super-productW T .J W can be expressed by the inclusion Inc1 of

Wt1 and Wt2 :

W T .J W (t1, t2) = Inc1(Wt2 ,Wt1)) = sup
x∈T

J(Wt2 ,Wt1)

• Now square-product W T £T,J W can be expressed by the similarity Sim4

of Wt1 and Wt2 :

W T £T,JW (t1, t2) = Sim4(Wt1 ,Wt2)) = sup
x∈X

T (J(Wt1 ,Wt2)), J(Wt2 ,Wt1))

• It is clear that the support and confidence measure correspond respec-

tively to Sim2 and Inc2.

Many authors suggested (often independent of each others work) the use

of Sim(Wt1,Wt2) to construct a symmetrical fuzzy relationship between t1
and t2, as well as the use of Inc(Wt1,Wt2) to construct specification and

generalization relations. E.g. Gotlieb and Kumar [79] used Sim3 (but in the

context of crisp sets). Miyamoto et al [126],[127] proposes the idea for Inc2

and Sim3, and Ogawa et al[134] uses Sim3. Recently there seems to be a boom

of the same idea resurfacing over and over again. The use of Inc2 and/or

Sim3 is proposed again in [87], [94], [119], and in [201]. [65] presents a variant

where terms are transformed into crisp sets of their synonyms instead of fuzzy

sets of documents; Sim3 is applied here. Miyamoto [125] proposes an another

extension in which the neighborhood of a term is not necessarily the document

in which it occurs, but it can also be a section of a document such as the

surrounding words. The use of measures of association for the construction of

fuzzy thesauri was already proposed in [149].
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We have shown that composition of fuzzy document–term relations, ap-

plication of similarity and inclusion measures on fuzzy sets of documents as

well as generation of association rules containing terms as attributes nicely

fit into the same framework. As such it becomes clear that each of these at

first sight different techniques carry the same basic idea, thereby increasing

the credibility of the power of this idea.

Note however that the general framework (and a fortiori all of the individ-

ual techniques discussed above) relies on a fuzzy document–term relation as a

starting point. One of the main problems when developing a fuzzy set theoret-

ical application is the definition of the membership functions of the fuzzy sets

involved. It is exactly this problem that we are again faced with here. Tradi-

tionally one relies on a probabilistic approach to generate the document–term

matrix, i.e. by counting frequencies of words within a document and over the set

of all documents. We should move on to new approach more semantic, using in-

formation already available like term–sentence relations, sentence–paragraphs

relations and paragraphs–document relations.
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6.2 Imprecise Concepts Based Search

In contrast to structured databases, most of the information on the WWW

is developed to be read and interpreted by human beings rather than by ma-

chines. This information, presented in various ways such as natural language,

images and video, is often referred to as unstructured or semi-structured, terms

which apply on the level of individual documents. It seems necessary to build

some kind of structure to be able to perform an efficient and effective search.

In its easiest form this structure is an index consisting of terms and pointers

to documents containing those terms, or a document–term relation viewed as

a matrix in which each element corresponds to the number of occurrences of

the term in the document. The use of an index or a document–term relation

makes the search more efficient than having to go through each document for

each keyword based query. However in this approach documents will not be

returned as search results if they do not contain the “exact keywords” of the

query. To satisfy users who expect search engines to come up with “what

they mean and not what they say”, more sophisticated techniques are

needed to enhance the structure which was built automatically on the docu-

ment collection.

CWP and Soft-Computing ideas have many possible applications to docu-

ment retrieval and internet search, but the complexity of the search tools, as

well as the prohibitive size of the Internet (for which improved search technol-

ogy is especially important), make it difficult to quickly test the effectiveness

of soft computing ideas (specifically, the usage of conceptual fuzzy set on-

tologies) to improve search results. For this purpose we have revisited “old”

strategies for construction of fuzzy ontologies (understood as fuzzy relations

between concepts) and put them into the common framework of fuzzy rela-

tions. And to lessen the difficulty of testing these ideas, we have developed a

software system1 that allows to evaluate the effectiveness of various types of

fuzzy ontologies to improve information retrieval.

1This project was developed under the auspices of the Berkeley Initiative in Soft Comput-
ing from January to May of 2004, with the help and collaboration of the Computer Science
students at UC Berkeley, Chris Loer, Harman Singh and Allen Cheung
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6.2.1 System Description

Our system is loosely based on the “General Text Parser (GTP)” developed at

the University of Tennessee and guided by “Understanding Search Engines”,

written by some of the authors of GTP [22]. This framework allows a user to

take a set of documents, form a “vector search space” out of these documents,

and then run queries within that search space.

In our framework, the system takes an ontology and uses its set of rela-

tionships to modify the relevance of the terms of every document in its search

space (that is, the number of times a given term appears in a given document,

for all terms. The vector of terms for every document is normalized for ease

of calculation) with the goal of creating a search space where documents are

grouped by semantic similarity rather than by simple coincidence of terms.

For example, a system would detect that the user uses the terms “Bush” and

“president” interchangeably and tighten the ontological relationship between

these two terms. The way for specifying an ontology to this framework is a

“Conceptual Fuzzy Set Network”, which is essentially a graph with terms and

concepts as nodes and relations (which include activation functions) as the

edges respectively [133] (see section 6.2.2).

As well as allowing users to directly manipulate a number of factors that

control how the system indexes documents (i.e. the ontology that the system

uses), the framework is specifically designed to be easily extensible and mod-

ular. We believe that there are a wealth of strategies for improving search

results that have yet to be tested, and hope that for many of them, simple

modifications to this framework will allow researchers to quickly evaluate the

utility of the strategy.

The framework exists as a set of packages for dealing with various search

tasks: it is currently tied together by a user interface that coordinates the

packages into a simple search tool. This section will give a brief overview of the

interesting features of the framework. While making design decisions, we have

tried to make every part of the code as extensible and modular as possible, so

that further modifications to individual parts of the document indexing process

can be made as easily as possible, usually without modifying the existing code

save a few additions to the user interface. Our current implementation includes

the following features:

• A web page parser with a word stemmer attached.
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Figure 6.1: Searching Process

• Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) of a vector search space.

• Automatic generation of ontologies based on OMCSNet.

• “Fuzzification” of the search space based on an ontology specified.

• The ability to run queries on a defined search space created from a set

of documents.

• The ability to run queries specifying a context, and using it to modify

the search space.

• A visualization tool that projects an n-dimensional search space into two

dimensions.

• Fuzzy c-means clustering of documents.

Search Spaces

After parsing, each document is represented as a vector mapping terms to

frequencies, where the frequency “value” is measured with Term-Frequency

Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) indexing (although the system allows

for alternative frequency measurements). These documents are represented as
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an n-dimensional vector space, where n is the number of unique terms in all of

the documents, i.e. the union of all terms in all documents. From this initial

vector space it is possible to construct an “LSI Space”, [48] , which is a copy

of the original vector space that has been modified using LSI; in our case, we

use a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) matrix decomposition method to

optimally compress sparse matrices (Our vector space is a sparse matrix, as

every document has only a fraction of all the terms in the search domain).

SVD compression is lossy, but the optimality of the compression ensures that

semantically similar terms are the first to be conflated as the amount of com-

pression increases [22]. Query matching is performed by calculating the cosine

similarity between the query term vector and document term vectors within

the search space.

Although in our program we have started from Term Frequency-Inverse

Document Frequency (TF-IDF) measures, to compare the different results,

we know that there exist other approaches as Non-monotonic Document Fre-

quency (NMDF) measures [88], term ranking algorithms based on evolution-

ary computing, or other methods for measuring the occurrence of terms within

documents, for example [71].

Integration with GoogleTM Search

We initially parse a manually entered set of web pages or text documents. If

we take this idea one step further and try to include some form of automated

document search and extraction on the World Wide Web, a natural direc-

tion is making use of Google’s search engine (via their free API) to download

new documents on-the-fly. A typical scenario would have a user searching for

documents about “car repair”; the system would fetch a group of documents

related to automotive maintenance by using Google’s search API, parse them

as a document search space, and query within this tight domain of documents

(perhaps also using a ontology).

Ontologies

Our framework treats “ontologies” as a completely separate module, and its

only requirement is that an ontology must be able to “fuzzify” a a set of term

(i.e. relate terms to each other) according to its own rules. We have included

an ontology parser which parses XML files of a certain format into a base

ontology class. Figure 6.2 shows an example of the XML format of a simple
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Figure 6.2: A simple example of the format of an ontology stored in XML.

ontology; this basic ontology class stores a set of words and for each word, a set

of directed relations from that word to all other words in the ontology (Each

relation contains a real value between 0 and 1, where 0 signifies a complete

lack of relation and 1 signifies full synonyms).

To reshape a search space using an ontology, the user must choose an

activation function for increasing or decreasing the value of related terms as

specified by the rules of the ontology. With our framework, we have included

a linear propagation function for ontologies; it takes the frequency of every

term in the document, looks for that term in the ontology, and increases the

frequency of all related terms by the value specified in that ontology. For

example, given that farm is related to agriculture by 0.45, farm has a frequency

value of 2, and agriculture has a value of 0, linear propagation would give

agriculture a new value of 0.45 ∗ 2 = 0.9. If sigmoid propagation is being

used, then frequencies will actually be decreased if they fall below a certain

threshold, so that only terms that have a high degree of “support” (that is,

they occur along with other terms that are deemed to be related to them, and

thus probably have to do with the central meaning of the document) end up

becoming amplified.

Clustering

The framework includes a clustering unit that performs Fuzzy C-Means clus-

tering on a search space [25]; the user interface allows users to specify whether
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to perform clustering, how many clusters to create, and what membership

threshold to use (see figure 6.3). The clustering process assigns each docu-

ment a degree of membership in each of the clusters, used in the visualization

to illustrate document groupings (which should tend to correspond with the

groupings that can be visually perceived in the two dimensional representation)

as well as in query execution to speed up processing queries: with clusters, the

system trims the document space by looking only at documents that have a

relatively high degree of membership in the cluster that best fits the query.

Figure 6.3: Two dimensional visualization of a search space containing docu-
ments in Spanish and English.

Visualization

The user interface has a visualization tool which plots a two dimensional repre-

sentation of the documents in the search space. LSI is used to obtain a rank-2

decomposition of the n-dimensional search space, which is ultimately a 2 × n

matrix of points in two dimensions. Our interface plots that matrix, allows

the user to move around and inspect documents, and colorizes documents by

their degree of membership in any given cluster. The aim of the tool is to
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allow users to quickly determine the salient characteristics of a search space

and to determine, on a very broad level, how the use of an ontology affects

the space. The user may also plot a two dimensional representation of terms

(which is based on the same underlying search space), in order to determine

how certain terms might group together.

As an initial test of our two dimensional visualization, we first sampled

a number of news sites in two distinct languages: Spanish and English. As

we expected, the visualization displayed two completely distinct clusters of

documents, as shown in Figure 6.3. Where English documents cluster on the

y axis, while Spanish documents cluster on the x axis.

6.2.2 Ontology Generation

Because this tool allows us to compare query results with and without on-

tological information, it will be useful for testing the effectiveness of various

ontologies at capturing semantic structure within a search domain. Possible

options include:

• Hand craft a set of relations among words related to an academic dis-

cipline (i.e. Computer Science), and then use the ontology to search in

the domain of technical articles for that discipline.

• Automatically generate an ontology for a search domain based on some

criteria such as term coincidence, and compare results with the use of an

ontology to results without the use of an ontology. Specifically, the ef-

fectiveness in improving search results of “fuzzy thesauri” [43] generated

from the World Wide Web could be evaluated.

• Use the results from user feedback driven ontology creation (such as the

BISC Image Search program) and test their ability to improve results.

User feedback could be used in an interactive system to generate a sort

of personalized context (when Bob says “Bush” he also means “Presi-

dent”...) or to create a generalized knowledge base similar to other com-

mon sense knowledge bases, although it would be term-centered rather

than phrase-centered (when someone says “tractor” and ”farm”, they

also mean “agriculture”).

• Generate an ontology automatically based on semantic information from

an existing database of natural language structure such as Princeton’s
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WordNet, MIT’s OMCSNet, or Berkeley’s FrameNet. While our system

is already capable to generate a simple ontology from the information in

OMCSNet, it could be extended to generate a context-sensitive ontology

from the other sources of information.

Figure 6.4: Learning Process

A learning tool (which its schema can be seen in figure 6.4) has been built

into the system that given a context query, generates a search space from Web

or from a set of documents, finds the most common terms in that search space,

and then constructs an ontology out of information available through MIT’s

Open Mind Common Sense corpus (OMCSNet). This ontology encodes all of

the relations to various words and phrases that OMCSNet has for the common

terms. Although it contains no domain specific information it provides a good

initial approximation of an ontology for our purposes. After the ontology is

generated it can be saved in XML file for later use (see for example figure 6.2).

6.2.3 Imprecise Concepts

The framework lends itself to a more advanced notion of “ontology” than we

have used in our initial implementation, which focuses simply on direct rela-

tionships between terms. To capture semantic information with greater depth,
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hierarchical conceptual fuzzy sets may prove useful. A hierarchical concep-

tual fuzzy set network specifies concepts and relations using multiple levels of

abstraction. For example, the term Porsche would trigger activation of the

concept Sports Cars, which would in turn activate Cars, and then Moving

Vehicles. In this situation the additional term Ferrari would strongly trigger

Sports Car, while the term Truck would strongly trigger the broader Mov-

ing Vehicles. By more accurately determining the context of words within a

document, and thus the “meaning” of the document, the use of a hierarchi-

cal conceptual fuzzy set network could further improve the quality of query

results.

Hierarchical Conceptual Fuzzy Set Network

Definition 6.2.1. Fuzzy Term: the meaning of a term is a fuzzy set of terms.

µ(t) = 0.5/t1 + 1.0/t2 + 0.2/t3 + ...

Definition 6.2.2. Fuzzy Docs: the meaning of a document is a fuzzy set of

documents.

σ(d) = 0.1/d1 + 0.5/d2 + 0.1/d3 + ...

Definition 6.2.3. Fuzzy Relations: term-term and document-document rela-

tions:

T = [µ(t1), µ(t2), µ(t3), ...]

D = [σ(d1), σ(d2), σ(d3), ...]

Definition 6.2.4. Hierarchical Conceptual Fuzzy Set Network: A Conceptual

Fuzzy Set Network specifies concepts and relations using different levels of ab-

straction and form a network of concepts.

HT = [T1, T2, ...] HD = [D1, D2, ...]

6.2.4 Contextual Search

With the World Wide Web (accessed via Google API or some other means)

at our fingertips, we are able to make refinements of queries or expand queries

to include other relevant documents and enlarge the size of our search space.

For instance, to follow-up and expand on section 6.2 and its integration with

Google, we can use define contextual searches by the following algorithm:
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- Input query context.

- Use Google API to find top n results for the terms in the query context.

- Use OMCSNet to create context-specific ontology based on the most

common terms in the top n results.

- Input a query.

- Use OMCSNet ontology to find the groups of terms most related to the

terms of the query.

- Use Google API to find top n results for each of the groups of terms

related to the query.

- Add all new documents retrieved from Google to our search space.

- Reorder documents from using OMCSNet ontology.

- Return top k most highly ranked documents.

The ontology we generate thus has a domain-specific information and no-

tion of abstract concepts; it encodes the relationship between (hopefully rele-

vant) English terms and other terms that may show up in our searches.

Such a process would in effect expand and refine our search space - by

sampling multiple parts of the World Wide Web with the help of an ontology,

we are expanding beyond the limited number of terms in the user’s query

and by reordering documents with respect to the ontology, we are refining

our results and giving higher ranks to documents which are closely related to

the query. Abstractly, we are approximating a “fuzzification” of the World

Wide Web with the ontology. If we had re-indexed the entire World Wide

Web, documents using ontologically related terms would be similar to each

other: although these documents might have no relation to each other that

would show up in a Google search, this process would ensure that all relevant

documents would be fetched and the reordered such that the results would be

similar to the results we would expect if we had completely re-indexed.

6.2.5 Results

To test the operation of our system, we created search spaces with sets of

documents drawn from Internet news sites (see figure 6.7). Now if we set
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Figure 6.5: Documents related to the
war in Iraq. No ontology were used

Figure 6.6: Visualization of the same
search space using the ontology

the context to “Iraq War” and generate an ontology for this context. We

take the most common terms in a initial set of 124 documents retrieved form

GoogleTM News and went to OMCSNet to create an ontology (as mentioned).

We used our visualization tool to get a two dimensional representation of the

search space before and after modifying term frequencies with our ontology.

Figure 6.5 shows the visualization before modification, and Figure 6.6 shows

the visualization after modification.

Our context ontology only increased term frequencies, and doing so it will

increase the similarity between any two documents. Despite this simplicity, our

expectation was that adjusting term frequency values would make documents

which referred to similar topics appear more similarly. Not surprisingly, the

visualization after modification showed that all documents were more tightly

clustered (see Figure 6.6). We see that, all documents become more similar

to each other since they are topic-related documents. Although we were able

to inspect visual points to informally verify that similar documents were in

fact near each other, we had no systematic way to evaluate the effectiveness

of the transformation. If we were to use an advanced ontology which took

into account different aspects of the context, we would expect to see a greater

impact in the visualization. In general, because of the coarse nature of visuals

and the high level of rank reduction we need to obtain a two-dimensional
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Figure 6.7: An extract of the set of news used for searching.

representation, our visualization tool only provides an intuition for how the

documents are related and the overall effect of an ontology, but cannot give

any systematic evidence for the effectiveness of a given ontology.

To measure the effectiveness of an ontology at improving information re-

trieval for a body of documents, we compared search results from a variety of

queries on a given corpora with and without the use of an ontology. The accu-

racy of our results are subjective; having no objective standard to measure our

results against, we cannot give concise numbers on how well our search frame-

work performs short of developing a point-based rubric to manually evaluate,

rank and compare search results.

As our primary interest while writing this system was verifying that the

system itself performed as expected, we did not develop any evaluation system

for accuracy, but rather evaluated results of several test queries based on infor-

mal observation, comparing the use of different ontologies (including the “null”

ontology). Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the results of searching for the term “pa-

triotism” before and after ontologically modifying an “Iraq War” search space.
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Figure 6.8: The result of a search for ”patriotism ” before modifying the search
space

Figure 6.9: The result of the same search after modification

The top results shown in Figure 6.8 are documents containing the term “patri-

otism”, and they are separated from lower results by a steep drop in similarity

index value. Upon further inspection, our lower-ranked documents do not in-

clude the term “patriotism” but still seem to hold some relation to the term

(this may be an effect of semantic information captured by LSI). In Figure

6.9, the first document of the previous rank (document number 1) is actually

ranked in the middle of the list of query results, and now the first document
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(document number 16) which contains the word “patriotism” and many other

related words now has a much higher degree. And the following documents

(documents 106, 44, 27, 37) do not contain the word “patriotism”, but they

discuss about it and contain terms and phrases such as “flag waving”, “sup-

porting veterans”, or “national pride”. Note that all results have received a

higher similarity index as a result of ”fuzzification ” and the order of relevance

has changed from the query without an ontology, but also that the lists only

has six documents in common.

It is of course easy to explain why the results in one figure 6.9 are bet-

ter than the results of the other 6.8, since the ontology we have used were

specifically built for this context as explained previously. This system allows

to demonstrate easily how an ontology changes the results of queries and al-

lows the user to quickly compare search spaces with and without the help of

ontologies.

6.2.6 Future Work

We have identified several projects that could be pursued using the framework,

either as extensions or as tests performed within the system. Our desire to

test some of these ideas motivated the design of this system, but we expect

that the framework may prove useful for testing ideas that never occurred to

us.

We designed the system to work well on relatively small corpora, in the

range of thousands of documents. If tailored and domain-specific ontologies

prove to be a useful technique in improving search results within a restricted

domain, these ideas could be applied to a scalable search systems based on

some of the principles laid out by Brin and Page [30]. Such a system would still

probably be best suited to searching restricted (and more structured) domains,

rather than the entirety of the World Wide Web, and might be used by libraries

and other institutions charged with storing academic or professional knowledge

to provide improved search results to their clients.

As this ontology based search system is primarily a tool for testing new

ideas, this work’s intention is to create awareness of the availability of this

tool. For the interested reader, the complete source code for this system, as

well as documentation, is available by request. Although completely different

indexing techniques would be necessary to efficiently apply ontology-based

ideas to the task of searching very large corpora, we believe that this system
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could serve as a fair prototype for a tool to search specific, limited-size corpora

(i.e. a set of books or papers in a particular field). If we are able to find and

develop a method of capturing semantic significance of documents at this level,

this technology then could be expanded into the larger domain of generalized

Internet search.



Chapter 7

Perception related experiments

In this chapter firstly we explore new ways of representing the perceptions that

an Autonomous Mobile Robot can obtain of its environment and of it self. The

aim is to model these perceptions properly taking into account the imprecision

inherent in the specific environment and in the robot sensors. For that purpose

will build a robust model based on approximate maps that can properly handle

this imprecision. Using these maps the robot was able to recognize previous

places and to self-localize it self.

And secondly, provided we can get a better model if we can get a better rep-

resentation of the rules. We will define a legible and accurate rule model, that

will be used in different experiments to obtain good results but maintaining a

good legibility of the rules.

171
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7.1 Approximate maps and self-localization

In this work we have proposed to analyze new ways of representing the percep-

tions that an Autonomous Mobile Robot (AMR) can obtain of its environment

and of it self, emphasizing that environment and sensor characteristics must be

considered as a whole. The aim is modeling these perceptions properly taking

into account the imprecision inherent in the specific environment and in the

robot sensors. A robot which uses sensors with specific characteristics and has

specific goals.

One of the most important capacities that an autonomous mobile robot

(AMR) should have is the self-localizing in its physical environment. In gen-

eral, the robot should be capable to build some kind of map and to use it to es-

timate its own position with respect to the objects represented in it [61, 136, 2].

For this purpose we are going to build three different approximate maps:

one representing the obstacles, other representing the empty spaces, and an-

other one representing the integrated map. Moreover, the robot must be able

to recognize previous places in other to be able to self-localize, so we need to

match the current perception with the maps representing the previous percep-

tions.

Classical sensors used in AMR in order to build a map are: odometric

sensors, that measure the relative position of the robot with respect previous

one, and ultrasonic sensors, that that measure the distance to obstacles. These

sensors have a reduced cost and are quite easy to use, but their measures lack

of precision. Therefore we need to build a robust model using fuzzy logic that

can handle this lack of precision properly.

7.1.1 System Description

Although the investigation of new methods for AMR self-localization is fre-

quently carried out using simulators, it is generally accepted that the use of

these simulators should be limited to the preliminary phase of this type of de-

velopments. In this work, a robot named Sancho 21 has been used (see Figure

7.1). This robot incorporates odometric sensors (with a resolution of 1cm) in

the motorized wheels and twelve ultrasonic sensors (see Figure 7.2) distributed

in angles of 30 around it (which have a resolution of 4 cm and have a beam

1Sancho 2 has been designed and built by Gracian Triviño and Antonio Ruiz with the
Department of “Tecnoloǵıas fotónicas” at the ”Universidad Politécnica de Madrid”
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opening angle of 25o).

Figure 7.1: The robot Sancho2

Figure 7.2: Twelve ultrasonic sensors

The behavior of this robot can be programmed using the portable computer

included in its structure. A set of software tools, including the necessary

functions to control the AMR movement and to use the available sensors, have

been incorporated.

On one hand odometric sensors suffers some problems:

• They have a limited resolution, this fact causes that the imprecision of

data which represents the relative position grows up while distance and

number of maneuvers increase.

• Furthermore, there exists the possibility that wheels skid depending on

ground surface characteristics [28].

On the other hand, sonar sensing suffers from several important problems:

• Measure of ultrasounds time of flight has imprecision inherent to the

measure instrument.

• Poor angular resolution due to the transducers beamwith, the signal

emitted forms an opened solid angle which does not permit to know

exactly in which part of the arc formed by the front of waves the object

that has returned the echo is located [131].
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• Obtained measures are limited to the time of flight of the first received

echo and, therefore, only correspond to the distance of the first obstacle

detected.

• Limited range resolution that depends on the duration of the emitted

burst. This produce that too close objects, such that theirs echoes over-

lap, can not be distinguished. A trade-off must be found between short-

ing the pulse to improve the resolution and conserving enough energy to

reach far obstacles.

• Specular reflections occur when the angle of incidence in a planar surface

is greater than the beam width. This can produce depending of the envi-

ronment geometrical characteristics that the primary echo never returns

to the transducer, or even, that the echo returns after being reflected

in a other obstacles. Obviously, the amount of reflected sound energy

depends on the surface structure of the obstacle. In domestic environ-

ment it is easy to find smoother surfaces, such as walls, polished wood,

plastics, etc. Experimental results show that it is needed a tilt angle less

than 25o to detect this type of obstacles.

• When multiple sonar sensor are used, misreading can be produced due

to either robot external ultrasound sources or crosstalk among the self-

sensors.

• In a real closed place, different kinds of materials with different charac-

teristics absorb or reflect the signal differently [111].

Taking all of this into account we must keep in mind the imprecision related

to the physical characteristics of objects that form the place and related to the

particular robot. For example, the intensity of the received echo depends on

the incidence angle of the signal on the obstacle surface. An incidence angle

too opened over a polished plain surface may cause either the obstacle can not

be detected or a rebound (false echo) appears due to echo reflection in other

objects encountered during the echo return trajectory.

7.1.2 Experimental setup

During the robot activity we have to distinguish two modes: Exploration mode,

in which the robot has to learn the map of the place; and Navigation mode,
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Figure 7.3: Train and test positions

during which the robot will use the learnt map to self-localize; although the

robot alternate between modes during experiments. In order to get a set of

data useful for our experiments, in Exploration mode, a trace has been ob-

tained by following a route of points in the chosen area for experimentation.

For the Navigation phase, the trace has been obtained by performing a ran-

dom trajectory into a domain delimited by the explored area. In figure 7.3,

data obtained from maneuvers and measurements carried out have been repre-

sented. Over a schematic map of the place, the robot and obstacles positions

detected by ultrasounds are represented (the points are actually the centers

of the 25o arcs corresponding to ultrasonic signals). The trace corresponding

with Exploration phase is represented with rhombus, while Navigation phase

trace is represented with circles.

The set of measures

The robot has been programmed to follow a route measuring the distances

in the twelve directions around (d1, d2, ..., d12) and taking down its position

and orientation (x, y, α). In this way, a data set, that we have called trace, is

formed containing n vectors of the form:

(x, y, α, d1, d2, ..., d12)

In order to delimit the problem complexity, some periodical verifications of

data associated with the estimated positions by odometry have been performed

to guarantee that annotated positions in the trace were free of significant errors.
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Utilization of a real places

To test our ideas the robot has been programmed to explore two rooms at

our university taking sonar measures in different places and building their

approximate maps. One, the room 4103 which can be seen in figure 7.4,

has approximated dimensions of 2 by 2.5 meters. The walls of this place

are formed by the furniture which have different materials, including several

polished surfaces that can provoke outliers because ultrasonic signal bounces.

The other, is the hall of the second floor which can be seen in figure 7.5, it has

an approximate size of 6 by 8 meters, there is not furniture although walls are

made of polished marble, and people pass through during all day and introduce

noise in the model. These two places show many of the problems that we want

to deal with, and are representative enough for our experiments.

Figure 7.4: Room 4103 Figure 7.5: Hall of second floor

7.1.3 Approximate maps

As a consequence of previous considerations, we can say the system relating the

AMR position with the distances obtained using ultrasonic sensors in a closed

place is, in general, not continuous and not linear. In the last decade some

approximations of the AMR self-localization problem have been published, but

definitive solutions have not been found [28, 70, 85].

The aim of this work is not to avoid imprecision but to represent and

manage it. During last years several models of sensor have been developed by

different authors. These models provide different levels of description of factors
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that produce uncertainty. These models are usually incorporated in stochastic

techniques [62, 70, 85] in order to build an occupancy grid (where degrees of

cells represent the probability of being occupied), but in our experience fuzzy

logic provides a more robust and efficient tool for managing this uncertainty

and for building approximate maps (where degrees of cells represent the degree

of being an obstacle or of being an empty space). In fact, fuzzy measures need

less axioms that probabilities, so a wider choice of operators are available for

modeling uncertainty and for aggregating information from different sources.

In order to verify that the available data were enough to represent the

obstacles we have performed an initial test. In figure 7.3 where we have plot

a point in the center of the beam arc for each echo, one can see that most of

points are near a wall, although many rebounds, short echoes, and noise are

also encountered.

Using the idea of antonyms we have built a fuzzy model of obstacles and

of empty-spaces. As usually happens with antonyms the negation of one term

is not equal to the other. That is, that a cell is not empty does not mean that

it is an obstacle and that a cell is not an obstacle does not mean that it is

empty. Moreover the way obstacles and empty-spaces are modeled is different

due to fact that the information provided by sonar sensors must be interpreted

differently for obstacles and for empty-spaces.

As an initial model we can use a simple rule, and obtain the approximate

maps of figure 7.6 and 7.7 plot below:

• If the measure is d at angle α put an obstacle around d in the center of

α

• If the measure is d at angle α the space is empty until d inside cone of

α.

These figures shows an initial approximate map of the place used during the

experimentation, where the possibility that cells are occupied by an obstacle is

represented by red and empty-spaces by blue. In obstacles map, the limits of

place can be recognized and also it can be observed that some outliers appear

because of presence of bounces and short echoes. But in empty-spaces map, it

is hard to see the limits due to rebounds. One can see in figure 7.8 that there

are many contradictions between the maps, and that the fused map plotted in

figure 7.9 is useless.
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Figure 7.6: Obstacles map Figure 7.7: Empty-spaces map

Figure 7.8: Contradictions map Figure 7.9: Fused map

To avoid rebounds, short echoes and other noises, we have redefined the

set of fuzzy rules and the way to combine the measures of sensors into the

corresponding map.

The rules used for obstacles are:

• If the measure is big discard.

• If the measure is not big accept it.

• If the measure is d try an obstacle at approximate d.

• If the measure is at angle α try an obstacle at approximate α.

• If I have seen an obstacle several times then it will be one.

The rules used for empty-spaces are:
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Figure 7.10: Big - not Big Figure 7.11: Small - not Small

Figure 7.12: Approximate d and α

• If the measure is not small discard.

• If the measure is small accept it.

• If the measure is d at angle α the space is empty until d inside cone α.

• If I have seen an empty space some times then it will be one.

The linguistic labels used in these rules can be seen below:

These rules try to take into account the problems underlying sonar readings

and allows us to construct approximate maps in such a way that every cell

contains a number between 0 and 1, which represents the degree of this cell

being an obstacle or the degree of being an empty-space. The results after

some readings can be seen in the obstacles map (see figure 7.15) and in the

empty-spaces map (see figure 7.16). We can also see the intersection of the

both in figure 7.17 which represents the current contradictions between them.
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Figure 7.13: Until d = 350, α = 40o Figure 7.14: Until d = 250, α = 40o

Figure 7.15: Obstacles map Figure 7.16: Empty-spaces map

Figure 7.17: Contradictions map Figure 7.18: Fused Map
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Figure 7.19: 3D Fused Map of room D-4103

Now taking into account the contradictions we can combine both maps and

obtain and fused map in figure 7.18 and in 7.19, where the green represents

unknown, red an obstacle and blue an empty-space.

The use of approximate maps allows us to synthesize the accumulated in-

formation from samples in a way that the data structure is kept constant while

the accuracy of the representation achieved increases with the number of sam-

ples. These maps will be used later on to estimate its position during the robot

self-localization process.

7.1.4 Self-localization

How to self-localize using local perception

The problem of self-localization can be seen as finding a relation between

two domains: the readings or the twelve distances (d1, d2, ..., d12) that the

robot measures in every visited point, and the pose or the triplets (x, y, α)

that represents the robot position and orientation. The relation between these

variables could be given by a relation expressed as

(d1, d2, ..., d12)R(x, y, α)

One important characteristic of this relation R is that, in general, it is

not univocal, not continuous, not linear and not decomposable. For a certain

distances vector, due to the data uncertainty and possible symmetries in the

place geometry, several robot poses could be considered as valid ones.
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Figure 7.20: Local map 1 Figure 7.21: Local map 2

The proposal presented in this job consists of using a set approximate

maps in order to build a compact and robust enough representation of the

available information about the integrated place-sensor system. The idea of

approximating an unknown relation by a set of fuzzy rules has been extensively

studied [106, 23].

To approximate this relation and to be able to include the grade of certainty

with which these positions are known, in this work we will make use of the

idea of possibility map of positions. This kind of map uses a grid, covering

the place dimensions, indicating in every cell the possibility of being the robot

current position.

Figure 7.22: Estimation Position 1 Figure 7.23: Estimation Position 2
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The twelve distances obtained in an unknown position permit to obtain a

partial map of the obstacles surrounding the robot and of the empty spaces

around the robot (see for example figure 7.20 and 7.21). In order to find

possible robot positions, a map-matching [28, 85] is performed superimposing

as a mask this partial map over all the possible positions in the complete map

of the place, and then the matching degree is evaluated and a possibility map

of its position is gotten (see for example figure 7.22).

The main problem of this approach is the time complexity that is produced

during map-matching. So in order to reduce the time complexity we used

robot the odometric estimation to bound the search space. But as we know

that odometric estimation is imprecise we will look for positions around the

estimated position. For our experiments we have taken an environment of 1

meter around the estimated position to look for the actual position, and the

results are possibility maps defined over that environment, as we can see in

figure 7.22 and 7.23.

Figure 7.24: Position errors and Heading angle deviation

In order to measure the errors of self-localization we need to defuzzify the

positions map to obtain a current estimation of robot position, we have tried we

two different ones, the center of gravity and the maximum value, represented

respectively by the blue and red crosses in the figures 7.22 and 7.23. Using
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the center of gravity for defuzzifying, since it obtains the less errors, we have

performed several test and estimated the position error (in cm.) and heading

angle deviation (in degrees) show in figure 7.24.

So it has been proved that fuzzy logic is a useful tool to represent the

uncertainty inherent in a system like this. In this case, fuzzy logic has been

used successfully to fuse information obtained from different observations into

perceptions. During the Exploration stage the measures have been used to

build an approximate map of obstacles and of empty places, which have been

used during the Navigating phase to estimate accurately the robot position

and heading.

The experimental results with a real robot has been obtained, which show

the viability of the proposed proposal. It has been proved that fuzzy logic is

a useful tool to represent the uncertainty inherent in a system like this. In

this case, fuzzy logic has been used successfully to fusion information obtained

from different samples, to build the approximate maps in the Exploration mode

and to calculate Possibility values when estimating the robot position in the

Navigating mode.
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7.2 Intelligent Control

Probably one of the most successful developments of fuzzy reasoning, from

the industrial point of view, is the design of fuzzy control systems, also called

linguistic control systems, or simpler, the applications of fuzzy controllers.

Controllers are special purpose dedicated pieces of hardware of digital, analog

or hybrid realization (see e.g. [197], [205], [92]), with a functionality whose

specification will be discussed in details below.

The first published work suggesting the application of fuzzy logic for au-

tomatic control purposes is due to L. Zadeh [210] however the first works on

the design of fuzzy control systems are to be thanked to E. Mamdani and his

colleagues [116], [14], [117] in England. Probably the first known application

of fuzzy control at industrial level, is the control of a furnace in the process

of cement production in Danemark [91]. Remarkable is the fact that both the

initial theoretical developments and the first industrial application took place

in Europe. The real break through came however a decade later, when the

Japanese industry started to use fuzzy control both in home appliances and

in complex systems; the fuzzy controlled train of Sendai being one of the best

known examples of this epoch [206], followed by the fuzzy control of a water

sewage plant [203] and the fuzzy control of a flying helicopter [204], [164], [163].
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Figure 7.25: Model of a simple fuzzy controller

A fuzzy control system is based on a set of fuzzy “if-then” rules of behavior

(as the ones introduced in the former section) that consider the kind of stimuli

from the environment, that the system will receive, meanwhile at a given time,

the values of these stimuli represent the facts, that the rules have to consider

to offer proper actions.
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A fuzzy controller has the general structure shown in figure 7.25 (More

elaborated models may be found in e.g. [107], [141], [52]) . Three main blocks

may be distinguished: a data base, a rule base and a processing unit.

The data base contains information related to the “high level” parameters

of the controller, such as the availability of possibly different kinds of crisp-

fuzzy and fuzzy-crisp conversion (including the case of no conversion), and

availability of operations for the numerical calculation of the conjunction or

disjunction of premises. Similarly with respect to the availability of operations

for the implication, that realizes the “then” connective of the rules, as well as

for the operation that computes the aggregation of the conclusions of several

rules that might be simultaneously activated by the prevailing conditions of

the environment. Furthermore the data base also has information related to

the number, shape and distribution of the fuzzy sets specifying the meaning of

the linguistic terms of each linguistic variable associated to a physical variable

stimulating the system to be controlled. In summary, the data base contains all

information needed to specify a particular configuration of the fuzzy controller.

The rule base contains the set of rules that will govern the behavior of

the controller. The definition of the rule base is one of the main tasks of the

designer of a fuzzy controller. There are several strategies to achieve this goal,

e.g.:

• Choose the rules as to represent the knowledge of a control engineer.

• Select the rules to give a fuzzy model of the plant.

• Design the rules to model the knowledge of an experienced operator of

the plant.

• Learn the rules from examples of behavior.

• If the plant may be partitioned into functionally well defined blocks (i.e.

if the “divide and conquer” strategy is applicable, which is often the case

in technical problems), different subsets of rules may be designed, one

for each block. Moreover every subset of rules may be designed following

a different strategy thus leading to a final hierarchical hybrid rule base.

It should be noticed, that the emphasis is given by the words “knowl-

edge” and “model”. (“Learning” is understood as the process of acquiring

knowledge). The goal is then the use of “intelligent control” based knowledge.
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Fuzzy sets provides for an adequate formalism to represent and process this

knowledge.

In the last years we have seen increasing interest in fuzzy systems research

and applications. This is mainly due to the success of fuzzy technologies

in many fields of engineering including consumer products, transportation,

manufacturing, medical, control and signal processing systems.

Classical control models try to avoid vague or imprecise information be-

cause it is considered as having a negative influence in the corresponding tech-

nique. However, fuzzy systems take advantage of this kind of information

because it leads to simpler and more suitable models, which are both easier to

handle and more familiar to human thinking.

During decades Fuzzy Control using Takagi-Sugeno’ approximation has

been successfully applied to a wide range of control problems and have demon-

strated significant advances in non-linear control.

7.2.1 The method of Takagi-Sugeno

A zero-order Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) model, specifies a fuzzy system by a set of

rules of the form:

“ If x1 is P 1
1 and · · · and xn is P n

1 then y is q1”
...

...

“ If x1 is P 1
i and · · · and xn is P n

i then y is qi”

where xj are input variables, P n
i are linguistic labels on X represented by

a fuzzy set µP n
i
, y is the output variable and qi are constant values.

The global output of a T-S model, given an input vector of values [x1, ..., xn]

is:

y =

∑
i

(ωi · qi)

∑
i

(ωi)

where ωi = T (µP i
1
(x1), µP i

2
(x2), · · · , µP i

n
(xn)) is the matching degree between

the inputs and the antecedent of the rule, usually T = Prod.

Fuzzy control begins with the linguistic rules describing the expert’s knowl-

edge of the system’s behaviour, and in that kind of control it is usual to ex-

plicitly or implicitly represent the rules by means of T-Conditional functions

J ([49, 187]).
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It should be pointed out that given a rule “If µP (x), then µQ(y)”, to pass

from the representation as J(µP (x), µQ(y)) = T (µP (x), µQ(y)) - with, for ex-

ample, T = Min or T = Prod - to a more general one J(µP (x), µQ(y)) =

T (ϕ(µP (x)), ψ(µQ(y))), is equivalent to change the given rule to the new

one “If ϕ(µP (x)), then ψ(µQ(y))” and to maintain for this rule the old repre-

sentation by means of J(ϕ(µP (x)), ψ(µQ(y))) = T (ϕ(µP (x)), ψ(µQ(y))).

A simple and useful type of this functions are obtained by taking ϕ(a) = ar

with r ∈ R and ψ = id: J(a, b) = T (ar, b). With r = 1 it is J(a, b) = T (a, b).

It should be also noticed that given a system of several rules it can happen

that each one of them can be more adequately represented by a different T-

Conditional Function J = T (ϕ(a), ψ(b)). For example, given two rules “If x is

P1, then y is Q1” and “If x is P2, then y is Q2”, some respective representation

J1 = T1(µP1(x)r1 , µQ1) and J2 = T2(µP2(x)r2 , µQ2), with T1 6= T2 and r1 6= r2,

can fit better their respective meanings or semantics in a concrete problem

than the single representation obtained with T1 = T2 and r1 = r2.

7.2.2 Using a better representation of the rules

The fact that fuzzy logic mainly deals with imprecise concepts an that it does

not exist a unique type of this logic, any kind of flexibility in the election of

the function representing the logical connectives is useful. For example, either

parametric families of strong-negation functions, (see [104], [188], [129]) like

Np,q =

[
1− aq

1 + p.aq

]1/q

, q > 0, p > −1,

parametric families of t-norms, like Tq(x, y) = [Max(0, xq + yq − 1)]1/q, q > 0,

or parametric families of t-conorms, like Sq(x, y) = [Min(1, xq + yq)]1/q, q > 0,

allow to fix the parameter values by case-examples [129].

It is also important to have parametric families of implication functions (see

[129]). In the case of S−implications S(N(a), b) with, for example, N = Np,1

and S = Sq, it is:

Jq(x, y) =

[
Min

(
1,

(
1− x

1 + px

)q

+ yq

)]1/q

, q > 0

In the case of R−implications as, for example, JWϕ = ϕ−1◦JW ◦(ϕ×ϕ), with

the family of order-automorphisms ϕ(a) = aq, q > 0, we have the parametric
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family of R−implications

Jq(a, b) = [Min(1, 1− aq + bq)]1/q , q > 0

What about ML−implications? Given functions, ϕ, ψ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] such

that ϕ(0) = 0, ϕ(1) = 1 and ψ(a) ≤ a for all a in [0, 1] (hence, ψ(0) = 0), it is:

T1(a, T (ϕ(a), ψ(b))) ≤ Min(a,Min(ϕ(a), ψ(b))) ≤ ψ(b) ≤ b,

for all a, b in [0, 1]. Hence, all function Jϕψ(a, b) = T (ϕ(a), ψ(b)), with a

continuous t-norm T , do verify the Modus Ponens inequality. In particular,

with ϕ = ψ = id[0,1], ML−implications are captured.

With either T = Min or T = Prodϕ, is Jϕψ(a, b) = 0 if and only if ϕ(a) = 0

or ψ(b) = 0, and, of course, Jϕψ(0, b) = 0. Hence, to avoid the inconvenience of

having Jϕψ(a, b) = 0 with a 6= 0 and b 6= 0 it is needed to constrain ’ϕ(a) = 0

iff a = 0’ and ’ψ(b) = 0 iff b = 0’. And to preserve Jϕψ(1, 1) = 1 it is

needed to require ’ϕ(a) = 1 iff a = 1’ and ’ψ(b) = 1 iff b = 1’. Finally,

to preserve monotonicity [a1 ≤ a2, b1 ≤ b2 imply Jϕψ(a1, b1) ≤ Jϕψ(a2, b2)]

and avoid jumps, we will suppose that both ϕ and ψ are non-decreasing and

continuous.

Of course, with ϕ and ψ we can obtain families of parametrized ML−impli-

cations. For example, with ϕ(a) = aα(α > 0) and ψ(b) = β.b(0 ≤ β ≤ 1), we

have:

Jα,β(a, b) = T (aα, β.b)

that originates the useful two-parametric families Jα,β(a, b) = Min(aα, β.b)

and Jα,β(a, b) = aα.β.b, by limiting T to the cases Min and Prod as it is

usual. Where α can easily being interpreted as a linguistic modifier of the

antecedent and β as a rule weight.

7.2.3 Parameterizations linguistically sound

Provided that we can get a better representation of the rules, then we can

get e.g. a better Takagi-Sugeno model and therefore a better approximation,

to a target function. The parameterization of the fuzzy sets representing the

meaning of the premise, is still another way of introducing additional degrees

of freedom, that properly tuned support the goal of a better approximation.

This claim is supported by the following fact. It has been shown [40] that

fuzzy controllers have the so called property of universal approximation. This
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means that any bounded continuous function may be approximated by a fuzzy

controller with as much accuracy as desired.

Fuzzy control begins with the linguistic rules describing the system’s be-

havior, and in that kind of control it is usual to explicitly or implicitly represent

the rules by means of either the Min-Implication function J(a, b) = Min(a, b)

- Mamdani -, or Prod-Implication function J(a, b) = Prod(a, b) - Larsen -.

By using a new representation of the rules by means of operators Jα,β(a, b) =

T (aα, β.b) then we can adjust each premise properly to obtain a better repre-

sentation of the given rule. Moreover we can modify each exponent and each

weight independently (see [81]).

7.2.4 Case Examples and results

To illustrate how these changes in the representation of the rules can improve

the result of a Takagi-Sugeno model in two ways, first, reducing the mean

square error (MSE) between the target function and the approximating func-

tion, and second, obtaining a smoother function, we present the following two

examples.

A simple example

We chose a non symmetrical function to show how we can reduce the MSE of

the approximation and how we can increase the smoothness of the approxi-

mating function. Let

y =
sin(x)

x
0 ≤ x ≤ 8.5 see figure 7.26

Suppose that the predicate Close-to is represented by the fuzzy sets shown

in figure 7.27. Then Takagi-Sugeno model using the following seven rules can

approximate well enough the function as shown in Figure 7.28 with mean

square error MSE = 0.00070459.
“ If x is Close-to 0 then y = 1”

“ If x is Close-to 4/3 then y = 3
4
sin(4/3)”

“ If x is Close-to 8/3 then y = 3
8
sin(8/3)”

“ If x is Close-to 4 then y = 1
4
sin(4)”

“ If x is Close-to 16/3 then y = 3
16

sin(16/3)”

“ If x is Close-to 20/3 then y = 3
20

sin(20/3)”

“ If x is Close-to 8 then y = 1
8
sin(8)”
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Figure 7.26: Target function
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Figure 7.27: Input labels
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Figure 7.28: Approximation to the tar-
get function TS model
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Figure 7.29: Approximation when α
has been manually tuned

If we introduce and manually adjust an exponent for each rule as follows:

“ If x is (Close-to 0)(0.9) then y = 1”

“ If x is (Close-to 4/3)(0.915) then y = 3
4
sin(4/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 8/3)(0.915) then y = 3
8
sin(8/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 4)(0.6) then y = 1
4
sin(4)”

“ If x is (Close-to 16/3)(0.8) then y = 3
16

sin(16/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 20/3)(0.45) then y = 3
20

sin(20/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 8)(0.95) then y = 1
8
sin(8)”

we obtain a better approximating function with a considerable reduction of

the mean square error MSE = 0.00014209, see Figure 7.29

But if now we let adjust a different exponent for each rule to a genetic
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algorithm and use the MSE as fitness function. The parameters of the genetic

algorithm are: a population of 200 individuals, probability of cross and muta-

tion of 0.8 and 0.05 respectively and 5000 generations. With this setting we

obtain the following exponents for each rule:

“ If x is (Close-to 0)(0.906866) then y = 1”

“ If x is (Close-to 4/3)(0.906839) then y = 3
4
sin(4/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 8/3)(1.42539) then y = 3
8
sin(8/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 4)(0.688392) then y = 1
4
sin(4)”

“ If x is (Close-to 16/3)(0.792473) then y = 3
16

sin(16/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 20/3)(0.583845) then y = 3
20

sin(20/3)”

“ If x is (Close-to 8)(0.670143) then y = 1
8
sin(8)”

which obtain a much better approximating function with a considerable re-

duction of the mean square error to MSE = 0.00003704, see Figure 7.30

Figure 7.30: Approximation to the target function when each αi has been
tuned automatically
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Figure 7.31: Target surface

A complex example

Let us now consider a more complex problem, that is, an approximation of the

surface:

z =
sin(x2)e−x + sin(y2)e−y + 0.2338

0.8567
,

for x ∈ [0, 3] and y ∈ [0, 3]. (See Figure 7.31).

The T-S model for this problem is composed of 49 rules, because seven

input labels for each variable are used:

“ If x is (Close-to)α x1 and y is (Close-to)α y1 then z = q1”
...

...

“ If x is (Close-to)α x7 and y is (Close-to)α y7 then z = q49”

Input (Close − to)α− labels X and Y are represented by the seven fuzzy

sets as the ones shown in Figure 7.27, (with α = 1). In the approximation

obtained using these rules, the MSE = 0.0020451039 (see Figure 7.28).

In the approximation obtained using a Takagi-Sugeno model with expo-

nents in the linguistic terms and using the same exponent for all rules α =

0.9731, the error was reduced by 10% giving a MSE = 0.0018163 moreover

the approximated surface is smoother (see Figure 7.33).

If we use a different exponent for each rule we can improve the result as
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Figure 7.32: Approximation using α = 1

Figure 7.33: Approximation using α = 0.92

we can see in the figure 7.34, with the error reduced by 10 giving a MSE =

0.00098467. And if we use also a different weight for each rule we can improver

further the result as we can see in figure 7.35, although the general aspect of
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the surface is less smooth.

Figure 7.34: Approximation using a different exponent αi for each rule

Intelligent control 2 is without doubts an important and successful area of

Artificial Intelligence. Its very roots go however deep into fuzzy logic. The

thorough review of its basics shows that there is no ”magic” in fuzzy control,

but it is mathematically sound. New research areas of Artificial Intelligence,

as neural networks and evolutionary algorithms contribute to further develop-

ments in the area of fuzzy control, by supporting e.g. data driven modeling

based on neural networks to extract fuzzy rules from numerical examples of

behavior, as well as evolutionary tuning of parameters of a fuzzy controller to

obtain optimal performance.

2One of my students, Sergio Morata, has applied this intelligent control approach to the
robot navigation with very good results while maintaining the readability of the rules, by
adjusting the rules representation presented here
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Figure 7.35: Approximation using a different exponent αi and weight βi for
each rule



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In the first part of this dissertation, we have reviewed Fuzzy Sets Theories

from the point of view of Computing with Words and Perceptions, since not

all the work done in the area guides us to our goal, and a lot of work needs

to be done. To represent words and perceptions by means of statements and

combination of statements we have reviewed the work done and introduced the

idea of a “coherent model”. We have also looked at inference from a different

point of view to be able to Compute with Words and Perceptions, studying

the contradictions in inference processes and establishing a relation between

inference and representation.

In the second part, we have experimented with ‘academic’ real problems

to test and improve our models and theories. For this purpose, we have devel-

oped new tools (as Fuzzy Prolog, and the Agents with Different Logics system

(ADL)), and we have done experiments related with words (as Imprecise Con-

cepts Based Search), as well as, related with perceptions (as Approximate

maps and self-localization).

Now it is perhaps time to extract the general conclusions, to summarize

the main contributions and to settle the future work.

197
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8.1 General Conclusions

During the last years we have seen an increasing interest in fuzzy systems’ re-

search and applications. This is mainly due to the success of fuzzy technologies

in many engineering fields such as consumer products, transportation, man-

ufacturing, medical, control and signal processing systems. Classical models

usually try to avoid vague or imprecise information because it is considered

as having a negative influence in the corresponding technique. However, fuzzy

systems take advantage of this kind of information because it leads to better

and more suitable models, which are both easier to handle and more familiar

to the human way of thinking.

Fuzzy logic not only deals with technological problems, since a fuzzy set

represents a concrete use of a predicate or linguistic label, that is, it also deals

with the problem of meaning. Words are context dependent and fuzzy logic

recognizing that fact models them through different theories of fuzzy sets,

that is, there are many ways for representing them (i.e. and, or, not, antonym,

rules, etc.). And therefore, the representation of a word must be based on

the properties exhibited by its current meaning in a given context and with a

specific intention.

The main objective of Fuzzy Logic is to capture the imprecision inherent

to language and deal with it. In this way, Fuzzy logic is linked to language

from its beginning, and we think that this link constitutes a fundamental

part that must be reinforced. We have tried to stimulate some reflection to

extend current theories of fuzzy sets to wider areas of language, with the

objective of reaching a better knowledge of the links between language and

its representation through them, when possible. This pose the problem of the

linguistic credit (or soundness in language) of the Fuzzy Sets Theories, and

therefore, the question of the linguistic credit of our approach.

Languages are very complex phenomena, very dynamic and constantly up-

dated by the people that use them, and therefore, not fully coincidental with

what we can find in dictionaries and Grammar Textbooks, a lot of experimen-

tation needs to be done in order to know better which models can actually be

taken as good enough for parts of language.

We have shown the pros and cons of the different models and how to get the

coherence between them and word’s uses. The framework presented here helps

to study and to expand the representations of the use of words in language.

Language is ruled by grammar, and therefore, an important thing for CWP
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is the meaning of sentences, and not only the isolated meaning of words and

connectives. We need to find models which can incorporate the properties

characteristic of concrete uses of words in phrases, and this should be done

by testing the models against linguistic examples. For the progress of CWP

is important to extend current models to represent more and larger linguistic

expressions.

Perhaps is the time to rethink fuzzy sets in order to conduct our research

to Computing with Words and Perceptions. It is clear that Imprecision is

inherent to language and to perceptions. And if fuzzy models can help to

clarify some aspects (and to base applications in more solid grounds) then

they will be welcomed, otherwise they can mislead us and apart us from our

main goal. Such rethinking of fuzzy sets must not only be done to find more

or less paradigmatic examples in language but to force the adoption of an

experimentally based approach. This approach could lead us to a renewal of

Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing, pushing ahead the knowledge of (linguistic)

imprecision, and giving better support more complex applications. In this

sense, to go ahead with Computing with Words and Perceptions it is needed

a great deal of experimentation in language.

Along with Soft Computing and Fuzzy Logic, new developments in the

more applied field of Robotics are also related with this CWP approach. That

is the case of Social Robotics, Multi-Agent Systems, and Affective or Emo-

tional Computing. These approaches lean on current developments in Psy-

chology that include perception, emotions and social skills as an active part

of intelligence. Although the new trends in Robotics has not been analyzed in

this work, we should note that they complements it, and all together can be

considered a “paradigm shift” in the conception of computational intelligence.

Computing with Words and Perceptions opens up a new methodology, built

on Fuzzy Logic and Soft-Computing, to address the way humans solve complex

problems, communicate and act through perceptions and words. All of these

tasks involve a high level of imprecision, context-depended information and

interaction, which cannot be grasped by numerical and symbolical approaches.

In order to make this transition from numbers to perceptions and form symbols

to words, we need Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic, but we also need new tools

to develop and experiment Computing with Words and Perceptions systems.

As happens with every new methodology, it lacks of a grounded core set of

principles, and it is more like a lighthouse on the horizon lighting the path

towards to the future.
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8.2 Summary of Contributions

Maybe one of the main contributions of this work relays on the approach taken

to face the challenge of Computing with Words and Perceptions. We have

taken as starting point the imprecision inherent in words and in perceptions,

and we have represented it by means of fuzzy sets, fuzzy connectives, fuzzy

rules, ....

Beginning from Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing we have drawn a path

towards Computing with Words and Perceptions. Along this path, we have

reviewed Fuzzy Logic extracting the useful parts for our work, adding the

needed parts, and reorienting FL towards CWP, what we have called FL∗. So,

we have used Fuzzy Logic as the initial core of our approach. But we have

taken a experimental driven path, and we have had to develop new tools and

do experiments with words and perceptions to drive safely to our goal.

On the problem of representing words/perceptions

In order to build a model of the use of predicates we have differentiated three

aspects of its use. Firstly, the descriptive use, which allows us to settle the

universe of discourse and to specify which are the objects that admit being

predicated. Secondly, the comparative use, which allows us to build a partially

ordered structure that induces the order in the universe of discourse introduced

by the predicate. And thirdly, the pre-quantitative use, which allows us to

define a “measurable” space where we can quantify to what extent the objects

fulfill the predicate. Taking into account these three aspects of the use we can

obtain a mathematical model coherent with the use of P on X.

Predicates P collectivize in some sense and therefore allow us to define

granules and Fuzzy Sets. As the statements ‘x is P ’ admit a degree (being

immediately numerical or not) the best available model are Fuzzy Sets, because

they allow us to represent these degrees by means of membership functions,

and to capture the three aspects of the use of P in a proper manner.

In language, linked to a predicate there is usually an antonym. And, if

classical logics cannot possibly cope with it, Fuzzy Logic not only can but

deals with it early from its inception. Antonyms are semantically rather than

syntactically linked, as one can see in the relation existing between the state-

ments “John is old” and “‘Sara is young”, where to understand what “old”

means requires to understand what “young” means, and vice versa. Therefore
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taking into account their importance for linguistic variables, we have studied

the different models of antonymy, and the way of building the middle term,

and have introduced a classification of antonyms based on the different kinds

of middle terms.

To represent more complex concepts and statements we need connectives

and therefore, we have studied their models carefully and defined when the

models are coherent with their uses. Proper models of the linguistic connec-

tives and, or, must capture its conjunctive or disjunctive nature as well as

the concrete meaning of its use. In most cases the concrete meaning of the

conjunctions can only be understood, and therefore captured, once we have

looked and understood the whole sentence and not only parts of it. That im-

plies finding models which can incorporate the properties characteristic of each

use in a concrete sentence, and testing the models against linguistic examples

and analyzing their coherency with specific uses.

On rethinking the inference towards CWP

In this chapter we have studied the problem of reaching outputs contradictory

with the inputs in an inference process. This problem was studied in cases in

which there is more than one rule and more than one universe of discourse.

We have suggested to introduce some restrictions on the inputs to reach safe

inferences when using Mamdani-Larsen type implications.

We have also investigated further the relations between implication func-

tions, modus ponens inequalities and conjunctions. With this purpose in mind

we have done a review of fuzzy modus ponens, that takes into account the dif-

ferent worlds involved in the inference. Which leaded us to consider two new

modalities of that rule: the Modus Intusconiugando Ponens and the Modus

Forisconjugando Ponens, from which we have proven the relation between

fuzzy modus ponens and the conjunction and. And that has allowed us to

establish a relation between inference and representation.

Fuzzy Prolog

We have presented a definition of a Fuzzy Prolog Language that models Borel-

Fuzzy Sets, and subsumes former approaches since it uses a truth value repre-

sentation based on a union of sub-intervals on [0,1] and is defined using general

operators that can model different logics. This extension of Prolog is imple-

mented by interpreting fuzzy reasoning as a set of soft constraints that are
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propagated through the rules by means of aggregation operators.

The novelty of the Fuzzy Prolog presented here relies on the way the im-

plementation was done, it was implemented in Ciao Prolog using Constraint

Logic Programming over Real numbers (CLP(R)), instead of implementing a

new resolution system. This means that it has a good potential for efficiency,

simplicity and flexibility. Fuzzy predicates are interpreted in our language as

set of constraints and fuzzy inference as constraints propagation. And there-

fore, once fuzzy predicates are translated into CLP(R) clauses, the rest of the

computation is performed by the compiler.

Most other Fuzzy Prolog implementations consider only one operator to

get the truth value of the fuzzy clauses. We have generalized all operators

through the concept of aggregation, and this makes our Fuzzy Prolog subsume

the solutions of the other systems, in fact, aggregation operators can be added

to our language almost effortlessly. Another advantage of our approach is that

it can be implemented with little effort over any other CLP(R) system.

We have managed to combine crisp and fuzzy logic in the same compiler.

This represents a great advantage, because it let us to model many problems

using fuzzy programs. So, we have extended the expressivity of the language

and the possibility of applying it to solve real problems.

Agents with Different Logics (ADL)

Facing the fact of the importance of degrees in the theory of speech acts (and

therefore, in the communication) this work has incorporated a way to represent

and deal with these degrees. This point has been missed in most of the Multi-

Agent Systems, but we think it plays a key role in the communication processes.

Once we have taken into account the degrees of satisfaction of speech acts, and

we have included them into the system, we can represent their conditions of

satisfaction through fuzzy constraints. These degrees of satisfaction as well

as their conditions of satisfaction can be different for each agent involved,

although they must agree to some extent when the conditions of satisfaction

are fulfilled.

In the ADL system we have incorporated Fuzzy Logic at all levels, but

mainly in the communication language used by the agents. In this way, the

terms of this language are, by definition, imprecise (it is assumed that precise

terms are subsumed by imprecise terms) and in that form must be processed.

This system is just a first attempt to incorporate Fuzzy Logic to new agent
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technologies, trying to combine the best of both worlds. And it can be taken

as an starting point to explore more complex problems, which could serve as

a test bed for the CWP approach.

The ADL system is composed of several tools that cover the different stages

of the fuzzy agents design process, from the initial description to the final im-

plementation. It allows designers to specify agents in a similar way to other

Multi-Agent Systems, including their tasks, their goals and their communica-

tion language, but in addition it includes the management of degrees by means

of Fuzzy Logic. Its main features are the capability for developing complex

systems, managing the imprecision and its degrees associated, and the flexi-

bility for users to extend the available functions. This system is very useful to

test theoretical models and to design practical applications.

Imprecise Concept Search

CWP ideas have many possible applications to document retrieval and inter-

net search, but the complexity of the search tools, as well as the prohibitive

size of the Internet (for which improved search technology is especially im-

portant), makes it difficult to quickly test the effectiveness of Soft Computing

ideas (specifically, the usage of conceptual fuzzy ontologies) to improve search

results. For this purpose we have revisited “old” strategies to construct fuzzy

ontologies (understood as fuzzy relations between concepts) and put them into

the common framework of fuzzy relations. And to lessen the difficulty of test-

ing these ideas, we have developed a software system that allows to evaluate

the effectiveness of various types of fuzzy ontologies to improve information

retrieval. We have used this system to demonstrate the effectiveness of simple

natural language-based ontologies in improving search results and have made

provisions for using this framework to test more advanced ontological systems.

Approximate Maps and self-localization

In this work we have proposed new ways of representing the perceptions that

an Autonomous Mobile Robot can obtain of its environment and of it self,

emphasizing that environment and sensor characteristics must be considered

as a whole. The aim is to model these perceptions properly taking into account

the imprecision inherent in the specific environment and in the robot sensors.

For that purpose we have built a robust model based on approximate maps

that can properly handle this imprecision.
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In order to do self-localization we have built three different approximate

maps: one representing the obstacles, other representing the empty spaces,

and a last one representing an integrated map. Using these maps the robot

was able to recognize previous places and to self-localize it self.

Improving Intelligent Control

Provided that we can get a better representation of the rules, then we can get a

better model and therefore a more intelligent control. The parametrization of

the fuzzy sets representing the meaning of the premise is one way of introducing

additional degrees of freedom, that properly tuned supports the goal of a better

approximation. Another way is using a new representation of the rules by

means of operators J(a, b) = T (aα, β ∗ b), that can be properly adjusted for

each premise to obtain a better representation of the given rule, although

maintaining the legibility of the rules at the same time. Indeed, α can be read

as a linguistic modifier applied to the premises, and β as a confidence value of

the rule.

We have used this model because of its legibility and accuracy. We have

done different experiments in simulation where results were very good. And

we have applied this model to robot navigation, obtaining good results while

maintaining a good legibility of the rules.
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8.3 Future Work

• To develop new ways to manage logical or linguistical contradictions. We

have found very interesting to distinguish between logical and linguistical

contradiction and it will be interesting to find more examples in language

that will help to understand and model them.

• To study how to build Conditional Relations from data or how repre-

sentation chose affects inference. It remains open to consider some im-

portant subjects related these relations and its associated conjunctions

‘and’.

• To develop agents with different logics that cooperate and learn between

them. It will be interesting to extend ADL system in order to study

the social behavior of a group of agents that have different logics, which

interact and cooperate in order to achieve a common goal.

• To apply CWP to imprecise concepts based search systems will produce

important results in the near future. It can serve for testing new ideas,

creating awareness of the availability of CWP, and for creating a proto-

type that could be later expanded into the larger domain of generalized

Internet search.

• To develop systems based on Computing with Words and Perceptions,

and for that, we will require to create new tools, improve the existent

ones, and face more complex problems.

• To use Approximate Maps and Intelligent Control systems to find better

solutions for Autonomous Mobile Robots (at least, a solution based on

perceptions and words, instead of one based on measures and numbers).

• To apply the CWP approach to Cognitive Assistants it will be one of

the most important steps in future research, since it will allow to fully

explore the capabilities and limits of the CWP approach.

• To represent non-assertive statements, such as, commands, desires or

intentions. Since most of the work in CWP has been focused in assertive

statements no much attention have been payed to the others.
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